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Preface 

The present UNIDO study, prepared in close co-operation with FAO, 
provides an assessment of and strategy design for the development of the 
industrial system related to the fisheries sector of 64 developing countries. 
This study will serve as a starting point for UhIDO's programne and project 
development work and as a background to other UNIDO activities related to the 
fisheries sector. The study will also practically serve government planners, 
international technical assistance and aid-giving organizations as well as 
industry and banking in the private sector of the developing countries 
themselves • 

The Dldin results of the study have been sU111D&rized in "Industrial 
development strategies for fishery systems in developing countries: 
presentation of the main results", PPD.28. A special study entitled 
"En~ironmental assessment and management of the fish processing industry", 
PPD.15, has also been issued and another volume "The integration of women in 
fisheries: a human resource perspP.ctive" is being prepared. The methods used 
will be documented in volume 2 of this study. Furthermore, it is the 
intention to issue the main country case studies described in this volume as 
well as the comprehensive dala base that has been compiled and which is the 
basis for the present work. 

This study has bten carried out by the Sectoral Studies Branch under the 
supervision and general guidance of Ms. Teresa Silazar de B•1ckle. 
Mr. Clifford Zinnes has pr~vided the statistical and economic framework for 
the analysis. The following consultants provided assistance in the 
preparation of th£ study: Mr. David Thomson, main author of chapter 2 and a 
contributor to chapters 4 and 7. Messrs. Terence M. Burley a~d Michael 
Gregory, Agro-e.;onomic Services Ltd., collaborated on the selection and 
collecti~n of data. The sU11111ary case studies of chapter 5 were based on 
country case studies prepared by Messrs. Benito Rossi (Peru), Alfonso Cebreros 
Murillo (Mexico), Reuben Charles (Guyana), Hugo Montecinos Castillo 
(Venezuela), Bernard Dioh (8enegal), Eduardo Ortun (Angola), Alister Gcodlad 
(Somalia), David Thomson (Cuba, Indonesia, Philippines, Zambia). The 
follo~ing consultants also contributed on an honorary basis in the synthesis 
and revision of the research used for chapters 5 and 7: Ms. Pavla Jezkova, 
Messrs. Guillermo Castella, Felipe Menjivar. 
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Aquaculture: 

• .:\rthrnpo<ts: 

Artisanal sector: 

ASEAN: 

Attribute: 

By-catch: 

Canned fishery products: 

Capture fisheries: 

Cephalopod: 
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Activity which is performed in brackish coastal 
areas, irrigation reservoirs, canals, natural and 
man-made ponds• tanks. cages. pens and lagoons. It 
involves propagating and raising aquatic organisms 
under human control and manipulating at least one 
stage in their life cycle before harvesting • 

Animais having an external skeleton segmented to 
allo'-" for· movement (crustaceans). 

This ~onsists o~ those activities typified by a low 
level of capital investment and which have 
developed from local fishing traditions which have 
been passed on through the family. T~ese 

activities are generally small-scale, undertaken by 
the fisherfolk themselves in a self-employed, 
family, or village co-operative organization. 
These fisherfolk are artisan~ and are not employed 
i~ any incorporated business. Traditionally, this 
sector has had a marked reliance on natural, i.e., 
unprocessed, energy sources, such as wind, sun, 
manpower and wood fuel. Art:sandl fisheries are 
Linked to the national economy, upstream with 
boats, equipment and net manufactur· and do"nstream 
with the artisanal processing and with the 
col'llllercial proressing sector, through the provision 
of raw materiais. 

Association of South East Asian Nations. 

Refers to the group of FIS variables which 
indicates th~ presence or absence of FIS 
constraints and enhancements to development. 

The other fish caught in the nets used to harvest a 
given species and which are subsequently thrown 
back into the sea, either damaged or dead. 

Fish, shellfish, or other aquatic animals packed in 
cans, jars, or other containers. 

Fisheries activities which are by far the most 
important and which refer to tl1e harvesting of 
natural fish stocks ~ound in oceans, fr~shwater 
lakes and rivers, along with the handling, 
marketing, processing and distribution ot fish and 
fish products. 

Any of a c:lass of mol l11scs including squid, 
cuttlefish and octopus. 



Coastal zone: 

Conmercial sector: 

Cured fishery products: 

Demersal: 

Development pattern: 

EEZs: 

Fish: 

Fish meal: 

Fish oil: 

Fishery resource: 

Group: 
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Strip of land of variat>le width along the shoreline 
under the direct envir::mmental and economi•: 
influences of the adjoining body of wat?r. 

This refers to that part of the extraction and 
processing industries owned and run as incorporate<! 
business. These activities generally involve 
considerable investment in plant and equipment or 
vessels. It is t~is part of the FIS which mostly 
supplies the export markets or the local markets 
for higher value processed fish. Note that in this 
study, the conmercial sector is meant to include 
all industrial fish processing (excluding that 
carried out by artisanal methods) and not just 
reduction to fish ~al and fish oil as is sometimes 
the case in other studies. 

Products preserved by drying, pickling, salting and 
smoking. 

Refers to fish that live on, or adjacent to, the 
sea bottom. 

See "Group". 

Extended Economic Zones. The jurisdiction of 
waters up to 200 miles from shore placed in the 
hands of individua~ coastal nations 

Includes finfish, molluscs, crustaceans and all 
other forms of 1112rir.~ an~mal and plant I ife ot:1er 
than marine mammals, birds and higt.ly migratory 
species. 

A high-prot:ein, animal-feed supplement made by 
cooking, pressing, dryi~g and grinding fish or 
shellfish. 

An oil extractej from body ~~ody oil) or liver 
(liver oil) of fish and marin~ ma~mals; mostly a 
by-product of fish meal prnrluction. 

Any fishery, any ~tock of fi5h, any sp~~ies of fish 
and any habitat of fish. 

A sub-sroup of object~ (in this case rountries} 
from a snmple which, based ou a pre-defined set of 
characteristics (in this case FIS compunents), are 
morP similar than the other objects in the samplt. 
A g?:"oup l;; 1Jne of (usually) ma11y which together 
1:omprise a clai:;i:;if ication or rlustcring and re,.;111 t 

from ~arrying out a cluster analysis. This 
analysis provides a handy way lo a&gregate multi.pie 
characteristics. rn the present case, each cluster 

' repr!.ents one FIS development pattern. 

• 
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Industrial fishery 
pr.>ducts: 

JUNAC: 

Klondyker: 

Maximum sustainable 
yield (~Y) and 
Optimum sustainable 
yield (OSY): 

MEPS: 

Pelagic: 

Stock of fish: 

TCDC: 
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Items processed from fish, shellfish, or other 
aquatic plants and animals that are not consumed 
directly by aumans. 

Jun::.a del Ac1.erdo de Cartagena. 

It is a vessel which loads and processes herring or 
mackerel in another state and transports them home 
qui~kly for reprocessing and marketing. The 
initial processing on board involved icing and 
salting only on the original klondykers. Mcdern 
ones may freeze the fish. 

The MSY is the largest animal catch or yielti in 
terms of veighl of fish caught per year that can 
be taken fcom a stock under existing environmental 
conditions and maintain it at current biomass 
levels year after year. The OSY is similar to the 
MSY but takes into account the possibility that 
current biomass levels may not be at their 
potential level attainable and that the government 
may wish to raise them over time. 

The UNIDO-JUNAC computerized methodology for the 
assessment and programming of production/ 
c~nsumption systems. 

Relating to conmunities of marine organisms that 
belong to the open sea, living free from direct 
dependence on bottom or shore. 

Species, subspecies. geographical groupings, or 
other category of fish that can be manag~d as a 
unit. 

Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The present UNIDO study, prepared in close co-o~e~ation w:th FAO, 
provides an assessirent of anJ strategy design fot· the development of the 
industrial system related to the f isher-i~s sector- of 64 developing <"<)untt"i.:,;. 
The study is based on a rigorou'> and consistent framework '"'hereby the 
fisheries sector is analyzed as a system of integrated components. In doing 
so, it recognizes the fisheries secto~·s important contribution to nationat, 
economic, socia':. and inst.itutional goals as well as the potential conflict,; in 
meeting such multiple objectives. 

Starting from the basic concept of a fisheries sector as an integrated 
system and the definition of a f isher-ies industr-ial system (FIS) counc~ies are 
characterized, specific developmtnt patterns are identified, strategies anti 
their consequent actions determined, and investment opportunities and 
technical assistance options reveal~d. fn th~ p~ocess, a host of propositions 
are pre!"ented for discussion abo·.it the various economic, technical, anu 
political cornpon~nts of a fisheries industrial system. 

This study will serve as a starting point for ~~IDO's progranun~ and 
project development work and as a background to all other- UNlDO activities 
related to the fisheries sector. Together with the methodology itself (fully 
described elsewhere~/) this study will also practically serve govern~ent 
planners, international tec~nicaL assistance and aid-giving organizations as 
well as industry and banking in the pr-ivate sector of the developing 
countries, themselves. 

a/ "Patterns of Secll.)ral Industrial Systems: Methodology for their 
Analysis, Monitoring and Strategy Design", forthcoming. 

• 
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The importance of the fisheries sector's cont~ibution to national 
economic, social and nutritional goals is now widely recognized and principles 
for a strategy and plan of action for fisheries management and development 
have been laid do,.,11. Obiectives should be based on an assessment of the 
fishery resources available, and on markPts to be served, but also other 
factors, including foreign operations, must be considered. ~ost important, 
the fisheries sector shou~d be viewed as a system in which different 
industrial, production, consumption and policy components interact. 
Ccrrespondingly, development strategies should be comprehensive in nature a11d 
should address mult!ple objectives. 

These principles -..•ere recognized at the FAQ World Conference on Fisher;es 
:-tanagement aild Development. held in Rome, July 1984. The present .•tudy 
prepared by UNIDO in close co-operation with FAO provides an assessment 
according to the above principles for 64 developing countries. As such. this 
effort provides -. good examp;e of a UNIDO-FAO co-operation: FAQ identifies 
the overall fisheries sector's needs and UNIDO determines the investment and 
technical assistance r·equirements for the sector's industrial components. 

The findir·.gs in the present study are achieved in three steps. First. 
the fisheries sector of each country is described in terms of a fisheries 
industri;it system (FIS). This permits the disaggregation of the sector into 
its component subsystems and linkages to the rest of the eco~omy taking into 
consideration economic. technol0gir.al, sociological and policy factors 
affecting fisheries production and constooption. Next. based on the first 
step, countries are grouped according to similarities of their fisheries 
sector development. Accordingly, each country group can be considered as a 
pattern of development. Finally, comprehensive pattern-spE··ific development 
stri ~egies covering the areas of investment. technical ass1~tance and regional 
and international co-ope rat ion are proposed together with •:arrespond ing 
suggestions for action. 

For each identified development pattern a country case study has been 
undertaken. These studies provide in-depth a11cf country-specific details, 
illustrate more closely the development patterns and contribute to the 
assessment of constraints and factors of enhancements for each group. 
Patt~rn-specific strategies and actions necessary to eliminate problems that 
hinder their successful application were also analyzed in light of the 
experiences found through the country case studies. 

The methodological approach developed and used for the study is fully 
described in a second volume entitled "Patterns of Sectoral Ir1dustrial 
S/stems: Methodology for their Analysis, Monitoring and Strategy Design". 
The potential of applyir.g this approach to the analysis and follow-up of other 
industrial sectors in a global context is excellent and is one of the reasons 
for describing it in detail in a separate volume. 
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Major outputs of the study are: 

An assessment of the fisheries systems ot 64 d~veloping countries 
within a comprehensive development planning approach (as suggested by the FAO 
Fisheries Conference) and the identification of lO patterns of development 
prevailing in the fisheries systems of the 64 developing countries. These 
country groupings are not the result of political, geographic or other non
fishery spe~;fic industrial classifications. They depend solely on those 
considerations be they economic or otherwise which specifically relate to the 
development of the fisheries sector. 

Comprehensive development strategies for the 10 i~entified fisheries 
patterns of development. 

Pattern-specific actions to be promoted in order to implement the 
strategies and eliminate major pro•11ems hindering their successful application. 

A description of the actions in terms of concrete investaients, 
technical assistance, policies, supp, rt actions and mechanisms to be applied 
to the different components of the FIS of the iO groups of countries as well 
as options for co-operation between the countries in this regard. 

A set of issues and structural relationships are presented to 
stimulate discussion covering a broad range of topics conr.erning fisheries as 
an industrial sector. 

A cross-country methodology for consistenly evaluating sectoral 
patterns and providing a frame of reference for designing development 
strategies (Volume 2). 

Due to the methodology employed in this study, a number of benefits 
emerge that would have been unattainable otherwise using the mor~ conventional 
study approaches. First and foremost are the creation and presentation of 
development strategies which are not just internally consistent but also are 
tailor-made to each of the current types of development patterns observed 
today. A second fundamental benefit is that by analyzing a country's FIS as 
an integrated system, there is a greater likelihood that the resulting 
programmes and projects will be better suited to the targetted countries, 
hence more li~ely to meet with long term success. 

Finally, by synthesizing expert opinion, statistical technologies and 
broadly-based data collection all for 64 countries the approach used in this 
study provides two further advantages. First, each relationship identified 
represents a specific underlying tendency across existing FISs and Lherefore 
should not be overlooked in policy design. Second, this study provides a rare 
opportunity to go beyond the detailed but country-specific and therefore 
limited knowledge and experienc? of individual FIS experts. 

In addition to the above the results of this s~udy are intended to 
benefit several users. First, government fisheries planning offices and 
ministeries of fisheries of the 64 countries can directly use the outputs of 
the study for progra'.llllling the sector and setting priorities for actions in an 
integrated manner. Second, for developing countries the st~dy provides the 
possibility of sharing an~ benefitting from other countries' development 
experiences, one of the most interesting means of self-help among developing 
countries. Third, this work will also be of use to international technical 
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assistance and for aid-giving financial organizations promoting the 
development of the fisheries sector, in designing progranaes for country 
groups rather than for individual countries. Finally, the methodology and 
analyses which underpins the results presented herein should itself be of 
~ractical use to business and government alike. In addition to the present 
volune, other concrete examples of its applicatio~ are found in Volume II. 

1.2 Structure of the report 

This introductory chapter is followed by a chapter which provides the 
background for the 111ain body of the study by positioning developing countries 
within the context of world fisheries activities by giving a concise overview 
of the present situation and trends of the fisheries activities with regard to 
production, potential catch, major species, processing, the structure of 
fishing operations, fish utilization, international trade and consumption. 
Chapter 3 describes the methodological approach used for evaluating ~ountry
specif ic fisheries systems.l/ 

The concept of development patterns is introduced in chapter 4 and the 
patterns among the 64 countries are identified and characteri,ed in terms of 
the framework outlined in chapter 3. (A graphic representation of the 
patterns is given in figure 4.1.). 

The process used for the selection of representative countries from the 
10 patterns to be subject of further study (country case studies) is 
illustrated in chapter 5 followed by brief descriptions of the 10 fisheries 
industrial systems representing the patterns.!/ The structure of the FIS 
for each case is represented through a base diagram where the components 
interacting in the system and their linkages are shown. The base diagram also 
contains economic and physical flows and data on installed capacity and 
capacity utilization, providing a quick view of the sy.;tem charactedst ics and 
orientation. The full versions of these case studies are available in their 
original languages upon request. 

Chapter 6 anal~,.,.s the frequency of occurrence and the causes and ef~ects 
of the constraints and enchancements affecting the FIS of the 64 countries 
thus contributing to the understanding of linkages between the FIS components 
and to the appropriate formulation of development strategies. 

Chapter 7, based on the major findings resulting ··::man analysis of the 
fisheries sector characteristics and the country c~se studies, discusses 
development objectives and suggests development strategies specific to each 
one of the 10 identified patterns of development. This chapter also suggests 
pattern-specific development actions, derived on the basis cf the pattern 
characteristics and potential (tables 7.1. to 7.lO.). Examples of 
appropriate actions taken by specific states within each pattern are also 
given. These examples should be useful to countries in the pattern and to 
other countries with similar problems and constraints. 

!/ For an extended description of the methods, the reader should consult 
Volume 2. 

~I Angola, Cuba, Guyana, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, 
Senegal, Somalia, Venezuela and Zambia. 
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A resume of the pattern-specific priority actions suggested as a result 
of the present study is given in tables 7.ll. and 7.12. These tables show the 
multiple actions that have to be taken within the concept of integrated FIS 
development by the governments and the private sector, promoted by inter
national and bilateral agencies and aid groups and supported by international 
banks and other agencies. Thus, starting from the basic concept of a 
fisheries sector as an integrated system, countries are characterized, 
development patterns are identified, strategies and their consequent action 
determined and investmen( opportunities and technical assistance options 
revealed. 

The development and execution of technical assistance and investment 
progra11111es to the integrated development of the FIS should be facilitated by 
the use of appropriate stratPgies and actions elaborated on the basis of this 
analysis. At the same time investment and l~chnical assistance actions common 
to several patterns, as identified in the present study, •ill pro~ide the 
basis for structuring specific training and research and deveiopment 
progra11111es for groups of pat~erns as well as promoting scuth-south 
international co-operation. The latter possi~ility is illustrated in 
table 7.13. 

The quantification of these actions shoald come after ~he full 
application of syst~m-oriented analytical toots such as MEPS (methodology for 
assessing, progranming and management of production/consumption systems) at 
the individual country level.~/ 

~I See document UNIDO/IS.643, Sectoral Studies Series No.27, 1986, 
"Methodology for the Assessment, Progra11111ing and Management of Production and 
Consumption Systems". 
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2. tr SHER I ES O'!ERV I E\ii:! 

World fish production reached a record total of 84.9 million metric tons 
in 1985. The in~rease 3f 7.7 per cent registered between 1983 and 1984 was 
the largest annual increase for over 16 years. During the 1950s and 1960s. 
the •orld catch was growing at an average rate of 7 per cent. but this slowed 
down to about 2 per cent in the 1970s. 

Some 10 per cent of the physical production comes from inland lakes and 
rivers. the remaining 90 per cent from the seas and oceans. The largest and 
most important single group of marine species is the small pelagics which 
inclurie herrings. pilchards, sardines and anchovir~- These comprise over 
23 per cent of the world catch. The demersal species. ~ods. redf ish and 
flounders make up 22 per cent while mackerels. tunas. jacks and souries form 
19 per cent of the total. Their relative proportions have remained fairly 
constant over recent years despite fluctuatiof's :n anch·.>vy. pilchard and 
herring stocks. 

Fish r~sources and catches are not evenly distributed. More than three 
quarters of the world catr:h is taken by the 18 leading fishing nations. Two 
countries. Japan and the l'"SSR. together account for over 25 per cent of all 
fish prcdm:t!on. Geographically. the most productive marine ar:"eas ar:"e the 
Pacific ~orth West. the Atlantic ~orth East and the Pacific South East. 
Catches by continen~ai regions are indicated in table 2.1. 

As Lir as developing countdes are concerned. the most flourishing and 
the most promising fisheries are located in Asia and the Far East. Latin 
America is stilt recovering from the drastic effects of the collapse of the 
anchovy fishery. It also has a relatively smaller domestic 111arket to supply. 

In Africa many fisheries have actually declined in the past lO to 15 
year:"s. Overall fish produ~tion in Africa is static at near 1975 levels. Two 
major causes of the poor production are the drought in the Sahel and the 
instability brought about by wars or insurrection. Africa's potential remains 
high never:"th~less, both in marine and freshwater fisheries. 

The extension of fishery zones to 200 miles has created opportunit~es for 
some maritime countries and brought problems to others er.gaged in distarat 
water fishing. few c..Junlries which have acquired large Extended Economic 
Zones (EEZs) have benefitted inwnediately. This is for a number of reasons. 
but chiefly because of the difficulty of policing such a large area and 
because fish stocks are less abundant and more migratory in the deep oceans. 
Most fishing activity is concentrated on the continental shelf from ~he shore 
line out as far as the 200 fathom depth contour, and ther:"e is much less 
activity over the deep ocean. 

Many development projects as well as uncontrolled fishing effort 
increases have led to overfishing and the concept of fisheries rehabilitation 
(as in r:"eforestation) needs to be intr:"oduced. This means investing in 
enhancement of production. but not in add:·.10nal gear. This is easier to 
accomplish in freshwater or inland fisheries but has been surcessf11lly applied 
in coastal fisheries (in Japan) and in cert.iin high seas fisherie:-; such as 
that for salmon. 

11/ This chaplr!r has lwncfittt:cl from a suhsUmlial contrihution from FAO. 
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Figure 2.1. World fish catch, 1979-1985 
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Source: FAO fisheries Circular 801, Fll/C80l. 

Table 2.l. World fish production, 1975 and 1985 
(thousand metric tons) 

Region 1975 

Far East.!./ 17,LOO 
Asia & Southeast Asia 8,LOO 
Europe 12,000 
USSR 9,900 
South America 5,900 
North America!P/ 4,500 
Africa 3,700 
Oceania 100 
Others£./ 4,300 

Total 65,600 

, ; ~! . 

1985 

22,500 
ll ,000 
12,000 
L0,500 
11, 700 

7,900 
4,400 

500 
4,400 

84,900 

!1 Japan, China, Democratic PeoplP.'s Republic of Korea and Republic of 
Korea. 

~I Including Central America. 

£/ Countries with catches under LS0,000 metric tons/year in 198~. 
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Table 2.2. fish production of leading 55 countries or areas, 1975-1985 
(thousand metric tons) 

Country 
or area 1975 1978 198L 1985 

Japan 9,8% 10. ~86 10. 741 ll ,444 
USSR 9,.964 9.,000 9,546 10. S23 
China 4.!47 4,.394 4,377 6,779 
Chile :!.,.1:442. 3,418 3, 767 4,804 
United States 899 1,929 3,385 4,767 

Peru 3,446 3,473 2, 741 4, 168 
India 2, ,:(.ft 2,306 2,444 2,810 
Republic of Korea l ,887 2,092 2,366 2,650 
Thailand l,553 2,098 1,989 2,124 
Norway 2,LS4 2,593 2,552. 2, 107 

Indonesia 1,382 l,642 l ,907 2.,067 
Philippines l,443 L ,495 l ,687 l,808 
Dem.P.Rep. Korea l ,050 l ,260 l, soo l, 700 
Denmark 1,767 l,740 1,852 1,696 
Iceland 995 l,567 1,441 l,680 

Canada 993 l,368 1,1, 17 l,426 
Spain 1,512 l, 373 l,257 1,338 
Mexico 468 782 l, 536 1,226 
Brazil 753 801 829 959 
Ecuador 224 616 731 901 

France 784 769 778 845 
Viet Nam 546 583 622 800 
Bangladesh 640 645 687 764 
Poland SOL 571 630 683 
South Africa 600 605 607 650 

Burma 485 540 595 641, 
UK - Scotland 442 456 1,99 6H 
Malaysia 474 685 804 632 
Turkey ~22 244 470 176 
rtaly .. 06 399 450 50'· 

Netherlands 351 324 4)4 '.>04 
Morocco 225 293 391 1,73 
Argentina 211. 519 162 41 l 
Pakistan 195 293 318 1.oa 
Faeroe Islands 286 318 242 362 
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Table Z.:!.. Fish production of leading 5'> countr-ies >r areas, 1975-1985 
(continued) 

Country 
or area 1975 l97S 1981 1985 

---------

Portugal 378 253 260 2q9 

Venezuela 153 175 192 283 
New Zealand 63 93 108 283 

Pana1!13 117 139 149 ::82 
·ranzania 212 211 231 27! 

Ghana 255 260 230 254 

Sweden 215 193 265 248 

Senegal 240 279 207 244 

Nigeria 466 519 496 242 
Romania 137 138 192 238 

Germany Federal Rep. 442 41:>. 331 225 
Cuba 143 213 165 220 

Uganda 188 224 167 212 
Ireland 88 104 191 206 
German Democratic Rep. 376 198 245 198 

Area of Hong Kong 151 162 182 198 

Sri Lanka 125 157 207 175 
UK - England/Wales 497 549 350 170 

Finland 110 139 133 161 

Australia 109 123 11•6 160 

55 countries 61,356 65,926 70,395 80,500 

or areas 

Other countries 4,244 4,074 4,205 4,400 

or areas 

World total 65,600 70,000 74,600 84,900 

---~------------------- - ---· ----··- --- - ---- -----·-- --·--- -----·· 

These 55 countries or areas are those with catches of 150,000 metric tons 
or more in 1985. 

Sourc~: FAO, Yearbook of fishery statistics. 
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Table 2.3. World fish production: major groups of speci~s. l972-t984 
( ttousilnd :netric· tens) 

Marine fish 

Herring, sardine, anchovy 
Cod, hake, haddock 
Jacks, mullets 
Redfish, bass, conger 
Mackerel, snoek, cutlassfish 
Tuna, bonito, bi!lfish 
Squid, cuttlefish, octopus 
Flounder, sole, halibut 
Sharks, skate, ray 

Marine shellfish 

Shrimps, prawns 
Clams, cockles 
Oysters 
Crabs 
Seal lops 
Mussels 
Lobsters 
Kri!l 

Anodromous and diodromous fish 

Salmon, trout, smelt 
Shad 
Diadromous fish 

Freshwater fish ---------

~isc. freshwater fish 
Carps, barbel, catfish 
Ti lapias, bream 

l972 

ll, 300 
ll ,400 
5,000 
4,300 
3,100 
2,000 
1,200 
l,300 

500 

l, 100 
700 
800 
400 
200 
500 
200 

500 
800 
100 

5,000 
500 
200 

~Q.~£c_~: FAO, Yearbook of fishery statistics. 

1978 

C,300 
10, 300 
8, 100 
5,700 

"· 300 
2~5CO 
l ,300 
l,200 

600 

l, 7GO 
l, lOO 

900 
800 
400 
600 
200 
LOO 

600 
800 
400 

4,800 
600 
300 

19,200 
12,200 
8,600 
5,500 
4, 100 
3,100 
l, 700 
1,200 

700 

1,900 
l,500 
l,000 

800 
800 
700 
200 
100 

900 
700 
500 

f.,600 
800 
':>00 

Although statistics show that fish production continues to increase. most 
of the traditional stocks are being fished at or close to their maximum 
sustainable yield. Several major species have been over-harvested at timt!S 
and this has resulted in the collapse of the particular fishery and subsequent 
introduction of strict management measures. This has happened to the North 
Atlantic herring, the south-western African pilchard, and the Peruvian 
anchovy. Many r:"esources also show wide fluctuations in production in response 
to natural human activities. To predict these chang~s is e~tremely difficult, 
which of course, complicates the question of deciding on an appropriate 
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development and manageu.enl SLrater,y. Furthe~ lnrrcases in marine production 
are possible but they will probably ilave to come chh~fly from th~ few stocks 
of less exploited species which of course. present both harvesting .:ind 
naarketing problems, and from a re-iuction of wastage and improvement in 
m.~nagement strategy of coastal s~ates. 

Nearly ten mi.llion tons of edible fish aL·e lost or wasted each year due 
to spoilage ashore and dumping of by-catch at spa. If either o~ both of these 
losses could be significantly reduced, this would also result in an increase 
in the amount of food fish reac::iing the consurners.l-'° 

An effective increase in production of six per cent, or 5.0 miliion 
metric tons could be obtained if post harvest spoilage could be eliminated. 
It is estimated that spoilage rates average 10 per cenc for fresh ~ater fish 
and 25 per cent for cure~ fish. These could be reduced dramatically by the 
introduction of basic hygiene in fish markets, use of ice, fly screening, and 
speediec discharge, sale and delivery of fish catches. A further similar 
saving of over 5.0 million metric tons could be achieved by utilizing the 
discarded fish or by-catch from trawlers working ~xclusively for shrimp. 
There are economic and tec~nical difficulties involved in by-catch utilizat1on 
but they are not insurmountable as some pilot programmes have demonstrated. 

Fishery scientists have concluded that a total annual harvest of around 
lOO million metric tons may be sustainable, althoHgh whether this harvest can 
be achieved with an economically acceptable rate of return to coastal states, 
is far less certain in all cases, and ~ould require carefuL analysis 
beforehand. To achieve it there would have to be a considerable increase in 
aquaculture, and the harvesting of Euphausids (krill), Cephalods (squid) and 
Mesopelagics (small deep water fish) and/or decrease in presPnt ~asses due to 
spoilage. There is also some potential for a considerable increase in sea~eed 
harvesting. 

world demand for fish and fish products is expected to rise to around 
100 million tons by the year 2000.~/ Thus, given efficient harvesting and 
marketing, conventional fishery resources could just about keep pace with 
demand over the next 10 to 15 years. 

For most developing countries future production increases will come 
chiefly from distant or offshore fishery grounds, from better marage:nent, by 
replacement of foreign fleets (if decided), and from culture or farming of 
fish and shellfish in coastal, estuarine or inland waters. Both options 
require greater capital and technical inputs to provide the inf rastructur~, 
equipment and skills necessary. Marine offshore resources fall into four main 
categories : tunas, small pelagics, squid and deep water mesopelagics. Krill 
are found only in Antarctic waters. E~ch species requires special harvesting 
gear and techniques and appropriate processing facilities. Apart from the 
capital investment necessary, there ar~ higher operating costs involved in 
extraction and preservation. These result mainly from the greater amounts of 
fuel consumed i.n distant water fishery and from the sophii;tir.ate1l preservation 
methods involved. 

?I See on this topic UNIOO document PPD.15, Sectoral Studies Series 
No. 28, 1986, "Environmental assessment and management of the fish.processing 
industry". 

6/ Conference, f·Ao, Rome, twm1ticth session; Rome 10-29 ~ovember 1979. 
Agriculture: Toward 2000. Table 6.t,, p.119. C 79/2'•· 
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Over-capitalization ~as occurred in the coamercial fish capture sector of 
several countries. The result is too ~ny boats chasing too few fish and few 
of them reaping an adequate financial return for their efforts. This 
phenomenon applies to ~pecific fisheries within countries and can be seen in 
much of Asia and the Far East, and ports of Latin America and the Caribbean. 
The situation in Africa is difficult to assess b~cause of the amount of 
fishing by foreign fleets operating under licence or in joint ventures. 

E.xamples can be found in the tuna and shrimp fisheri~s ~articularly in 
places like the Philippines, ~talaysia, Mexico and Venezuela, and in some 
dermersal and shellfish industries. Some artisanal fleets also have an excess 
number of vessels tut they generally use passive gear and are not real~y 
capable of harming fish stocks. Also their fishermen are mostly landless 
peasants with little or no alternative sources of income. 

If m•er-capitalized connerc'.al fishing fleets can be rationalized, 
reduced to an acceptable number and limited in quantity and size or power by 
licence, then each unit becomes more profitable. This results in 
technological investments in the vessels which in turn creates work for 
support industries ashore. In the classic case of 'limited entry' management 
in Canada's Pacific herring fishery. the increased investment in v~ssei 
technology created more jobs in manufacturing and service industries than were 
lost from fleet rationalization. 

Fig.ire 2.2. Total and unexploited fishery potentials (million tons) 
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Table 2.4. World fishery resources 
(thousand tons) 
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Current production ___ i'o_te_n_t _ia_l inc r....:.e=a-=-se-=----

Used 
for 
human 
con
s ump
tion 

Lost 
by 
spoil
age 

had us-
trial 
use or 
animal 
feed 

Total 
produc-
tion 

From 
by- Short Long 
catch term tenu 

dumped (l j-2.0 (30-50 
at S<'a y~ars) years) 

---------··------- -----·-- - -- ------ ----------------------

Species currently 
well exploited 

Freshwater 
fish 

8,600 

Demen•al fish 13,700 

Small pelagics 18,800 

Other 

Shellfish 

Less exploited 
species 

Cephalods 

Mesopelagic 

Euphas!.ds 

Seaweeds 

1otal 

2,700 

8,600 

l,500 

l,800 

55,700 

300 

1,800 7,000 

3,400 15,400 

200 100 

300 

100 

100 

100 

1,200 

6,000 24,000 

8,900 

22, 500 6,000 

37,6% 

3,000 

8, iOO 

1,600 

100 

100 

3,000 

85,700 6,000 

4. 200 

2,000 

6,000 

2,000 

l,!)00 

3,000 

2,500 

1,300 

3,000 

25,000 

(l) 

2,000 

5,000 

2,000 

3. ')()'} 
(1) 

8,000 

15,000 
( 2) 

10,000 
(2) 

5,000 
(1) 

60,000 

------ ---·-- ---·----------· -·--- ---~---------- -------

(1) Asswnes large expansion of ~quaculture. 
(2) Asswnes breakthrough in processing and marketing. 

Sour~.~: Based on table by K. whittle (1981 figures), update<.: to i984 and 
modified to more conservative estimates of future potential. Whittle tah~e 
based on data by D. James, FAO in Food Science and Nutrit:on, Jolumt ''• 1983, 
"Fish for the Future", page 39. 
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Scme states have not yet exploited their coastal or inland waters to the 
full. This is mostly because of the remoteness of the fishing grounds or 
villages fro~ the main mark~ts. and the lack of adequate roads. transport. ice 
or preservation facilities. The small scale fishing fleets which mainly 
harvest the inshore waters could benefit enormously from investment in proper 
11"1rketing and distribution infrastr~cture. 

2.1.1 Aquaculture 

for the past ten years aquaculture production has been growing at a much 
faster rate than capture fisheries. up to 30 per cent per annum for fis~ and 
shellfish. and over 40 ?er cent a year including seaweeds. The total yield 
from the culture industries was 6.5 million tons of fish and shellfish and 
2.2-million tons of seaweed in 1981. By 1984 0 these had risen to 7.6 million 
tons and 2.4 million tons respectively. 

Close on 80 per cent of all fish farming and some 99 per cent of seaweed 
farming takes t>lace in Asia. .Japan. Chin"'• Indonesia and the Philippines have 
large and well developed aquaculture industries. In 19~3. neariy 
2 million tons of China's fish prodvction came from culture activities. fish 
culture in the Orient takes place primarily in fresh water and brackish water. 
and to a lesser degree in sea water (although marine molluscs and seaweed 
together form the bulk of production it& weight). 

A large number of species are farmed. but chiefly carp and tilipia in 
fresh water and milkf ish in brackish water. Because of their high value. 
penaeus shrimp are now displacing milkfish in brac~ish water ponds. and 
farming of freshwater macrobrachium prawns is on the increase. Muss~1s and 
oysters are g~own in seawater locations and the farming of giant clams is also 
now beginning. Seaweeds are grown primarily to supply raw material for the 
food ?rocessi~g and chemical industries. 

Despite ~he enormous potential for aquaculture in Latin America and 
Africa. these continents have been slow to develop this sector. The 
production of South America is less than 2.0 per cent of ~he world total, and 
of Africa less than 0.1 per cent. Both continents could produce over a 
million tons from fish farming, either food fish like the tilapia, or export 
S"",.ies like prawns. 

One of the constraints to aquaculture development in Afric~ appears to be 
the inability of poor people to pay for protein foods. Cultured fish cost 
more than capture<! fish and thus require a more buoyant market. There are 
several major effort& to develop tilapia farminp, which is the pond equivalent 
of pasture farming of animals. but progress !las been slow. As a ready market 
exists for shrimp and prawns, the production of these species has tended to 
attract more private capital despite the more advanced technologies required. 
The feeding of the young prawns requires minute artemia shrimp or rotifer 
zooplanktons which need to be cultured or imported. 

Tt requires a capital investment of anything from US$ 100 to US$ 2 0 000 to 
proriuce a ton of fish a ye:tr from a<Juac:ulture, depcnrling on species nrirl 
locality. FAO estimated in 1977 that developing r:o1111tries would net!d to spenri 
US$ 60 mi 11 ion a year on a'}uacul tu re project:; to me~t nat iona I needs. in 
1985, Africa alone w~s in receipt of foreign aid of ovrr US$ 78 million for 
aquaculture. This, together with government contrihutions :tnd private 
investments should boost fish culture in Afrira by 100,000 tons. However, 
most proj~rt.s ~re failinK tn real i~~ their pol~ntial. 
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South America has ambiti<.'·is plans for aquaculture expansi. n. Chile 
recently enjoyed good success with a salmon farming project. Shrimp •:ulture 
is rapidly increasing throughout the region, led by Ecuador which produced 
over 26,000 tons in L984. Various marine molluscs are being farlllt?d around the 
coasts of Peru, Chile, !."lexico, Brazil and Venezuela. Brazil plans a u.ajor 
expansion of freshwater fish culture and is se~ting up seven hatcheries to 
produce over 20 mill ion finger lings of carp aml tilapia. Mexico has ambitious 
plans to increase culture production of high value or export species like 
prawn, oyster and lobster, and of finfish - carp, catfish, tilapia and trout -
for domestic consumption. 

Table 2.5. Estimated aquaculture production L985 
(thousand metric tons) 

Total Fin fish Molluscs 

Asia and Oceania 8,418 2,916 2,977 
Europe 1,)16 730 585 
North America 241 150 85 
South America 118 29 51 
Africa 7 6 

Total 10, LOO 3,SJL 3,698 

Source: Stirling University, Scotland. 

2.1.2 Management 

Crustaceans Seaweed 

88 2,435 

6 
37 

L3l 2,435 

As a result of extended national jurisdiction over marine resources in 
adjacent seas and oceans as embodied in the United Nations Convention oi• the 
Law of the Sea, 1982. many states have received the impetus needed to reassess 
and improve the management of their fisheries. To assist them in this 
exercise, FAQ in 1984 convened a World Conference on FishPries Management and 
Development which i~entif ied problems and suggested strategies and plans of 
action. 

In several regions of the developing world, coastal states are already 
collaborating on management measures concerning stocks which occur in the 
Extended Economic Zones of two or more countries, or which migrate from one 
zone to another. In some cases, joint ventures have been set up with foreign 
partners to help harvest, process and market an offshore resource which the 
host country was unable to exploit •~cause of the lack of suitable vessels, 
plants or expertise. 

Management has also become critical in re.sol"'lng anrl reducing conflicts 
between small scale or artisanal fishing fleets and those nf convnercial 
companies operating in the same areas. This is a serious social problem owing 
to the size of the artisanal population and the numbers dependent on it 
directly or indirectly for food and income. 
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In focusing attention on management objectives and strategies, fishing 
~ountries have become more aware of alternative approaches to development and 
to optimum utilization of the resource. By judicious investment and use of 
intermediate or appropriate technologies, it has been demonstrated that in 
many cases, production targets can be reached with more modest investments of 
capital, and yet with greater national benefits in terms of ~mployment and 
stimulation of local industry. 

The possibility of rehabilitation and enhancement of fisheries should 
also be investigated. This is a complex matter involving conservation, 
management, protection of fishing grounds and stimulation of stock growth. 
Japan has led the way in this field and other fishing nations are following. 
There are imaginative plans for artificial reefs, mangrove plantations, fish 
sanctuaries and marine farms in some countries in South East Asia and Central 
America. 

Under the terms of the United Nations Convent ion referred to, coastal 
states have the right within the new regime of the sea to establish laws and 
regulations for the control of all fishing within their EEZs. These laws niay 
relate to licensing, paymen~ of fees, limiting species or sizes to be caught, 
or times ur areas where fishing may take place or the kind of gear to be 
used. The coastal states may specify the information required from foreign 
fishing vessels, on their catches and movements, and may place observers or 
trainees aboard these ships. The states may insist on the landing of all or 
part of the catch i~ its ports as in the Seychelles and Mauritania and may 
sa~ th~ catch of any vessel to verify the ship reports. The coastal states 
are a~thorized to determine the terms and conditions of joint fishery ventures 
or other co-operative arrangements. 

Joint venture enterprise~ or licensed fishing arrangements have not 
always been satisfactory either for the foreign or the local partner. Some 
governments have found the cost l>f policing, monitoring or administering the 
sl'heme to be as much or mon! than the revenues received. Local fisheries 
bussin~ssmen are sometimes prohibited from expanding into areas where foreign 
companies are operating. Coastal or artisanal fishermen complain of 
com(etition on their own grounds from the foreign fleets. The foreign 
partners often complain of recurring difficulties with local government 
officials at every level in the bureaucracy. There needs to be very careful 
assessment of the costs and benefits, ob!igatior.s and disadvantages of such 
ventures before they ar~ embarked upon. 

Nevertheless, some good examples of mutually beneficial agreements 
exist. Mozambique's major export earner is shrimp, produced largely by joint 
venture ships. The country also earns foreign currency from fishery lic:en~es 

to foreign fleets. Shrimp and tuna fishing figure largely in international 
agreements as do squid and sardine harvesting. In Papua New Guinea, foreign 
tuna vessels must pay a bounty to local artisanal fishing communities as well 
as a I icence fee to the government. Some countries like lnrlonesia have 
largely replaced foreign joint venture fleets with local uomestic enterprises 
to continue the tuna and shrimp fisheries. Other areas rely heavily on 
foreign fleets for harvesting. Off West Afri~a, 60 per cent of the fish catch 
is taken by vessf..ls from non-African countries. 

The advent of the ne F.EZ regime has not brought immediate benefits to 
~oastal states. Some developing states have lost fishing grounds which their 
flee(s formerly harvested. But overall, the new situation hbs brougnt a 
c:hallenge anrl stimulflted fisheries development. The states which have perhaps 
been cha 1 lenged nusl <Ht: the sma 11 oc:ean i c counlr ies. Few of them have the 
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population to support a large fishing industry so they have to develop both 
offshore fleets and modern processing facilities at the same time, to tdp the 
export market. 

There still exist some high seas fisheries which take place outside the 
EEZ regime. But these are now reduced to around 5 per cent of all fisheries 
activity. The main species involved are tunas, whales, and deep water squid. 

The 1984 World Conference on Fisheries Management~' produced a set of 
principles and guidelines for national management and optimum use of fish 
resources. The following points are worthy of note here : 

"(iii) Because of the unique conditions under which fisheries are 
carried out and the characteristics of the new fisheries 
regime, governments should play a major role in fisheries 
menagement. This role includes the acquisition and 
dissemination of information; the formulation of objectives; 
the adoption of fisheries policies; and the design and 
implementation of management measures, and the continuous 
evaluation of the results. 

(vi) It is important to involve all groups concerned, ir.cluding 
administrators, scientists and fishermen, in the process of 
forml!lating and implementing management measures. Fishermen 
are more likely to comply with management measures when they 
are able to see the benefits which will arise from those 
measures and where they have been involved in the formulation 
of the measures. 

(x) 

(xi) 

(xiv) 

Governments and international organizations should take steps 
to prevent or abate pollution and any form of environmental 
degradation which may result from various aspects of economic 
development, thus helping to maintain fish resources in good 
condition, to protect critical coastal ecosystems such as 
mangroves and to secure the quality of fish as food. 

States should co-operate in ensuring the conservation, rational 
management and optimwn utilization of the same stock or stocks 
of associated species occurring within the exclusive economic 
zones of two or more coastal States or occurring both withi~ 
exclusive economic zones and in adjacent areas on the high 
seas, in accordance with the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of :he Sea in particular with respect to its provisions ,m 
the role of regional fisheries organizations. Similar 
co-operation should be extended in relation to the resources of 
inland waters. 

Whenever arcess is granted to foreign fishing v~ssels, its 
possible impact on national fishing operations should b~ 
assessed. The relevant agreements should include provisions ro 
facilitate co-operation aimed at protecting national 
operations, promoting the transfer of appropriate ter.hnologie:,; 
and developing national capabilities." 

U Report on the FAO Worlrl Confereni:e 011 F'ii;hedes Managemt.!nt and 
Development, Rome .June 27 - July 6, U84, FAO, Rome l9B4, M-43, I!-iP.N Y2-'l, 
l021MJ-1, p.16-17. 
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2.2 Structure of fishi_!!& operations 

The world's fishing industries are divided fairly clearly into artisanal 
and industrial sectors. The artisanal sector includes subsistar.ce and small 
scale fisheries. Artisanal fishermen are mostly self-employed or work in 
jntall family or village groups. They are paid in cash or in kind on a share 
basis and do not receive wages as such. Industrial or coanercial fisheries 
units are owned by businessmen or companies and are operated on a conmercial 
basis. The fishermen o~ fish plant workers are employees who receive wages 
which may be supplemented by a small catch share or producti~ity bonus. 
Artisanal fisheries have a very low level of capital investment in contrast to 
industrial fisheries which are mostly capital inten~ive. 

In terms of manpower, the artisanal fisheries empioy around ten million 
persons worldwide as compared to h~lf a million in the industrial fleets. A 
further 5 to 10 million part time fisnermen assist in the artisanal 
operations. These figures are for the extraction or h~rvesting operations. 
Manpowe1 figures for post harvest operat1ons are much harder to obtain and can 
only be guessed at for most regions. Including women and children, there are 
probably 100 million persons directly dependent on the artisanal fisheries for 
their livelihood and around 5 to 10 million dependent on the industrial sector. 

Most artisanal fishermen are located in the developing world. anrl the 
bulk of them in Asia. Nearly half of them are found in six countrie:;: China, 
Republic of Korea, Indonesia, Philippines, India and Bangladesh. They use 
small boats and ~anoes, the vast majority ot these small craft being powered 
by sail or paddle. Indonesia alone has over 200,000 sail powered fishing 
vessels. Artisanal fishermen utilize mainly passive methods ,>f fish capture, 
hooks and lines, gill nets or traps. Their individual catches are small. 
Production per fisherman in many cases is less than one ton per y~ar. But :he 
total artisanal catch is substantial, over 25 million tons or around 
45 per cent of the total produ~tion for hwnan conswnption. Hardly any of the 
artisanai catch goes for reduction to meal or oil. Some of the c:atch is 
conswned directly by the fishermen and their families or :omiunities. 

As they lack processing and preservation facilities, artisanal fisheries 
suffer a lot from spoilage. Some 10 per c?nt of the fresh fish and 
25 per cent of dried or cured fish are lost through spoilage. The 
introduction of facilities and practices to reduce this waste would require 
some collective action or organization at the village or conwnuni ty level. 
Attempts to organize artisanal fishermen or communities into r.o-op.?ratives 
have met with very limited success to date. Two major constraints are the 
strong local cultural or tribal structures and the considcra~le power of fish 
merchants. 

Industrial or co11111ercial fishing fleets genelally r0ncentrate on 
supplying fish for well established pror.essing vr marketing entities. Most 
export fish comes from industrial vessels as do practically all of the 
supplies for fish meal plants. The commercLal fleets mostly use very active 
and efficient methods of f:_sh c.apture s11ch as trawl nets and purse seines. 
The size of the vessels can vary from under 'lO tons to over SOU tons, the 
power from 100 h(' to over 1,000 hp, and the cost fr-om US$ 100,000 to CJV<:r 
US$ 2,000,000. 
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Contrary to popular op1n1on, coamercial vessels do not all operate in 
distant or deep sea fishing grounds. ~ny of them fish very close to shore. 
Shrimp trawlers, for instance, vhich may fist. hundreds o~ miles frcm tbeir 
home port, may still be fishing relative~y close to land. This creates much 
friction and sometimes conflict between the companies owning the vessels and 
small scale fishenaen ~•a th<> localities their ships invade. ~st governments 
have attempted to reserve inshore fishing grounds for small scale fishermen 
but often the legislation has no effect as the countries rlo not have the 
necessary fishery protection fleet to police the areas. 

Uncontrolled grovth of industrial fleets has led to stoc~ depletion !n 
seve~al of the world's major fisheries and has necessit?tea the introduction 
of licensing or limited entry to restrain fishing effor~. The dangerous 
increases in fishing power have come abo~t in the size anJ sophistication nf 
individual vessels and not just in the number of vessels in any one fleet. 
Licensing regulations sometimes fail becausP they do not prevent increases in 
the engine pover, mechanization or electronic sophistication of licensed 
boats. One large modern purse seiner can take many hundreds of tons of fish 
in a single set of the net. Some can land O\rer a thousand tons from one 
trip. That amount of fish could support a thousand artisanal fishermen for a 
whole year. 

Not all industrial fishir.g vessels are a danger to fish stocks, but ali. 
do need to be controlled to prevent unfair competitinn with small scale 
fishing fleets vhich are not able ·to migrate to other areas. and to preven~ 
over-harvesting of any particular resource. Large sophisticated vessels are 
required particularly for ocean fishing and to capture deep water spec:i~s like 
mesopelagics or blue whiting, but for most purposes, within the 200 mile EEZ, 
•:essels of moderate size are adequate. The major part of the fishing fleets 
-'~ Europe and North America are made up of vessels in the 25 to 95 ton 
~ategory. Some modern connercial fleets have even smaller vessels. 

Attisanal and commercial fleets also differ g~eatly in the capital and 
Jperational costs they involve. Artisanal vessels cost only a few thousand 
dollars. Some canoes can be had for a few huadr~d dollars. The smallest 
c~~mercial vessels cost in the tens of thousands, and mo£t conunercial boats 
an:: in the US$ 100 ,000 to US$ l ,000,00 bracket. Large oce"n going trawlers 
and purse seiners cost seve:-al million dollars. The operating costs likewisr: 
differ. The biggest single itt:m in the expense budget i.s f•1el. While a tar.k 
of fuel for an artisanal boat may be US$ 10 or US$ 20, for a commerc!al ship 
it could he rs$ 1,000 or US$ 2,000 or more. 

Inrlustrial vessc::ls are Vtry eft icient in term,; of manpower req-.1ired as 
the crews on those vessels are small. They are not as ·~ffir:ient as artisanal 
boats howe\."er ;;hP.n it i::omes to energy cnnsumption or return on capital. To 
producf; the same amount of f i::.~ the aver:ige conunerc ia l t ra1o1ler needs to 
conslune 3'>0 litres of fuel. For each t:S$ 1,0CO inv~:sterl in fishing bo<.1ts, the 
r.ommt:rci.sl set:tor produces ar"ounrf half a ton of fish a year. for the s;.me 
amount of c<1pital investment, the averag.; artisanal ileet producr:s about ten 
tons of f i...;h. 
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Ia~!e Z.6. Comparison of artisanal and industrial sectors 

Amount of fish caught 
for human consumption 

Amount of fish caught 
for reduction to meal 
or oil 

Total number of 
fishemen employed 

Capital cost of each 
job on fishing vessels 

Total fuel consumption 

Amount of fish caught 
for each ton of fuel 
consumed 

~umber of fishermen 
employed for each 
US$ million invested 

. .\mount of fish produced 
for each US$ million 
invested 

lndustrial/coaaercial 
fishing fleets 

32 million tons 

22 million tons 

... - soo.ooo 

US$ L0.000 to US$ 100 0 000 

LO to LS million tons 

2 to 5 tons 

10 to 100 

400 to 4.000* tons 

Artisanal/small scale 
fishing fleets 

27 million tons 

Almost none 

Over LO mill ion 

US$ 100 to US$ l 0 000 

About 1.5 million tons 

LO to 20 tons 

l.ooo to 10.000 

5 0 000 to LS.000 tons 

* The higher figure applies only to a few large purse seining vessels 
working for reduction plants. 

Source: Based on 1984 production figures. Fuel and capital estimates 
based on selected studies including ICLARM. MANILLA 3.3. 1980 and WEBER. 
FONTANA. DAKAR, COURIER 85 1984 

The 1984 FAO World Conference on Fisheries Management and Development 
took special note of the role of small scale fisheries and the human or social 
dimension to their problems. The conference advised that : 

"(ii) As a rule, the interest of the national economy may demand 
simultaneous and harmonised development of both small-scale and 
industrial fisheries. There is a need for a well-defined 
overall strategy, based on economic, social, biological and 
other factors, clarifying the role to be played by each type of 
fisheries." 
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The conference also noted the special nature of the artisanal sector ~nd 
recomaended that : 

.. ( i) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(xi) 

(xii) 

(xiv) 

Since the problems of rural fishing ar.d fish-farming 
comi:unities are not related solely to fish produclion, the 
development of this s~ctor can often be best approached orithin 
the context of integrated rural development. The principles 
~dopted by the World Conference on Agrarian Retorm and Rural 
De;:e~~pment should therefor~ find wide ~pplication in 
small-sca!e fisheries and aqu..,culture developtM:nt. 

Edui:at ion and training and other forms of SlW ial inw~'t;::ent 

should be made an essential part of small-scale f:stt*"'ri~s 

de;:eloptn.:'nt. More extcnsi.ln "':lrkers should be ':.:-ai.n-=d "'ithin 
cooper;itives and small-sea~.,, t'isning .-niml•:niti.:·s. ~n p.:ir!.!,-:1!-.!" 
in fish~?:ies technoiogy. so•:ial we!fare :md '~'.::lllDunity 

jr:;;elopment amt in the manageiu>nt am! opo:=rati•ln of smail-sc.1ie 
enterprises and organiza::i.:>ns. TI1~ link hetwee:n e;;t<:nsii.-'f". ::in•! 
practical resear::h shou~d he stn:ngth~n.::d. Ou.: consiriera::.i,,n 
shoulc be given tl~ the sp•":ia~ n.i.~ cf small-scale fi.st • .:=:-ie;; in 
the economies of is tar.rt States ·.;h~r~ they ar-:: ·~f t~n th.~ o:ajvr
soarce of .=::ll'plo)-ment and foreign ex<:hang"! earnings. 

A~tive par-ticipation oi srr-,ti-scale fishin.7 ·.:omnumities in th.:
?~anning and formulation ,,i t!.::,·-=~.:![lmt:rit a•:ti'l.'.i.ti.::s sho1~lri tie 
t!nr:ourilged so as to t-:!sur~ -!tt:!r .-~:.:. .. 'r:".:s~f·1~ ~.~tieillent3.t lt~n. To 

achieve th~se aims. it ~oul~ te hSefcl to provide such 
participatir,n ir'. ,;ome .:ountri.te:i :.ur;Just courcii1.ating ~.Jdie:> 
su~h ~s coun~ils ~r union~ 0f ~oupera~ives. 

The adaptation and ir.cd if i.:at inr. ·"Jf io'lcal ~y de'l.·o:;. loped :nethcd;;; 
and equipment for use in S!lldl 1-scctl~ fisheries shc•u!<! be 
carefully considered before directly transferrin~ technoingies 
developed elsewhere, especiaily the introrluction of 
capital-intensive technolc~y. 

Attention should be given to .::aking _.._...-,ilat.le credit faciEt!.·~~ 
to small-scale fishermen on terms and conditions in ke.:ping 
with their- generally weak econom•c positions and special needi:.. 

New and bt::tter methods of evaluating small-scale fisher-ies 
activities should be devis~d. taking into r:onsid.::ration not 
only technical and economk but also li!s.:> easily measurable 
factors su.:h as amenities of life, health. edut:atior. and 
communications." 

Of the totat world fish catc:h of 85 mil Lion tons (198'>). 72 per rent is 
used for hwnan consumption and 28 per cent for reduction to meal and oil. Of 
the 6l million tons for human cons1unption, 29 per cent is mcirket~d fresh, 
31 percent is frozen, 20 per cent is cured (dried, smoked or salted). and 
18 per cent is c~nned. The relative proportions of each have changed littl~ 

in recent years apart from the growth in the supply of frozen as opposed tn 
fresh fish. 
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Developing countries take about 45-48 per cent of the total vorld catch 
and there is surprisingly little di~ference in the proportions used for 
processing and for reduction to meal and oil. The developed countries have a 
1111ch higher use of freezing to preserve the catch vhile developing countries 
concentrate on curing vhich requires very little capital investment. Freezing 
plants and canning factories in developing countries are 110stly geared to 
satisfy the export market. 

There are two major areas of contrast in fish supplies for developing and 
developed countries. The first is the relative sizes of the supply and 
population. While total fish food supplies are siailar for each (29.9 million 
tons developed, 25.8 •illion tons eeveloping), the populations to be fed 
differ greatly (1.17 billion developed and 3.35 billion developing). 
Therefore the overall average per capita supply of fish food is 25.4 kg for 
developed countries but ~nly 7.7 kg for developing countries. 

The second major contrast lies in the amount of fish lost through 
spoilage. This is estimated to be 1.7 aillion tons from fresh fish and 
3.05 aillion tons from cured fish. The figure~ are auch smaller from frozen 
and cann~d fish. As most of the fresh fish and cured fish trade takes place 
in the developing vorld, the bulk of the spoilag~ loss of about 5 million tons 
also takes place there. Considerable work has taken place to establish ice 
plants and sanitary premises for the storage and sale of fish but greater 
efforts are needed in this area if spoilage is to be reduced significantly. 

Table Z.7. Fish production and food supply, average 1980-1982 

Production (OOO's MT) 
Non-food use 
Imports 
Exports 
food supply 

Population (million) 

Per capita fish (kg) 
food supply 

Developed 
countries 

39,000 
10,300 
8,600 
7,400 

29,900 

l, 177 

25.4 

Developing 
countries 

35,500 
9, 100 
2,900 
3,500 

25,800 

3,353 

7.7 

~ource: FAO, Yearbook of fishery statistics, Fisheries conmodities 1984. 

While fresh fish markets handle a great variety of species, the 
pr~r.essing ind:Jstry tend~ to concentrate on a few. The three major processed 
groups are tuna, shrimp and smal 1 pel.-lgir.s (sardines, herring, mackerel). The 
fish meal industry also uses chiefly small pelagics, the oi I ier fish being 
preferred fur their greater yield of oil without which the mt!al is only 
marginally profitable. 
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Frozen fish continues to be produced in large quantities in the developed 
countrie~ but there is a definite shift of canning activity from developed to 
developing countries where labour costs are lover. The U.S. tuna industry is 
gradually having to rely more on foreign based canneries. So much lover are 
their operating costs, that some canneries in the developing world are able to 
purchase supplies from Europe or North America and sell the processed product 
back to those regions. This happens during months vhen local fish supplies 
are inadequate. 

The handling of fish at sea has seen steady improvements in the form of 
gutting, icing, boxing, cooling and freezing of the catch. Refrigerated sea 
water tanks have greatly improved the quality of bulk fish taken at sea. Some 
of these improvements have been simplified and introduced to artisa~al 
fisheries with good effect. 

The processing of fish at sea on factory ships takes place only in the 
very distant water fisheries such as the North Pacific. With the extension of 
fishing limits to 200 miles, there are few locations where factory ships can 
operate without some kind of licence arrangement vith the host country. Many 
factory ships now purchase fish catches from local fishing fleets instead of 
utilizing fish from their ovn national fleet. This happens in the N.E. 
Atlantic where so called klondykers from the USSR and East Europe buy herring 
or mackerel from Scottish vessels, and in the N.E. Pacific where Soviet and 
Japanese ships purcha~~ fish f~om American vessels. 

Ocean going tuna and shrimp vessels only free2e their catches. The 
processing takes place on shore after the frozen fish have been landed to a 
shrimp plant or tuna canning factory. Portuguese and Spanish vessels fishing 
for cod in the N.W. Atlantic used to split and salt the fish on board, but 
this practice has largely given way to freezing. 

Each year some )-15 million tons of edible fish are dumped at sea by 
shrimp trawlers. This by-catch would form a very useful addition to the world 
fish food supply if it could be saved and utilized. It is made up of a large 
variety of demersal fishes of mixed value, and the major problems in its 
utilization are economic rather than technical. Shrimp trawlers are designed 
to produce frozen shrimp exclusively. There is not space on board for stowing 
or processing the bigger quantities of cheaper fish. Neither is the crew 
large enough to cope with the work involved. Several governments have taken 
steps to make shrimp trawlers bring back at least some of the by-catch, but 
generally they have met with lack of enthusiasm or poor co-operation from the 
companies. 

It would probably be best in the interim period (before designing and 
constructing ships which could handle both fish and shrimp economically) to 
have the by-catch transferred at sea to vessels which would be equipped to 
process and stow them on board. This alternative also has its difficulties 
both in co11111unication and transfer at sea, and in the kind of process to use. 
The vessels could use removable cod-ends clipped to trash chutes on the 
trawlers and picked up from the surface. The chief options for processing are 
simply freezing the fish, mincing it into a kind of s•1rimi, or making fish 
silage in tanks with organic acid. The technology already exists for all of 
these processes, but the economies of operation and marketing need to be 
worked out in each case. Another possibility would be to have the by-catch 
collected at sea by artis~nal fishermen assisted for navigation and safety 
purposes by some kind of mothership or supervision vessel. 
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The discharging of fish from vessels and handling of catches in markets 
and landing places merits attention. Muc~ of the deterioration in quality 
from capture to sale can be blamed on time consuming procedures and inadequate 
facilities. This is particularly true in developing countries whose fisheries 
suffer a lot from post harvest spoilage. The introduction of simple but 
effective measures could reduce much of the deterioration. These include 
speedier unloading, sale and transport. and the provision of ice. clean water 
and sanitary, shaded reception halls. 

If the world fish catch is to increase as hoped to over 100 million tons 
by the end of the century, greater use will have to be made of species not 
currently harvested because of their inaccessibiljty or low meat yield. Apart 
from their use to make fish meal or protein concentrate, one answer to their 
utilization must be the growing .. surimi .. market. This is a minced fish 
product which has a wide range of applications such as in fish sausage, fish 
paste, and artificial •crab" sticks, 'shrimp' tails or 'scallops'. The 
Japanese use mostly Alaska pollock, croaker or sharp toothed eel to make 
snrimi. Experiments are going on in the north Atlantic with deep water blue 
whiting, Norway pout and other less utilized species. 

Artisanally cured fish forms the bulk of processed fish in the developing 
world. The raw material is cleaned, salted, sun dried and smoked, but a 
substantial amount is lost by spoilage during the process. Fly and beetle 
infestation are the main causes of spoilage. As with fresh fish handling, the 
remedies are simple and relatively low cost. Proper drying racks, fly 
screens, plastic solar driers, good salt, clean water and hygienic premises 
would eliminate most of the spoilage. To obtain and operate improved 
facilities, the traditional fish curers need some technical assistance and 
possible organization into co-operatives or producer associations. 

2.4 World fish trade 

About 15 per cent of the world fish catch is traded internationally. 
This amount varies from 10 to 13 million tons a year, worth a total of about 
14 to 17 billion dollars. The bulk of the trade is conducted by developed 
countries. The developing countries' share of the export market is only 
32 per cent and they take 25 per cent of the imports (average figures 
1980-82). The bulk of developing country exports come from S.E. Asia and 
South America. The bulk of developing countries' imports go to West Afric~ 
(mainly Nigeria) and to S.E. Asia (chiefly Malaysia, area of Hong Kong and 
Singapore). 

The three largest import markets are Europe, Japan and the United States 
which together take in value about 77 per cent of all traded fish products. 
Many developing countries are net importers of fish, particularly the area of 
Hong Kong, Nigeria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Congo and Colombia. 

The largest exporters are also developed countries. Between them. 
Canada, United States, Norway, Denmark and Japan conmand 30 per cent of the 
fir.h export market. Among developing countries, the biggest exporters are the 
Republic of Korea, Thailand, Mexico, Chile, India, China, Ecuador, Peru, 
Morocco and Indonesia. In terms of value, the largest item in international 
trade is frozen fish, followed by frozen shrimps and molluscs, canned fish, 
meal and oil, cured fish and dried, pickled or canned shellfish. 
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Figure Z.3. World fishery exports (A) and iciports (8), 1979-1985 
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Source: FAO fisheries circular 

2.4.l Tuna 

While the world shrimp markets have been fairly steady and are likely to 
continue to expand, the world tuna market has gone through a difficult period 
and has not yet recovered to the buoyant state it enjoyed in the 1960s and 
early 1970s. In the past the tuna trade has been dominated by Japan and the 
United States, both large producers and consumers, Japan being the biggest 
Luna producer by far, and the United States being the largest consumer. The 
European markt'..t for canned tuna has been growing steadily in the past few 
years and production by developing countries has been increasing, particularly 
in S.E. Asia and Latin America. Tuna harvesting activities by the United 
States, Japan and France were seriously affected by both the fuel price rises 
of the 1970's and the new regime of exclusive economic zones which followed 
shortly after. 
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Figure 2.4. -orld tuna production by species, selected years 
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Table 2.8. World tuna produc~ion by species, 1980-1984 
(thousand metric tons) 

1980 1981 1982 

Skip jack 780 740 780 
Yellowfin 540 590 570 
Albacore 190 180 200 
Bigeye 220 200 220 
Southern bluefin 50 50 40 
Northern bluefin 30 50 50 

Total l ,810 l,810 1,860 

Source: FAO FISHDAB ---

1983 

910 
590 
170 
220 
50 
40 

1,980 

1984 

l,050 
600 
170 
210 
40 
40 

2,110 
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Table 2.9. World tuna production by major t -fishing nationsA/, 1980-i~84 
(thousand metric tons, live weight, 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Japan 723 642 674 696 788 
United States 226 222 199 266 b/ 263 
Spair. 101 122 131 126 132 
Indonesia 73 84 90 103 115 
Philippines 79 95 103 119 104 
France 72 69 69 84 100 
Taiwan Province of Chin:t 106 90 104 104 99 
Mexico 34 68 45 38 78 
Republic of Korea 110 105 108 89 71 
Venezuela 4 6 4 39 53 
So lomcm Is lands 23 26 20 34 36 
Maldives 28 26 20 26 32 
Ecuador 19 19 21 15 29 
Ghana 9 15 29 33 22 
Brazil 10 24 l7 l7 22 
Panama 21 16 25 14 20 
Sri Lanka 20 21 22 23 18 
Australia 14 18 21 22 16 
Others 124 119 109 98 101 

Total 1,796 1, 787 1,811 1,946 2,099 

!_/ Including albacore, yellowfin, skipjack, bigeye and bluefin tuna only. 

~I Revised figure. 

Source: FA. FISHDAB 

2.4.2 Shrimp 

The shrimp trade has not been beset with fluctuations in production or in 
the markets as has the tuna industry. The picture is one of steady growth in 
both areas. While most fishing grounds are already well exploited, there is a 
significant and growing shrimp culture industry. The three main shrimp 
markets, Japan, United Statec and Europe, have all exp~nded significantly in 
recent years. While all three regions are big shrimp producers, and 
particularly the United States, they each import about 150,000 tons a year. 
There is a tendency now for the United States to be supplied by Latin America, 
Japan by S.E. Asia, and Europe by Africa. The major developing country 
producers of shrimp are India, China, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Brazil 
and Mexico. 
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for a long time, developing countries encountered problems in exploiting 
shrimp due to the strict quality requirements of the United States and 
Japanese markets. This in turn forced producer countries to improve their 
hygiene standards and practices in processing plants and on vessels. Exports 
to Europe are controlled by severe regula~ions and attitude of the importing 
country. However, as there is free movecent of prcduce within the Connon 
Market, exporters have been able to gain access through agents in less stri~t 
countries and have the consignments transported from there to the country of 
destination. 

Figure 2.5. Major shrimp producers. 1981 
(thousand metric tons) 
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Figure 2.6. World production of shrimp, 1972-1984 
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Table 2.10. Shrimp imports (all types) into the 15 major markets, 1977-1983 
(thousand metric tons) 

1977 1981 1982 1983 

Japan 126 165 154 149 
United States 103 101 123 155 
United Kingdom 12 24 28 17 
France 19 28 31 32 
Area of Hong Kong 16 17 24 24 

Canada 11 10 IO 13 

Spain 7 9 14 13 
Germany, Federal Republic 7 9 10 6 

Sweden 12 11 14 14 

Netherlands 9 15 14 12 
Belgium/Luxembourg 7 9 9 10 

~taly 3 7 11 11 

Australia 6 6 7 8~' 

Switzerland I 1 l n.a. 
Singapore 4 5 7 n.a. 

fotal 343 417 115 7 '•64 

-------- - - - ----~ -·- --··- - --- ----·----·~ - _" __ . ---·-- - -------·---- -- . -· -·-----

f!/ I 982/1983 (l 981/1982 imports were 7,464 metric tons). 

Source: FAO FfSHDAB -- -··- . -
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Figure 2.7. Tot~• expected imports of shrimp of 15 major countries in 1990 
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Figure 2.8. Total imports of shrimp of 15 major importing countries, 1977-1983 
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2.4.3 Fish meal 

In 1984, the world produced about 5.9 million tons of fish meal and 
1.5 million tons of fish oil, tt.is from 22 million tons of fish raw material. 
Just ov~r 40 per cent of the fish meal was exported, and just over 60 per cent 
of the oil. Production has fluctuated wildly chiefly as a result of the 
collapse of the anchovy fishery of Peru and variations in other pelagic 
stocks. Fish meal now fetches from US$ 400 to US$ 500 a ton and fish oil 
slightly less. The chief market competitors are soya bean meal and soya oil. 
While soya meal is less than half the price of fish meal, soya oil fetches a 
higher price than fish oil. 

Figure 2.9. World production of fish meal, 1960-1984 
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Source: INFOFISH 

Figure 2.10. World production of fish body oil, 1960-1984 
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Source: INFOFISH 
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Figure 2.ll. Prices of fish oil and soyabean oil, l9b0-1984 
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Figure 2.12. Prices of fish meal (65%) and soyabean meal (44%), 1960-1984 
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The main developing country producers of fish meal are Peru, Chile, 
Ecuador in South America; Namibia, Mauritania in Africa and Democratic Yemen. 
Apart from Thailand, Asian countries produce very little fish meal as they 
require most of their fish for domestic human consumption. 

2.4.4 Cured fish 

Less than ten per cent of cured fish is traded internationally, and most 
of that by developed countries, Iceland, Norway, Canada, Denmark and the 
Netherlands being the chief exporters. This is surprising when o~e considers 
that drying is the main method of fish preservation in the developing world, 
with over 7 million tons of traditionally cured fish being produced for 
domestic consumption. More surprising is the number of developing countri~s 
that import cured fish from developed countries. West Africa, the Caribbean 
and South America are major markets with Ni~eria ao~ Brazil being major 
importers. 

There is a considerable cross-border trade in dried, smoked and salted 
fish between African states but it is not always truly reflected in official 
statistics. Cured fish trade in Asia and the Far East concentrates more on 
somewhat higher value products like dried squid, dried-salted shark fin, 
boiled-dried shrimp and dried-salted marine fish. Southeast Asia is also a 
major source of fermented fish sauces which are in demand by people of Chinese 
and oriental extr~ction throughout the world but especial:y in the west coast 
United States. 

Mention should be made of the growing trade in ornamental products made 
from shells and corals. This, normally a cottage industry, produces many 
millions of dollars of export items and provides work for thousands of women 
and young people in fishing co11111UDities. 

The FAQ regional fish marketing progranmes have been of major benefit to 
developing country trade in fish products. Infopesca in Latin America and 
Infofish in Southeast Asia have acted as clearing houses for up to date 
information on fish volumes and prices in the region. As a result of the 
success of these t~o progranmes, two others have been set up, namely Infopeche 
in West Africa and Infosamak in the Middle East. 
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Table 2.li. International trade in fishery coanodities by principal importers 
and exporters. L982-l985 
(million US$) 

A. Imports 

Country or area 

--------------

Japan 
United States 
France 
United Kingdom 
Germany Federal Republic 
Italy 
Area of Hong Kong 
Spain 
Canada 
Denmark 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
Sweden 
Australia 
Singapore 
Switzerland 
Portugai. 
Nigeria 
USSR 
Malaysia 
South Afr~ ca 
Finland 
Greece 
Egypt 
Saudi Ara .• ia 
Austria 
Thailand 
Republic of Korea 
Czechoslovilkia 
'oland 
Colombia 
Norway 
Yugoslavia 
Hungary 
Ireland 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Brazil 
Israel 
Cuba 
Indonesia 
Iran Islamic Republic 
Sri Lanka 
Romania 
Algeria 
Papua New Guinea 
New Zealand 
French Guiana 
Jamaica 
Congo 
Others 
50 countries or areas 
World 

1982 

3,974 
3,175 
L ,036 

885 
823 
7)] 
469 
526 
281 
298 
327 
310 
268 
221 
184 
193 
182 
358 
7l 

LOO 
76 
95 
88 
67 
93 
73 
28 
56 
89 
34 
84 
48 
54 
34 
42 
81 
77 
26 
35 
45 
38 
16 
28 
13 
29 
21 
20 
29 
23 

150 
16,028 
16,632 

198] 

3,947 
3,621 
l,050 

911 
831 
736 
440 
399 
336 
310 
319 
272 
261 
200 
200 
194 
140 
280 
133 
89 
97 
94 
68 
81 
79 
77 
42 
56 
78 
53 
47 
48 
74 
41 
38 
70 
43 
34 
37 
33 
32 
16 
30 
20 
22 
20 
27 
24 
14 

159 
16,218 
16,680 

1984 

4,143 
3,702 

976 
877 
801 
742 
440 
390 
373 
327 
297 
288 
257 
228 
224 
189 
139 
l38 
138 
108 
106 
88 
85 
SI 
74 
69 
67 
66 
56 
50 
47 
46 
46 
39 
35 
34 
34 
33 
32 
28 
28 
25 
24 
23 
22 
20 
19 
19 
19 

190 
16,284 
16 ,6 70 

1985 

4,588 
3,822 

929 
994 
795 
790 
441 
348 
327 
373 

314 
245 
235 
193 

165 
121 

108 
67 

81 

90 

36 
34 
29 

21 

17' 381 
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Table 2.1 l. (continued) 

B. Exports 

Country or area 1982 1981 1984 1985 

Canada 1.100 1 .. 277 1.237 1.312 
United State~ 1.012 997 924 1.170 
Norway 888 978 903 975 
Den11ark 901 928 899 910 
Japan 801 788 882 853 
Republic of Korea 758 735 777 767 
Thailand 482 545 633 585 
Iceland 539 527 509 581 
Netherlands 504 511 501 530 
Mexico 396 437 468 423 
Chile 386 :.19 419 426 
Ausrralia 314 322 346 105 
India 355 352 111 345 
Spain 289 280 108 316 
China 314 282 304 324 
USSR 218 324 304 
United Kingdom 289 312 302 341 
Germany Federal Republic 316 306 296 279 
France 293 316 294 
Nev Zealand 191 207 255 306 
Area of Hong Kong 217 210 236 270 
Indonesia 232 235 229 225 
Ecuador 219 218 219 243 
Peru 289 144 213 236 
Ptorocco 155 199 204 210 
Brazil 162 137 178 167 
Singapore 139 L52 164 161 
Cuba 146 158 158 
Senegal 145 137 151 
Argentina 184 181 150 148 
Mauritania 93 160 148 
Faeroe Islands 142 166 149 158 
Philippines 120 134 ll? 
Italy 101 105 105 
Greenland 104 116 102 
Malaysia 118 104 99 
South Africa 94 103 94 82 
Poland 88 84 93 
Portugal 91 91 92 95 
Belgium 73 87 87 
Ireland 99 98 87 
Panama 69 73 86 
Sweden 90 89 85 
Bangladesh 46 68 80 
Pakistan 79 68 79 
Venezuela 24 55 77 
Viet Nam 45 '·5 65 
Turkey 47 43 60 
Cote d'Ivoire 48 56 49 
Others 51.0 651 672 
50 countrie1> or areas 14,566 15,009 15,219 
World 15, 324 15,756 15,957 

. - .. -- . 
---· --· p • 

Sourf'c: f'AO 
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2.5 Consumption 

Fish resources fora a significant part 0£ human nutritional supplies, and 
in many parts 0£ the developing world they are the major source 0£ protein. 
Although in 1L1ny de~eloping countries the per capita consumption 0£ fish is 
low, it still £orms a large part of total animal protein intake. If ranked in 
order of percentage use of fish in animal protein supplies, the £irst 
40 states in the list are developing countries, vith the exception of Japan. 
(James, FAO 1984) 

In many developing countries, particularly in Africa, a considerable 
increase in supply is needed to meet nutritional ne~ds. I£ present global per 
capita consumption vas to be maintained, and allowance made £or population 
increase, an increase of 19 million tons ~ould be required by the year 2000 
{FAO 1984 estimate). An allowance for a modest growth in consumer income 
would require some 10 million tons m.>re. The bulk of this increase will be 
required by developing countries who account for 74 per cent of the present 
world population and would provide 90 per cent of the anticipated increase in 
population. 

A study of the 34 countries in table 2.13 with less than 5 kg per capita 
fish consumption would indicate several underlying reasons for the low 
consumption: (a) low. production or lack of fish resources; (b) low incomes 
resul~ing in poor markets for all protein foods; (c) plentiful supply of meat 
or alternative protein; (d) cultural food preferences or traditional 
unfamiliarity with fish; (e) population scattered in inland regions, making 
fish distribution difficult and expensive. 

Increases in production will not of themselves result in increased 
consumption except in those countries with well established marketing and 
distribution infrastructure, and large or buoyant domestic markets. Marketing 
and production need to be developed together in co-ordination and linked in 
some cases to educational or nutritional progrannes. 

There have been a number of successful prograames with both educational 
and nutritional elements which have boosted consumption among target groups, 
chiefly the young and the low income groups. Often these programmes have cost 
very little in terms of money, equipment or personnel. An Irish Fisheries 
Co11111ittee sponsored fish cooking competitions in schools with excellent 
results. This scheme was later copied and adopted by the then U.K. White Fish 
Authority. Many schools in the Far F.ast operate fish ponds which are managed 
largely by pupils. The fish, when harvested, are used in the school canteen 
in meals for the students. Nutritional schemes for millions of school 
children, families and factory workers in South America have successfully 
utilized new fish products from less marketable species (see table 2.12). A 
new and promising method of promoting fish among housewives is the use of 
focus group!> chaired by 1:xtension workers. This approach was developped at 
Cornell University and sponsored by ~id-Atlantic Fisheries, United States. 

There are large quantities of deep water fish which can now be harvested 
bul which cannot be marketed in their nat11ral form. They could be turned into 
fish protein concentrate (FPC). This protein flour, a very refined form of 
fish meal, was thought lo have great potential for human nutrition, but early 
marketing trials were unsuccessful if not wholly disastrous. In retrospect 
most experts believe that the failure lay :n insuffirient attention to the 
attitudeio anrl preferences of consumers and inadequate effort to produce 
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a truly palatable and attractive product. FPC was originally produced in two 
forms, type A which was more purified but too expensive, and type B which was 
less palatable. Efforts could be made to make FPC suit the preferences and 
palates of the target population. It could then be spread on any starch base 
- rice, bread, maize porridge or cassava as the people would normally do with 
their small quantities of vegetable, meat or fish. 

Some new and interesting FPC derivatives are now available. One of these 
is 'marinbeef', a meat-textured product which can be made to resemble mince, 
curry, hambJrger, meat loaf or steak in form, colour, taste and smell. 
Marinbeef is made from an FPC derived from the flesh of the raw fish and not 
the whole fish as for most meals. It is off-white in its natural colour and 
has no fish smell. The protein content compares favourably with other FPC or 
soyabean protein concentrates. Marine beef needs to be rehydrated with water 
during which process it expands to five times its weight. 

While FPC possibilities exist, most experts believe that the new 'surimi' 
technology ha~ the greatest potential for economic utilization of waste fish, 
by-catches and less attractive species in the human consumption market. This 
minced fish product can be r·rketed in a variety of attractive forms. 

The judicious use and marketing of these new forms of fish food could 
greatly improve fish consumption not only among the more affluent urban 
dwellers, but among low income and rural peoples many of whom require a 
greater protein intake. 
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Table 2.12. Fish consumption progranmes in South America 

Overview of current fish product development work 

Ecuador: 

Frozen mince 
D/S mince 

Mince 

Peru: 

Mince 
Marine beef 

Functional protein 
powder 

Chile: 

Mince 

Brazil: 

FPC/A 

Raw material 

shark, small pelagics 
shark 

small pelagics 

small pelagics 
sardine, horse 
mackerel 
mackerel, sard .1e 

hake, mackerel 

sardine 

Product 

fish sticks 
cake, sweet and salty 
cookies 
hamburgers, ham, meat 
extends 

hamburgers,"beef steak" 
meat extends and/or 
replacer 
supplement for noodles, 
cereal pro~ucts, soups 

sausage 

supplement noodles, etc 

Number of beneficiaries of institutional feeding programmes 
(thousand) 

Ecuador Peru Chile Brazil 

--··· -· ·----------------- -----------

School lunches 
Mother-and-child 

programmes 
Factory and other 

canteens 
Total 

-----. -------·---

740 
300 

l ,040 

3,000 
93 

40 

3,133 

Source: Ruckes, Infofish 1/86. 

824 
l ,094 

20 

1,938 

25,000 
S,000 

3,000 

33,000 

Total 

29,564 
6,487 

3,060 

39, 11 l 
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Table 2.13. Fish supplies and consumption 1980-1982.!/ 

(a) High fish consumers (more than 15 kg per capita) 

Net food Per capita 
Country Production fish supply Population fish supply 

!!/ cl 
(thousand (thousand 
metric tons) met:ric tons) (thousand) (kilogram) 

Japan 10,661 10, 121 117,623 86.0 
Area of Hong Kong 186 269 5,159 52.l 
Norway 2,487 201 4, 100 49.l 
Malaysia 741 675 14, 198 47.6 
Denmark 1,936 235 5,121 46.0 
Republir. of Korea 2,246 l,686 38,668 43.6 
People Pem.Rep.!orea 1,483 735 18,319 40. l 
Spain 1,299 1,310 37,606 34.8 
Philippines 1,677 1,657 49,561 33.4 
Singapore 17 80 2,445 32.6 
Sweden 258 268 8, 320 32.3 
Finland 141 150 4,802 31.2 
Peru 2,986 532 17,/58 30.0 
Chile 3,292 334,236 LL, 295 29.6 
Portugal 261 283 9,801 28.9 
Senegal 223 158 5,874 26.9 
United Arab Emirates 67 28 1,058 26.7 
USSR 9,659 6,904 267. 769 25.8 
France 774 1,314 54,179 24.3 
Namibia 32 32 l ,387 22.8 
Canada 1,389 521 24, 364 21.4 
Thailand l,967 959 47,492 20. 2 
Cote d • Ivoire SJ 165 8,5'.)l 19.3 
Oceania, 125 102 5,279 19.3 
(developing) 
Sierra Leone 51 65 3,353 19.3 
f!hana 231 223 ll,837 18.9 
Belgium 48 194 10,223 18.9 
Cuba 182 183 9,789 18. 7 
Oman 84 19 l ,028 18.5 
Yemen Democratic 79 34 l, 907 17.9 
United Kingdom 881 983 56. 252 17.5 
Jamaica 8 38 2, 198 17 .1. 
Greece 101 166 9, 721 17.l 
Mauritania 47 28 l,679 17 .0 
United States 3,797 3,822 230,000 16.6 
Nigeria 496 l,355 83,331 16.3 
Poland 625 583 35. 902 16.2 
Ireland 184 c;; 

JO 3,439 16.2 
Liberia 13 30 1,932 l'i.8 
Israel 25 61 3,951 15. 3 

·-----~ -- ---··- ··- -· -- -- -- - - - - ·-- ·-· - .. ···--· --·· 

al Average. 
b/ Production less animal feed plus imports. 

~./ Excluding countries of )P<;!: Ll1dll l million population. 
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Table 2.13. (continued) 

(b) Low fish consumers (less than 5 kg per capita) 

Country Production 

(thousand 

Afghanistan 
Ethiopia 
Rwanda 
Nepal 
Guatemala 
Mongolia 
Nicaragua 
Paraguay 
Niger 
Iran Islamic Republic 
Honduras 
Albania 
Sudan 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Burkina Faso 
El Salvador 
Somalia 
Pakistan 
Jordan 
Iraq 
Haiti 
Bolivia 
Algeria 
India 
Yugoslavia 
Burundi 
Kenya 
Mozambique 
Lebanon 
Arab Republic Yemen 
Hungary 
China 
CJlombia 
Argentina 

metric tons) 

2 
4 
l 

4 
0.26 
6 
3 
8 

43 
6 
4 

28 
4 
7 

16 
15 

311 
0.04 

35 
4 
5 

56 
2,421 

66 
13 
62 
39 

2 
16 
38 

4,513 
81 

407 

Net food 
fish supply 

~I 
(thousand 
metric tons) 

2 
4 
1 
5 
5 
1 
2 
3 
6 

49 
4 
4 

28 
16 
11 
10 
10 

207 
8 

36 
18 
17 
58 

2,130 
75 
14 
61 
45 
10 
22 
42 

4,325 
117 
132 

Population 
£.I 

(thousand) 

14,489 
32, 775 

5,324 
15,020 

7,482 
1, 709 
2,826 
3,269 
5,460 

40,003 
3,823 
2,794 

19,237 
9, 126 
6,314 
4,939 
4,855 

90,066 
3,023 

13,682 
5,955 
5,721 

19,284 
703, 344 
22,470 
4,152 

17,476 
12,515 

2,652 
5,950 

10,709 
997,175 

26,359 
28,696 

Per capita 
fish SU(>ply 

(kilogram) 

0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.4 
1.5 
1. 7 
1. 7 
2.1 
2.1 
2.3 
2.5 
2.6 
3.0 
3 .() 
3.0 
3 2 
3.-: 
3.3 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
4.3 
4.4 
4.6 

--- ----------------

~I Production less animal feed plus :.mports. 
£/ Countries of less than one mil lion not included. 

Sourc~: FAO, 1983 Yearbook 57 (F. convnodities, table I, page 173). 
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3. DEFINING FISHERIES INDUSTRIAL SYSTFMS 

3.1 Lack of focus in development progrannes and projects 

Because fisheries activities establ \sh linkages with a large number of 
industrial sectors, the integrated development of the fisheries can promote 
important industrial developments in sectors such as the capital goods. (boat 
building, marine engineering, processing, refrigeration and ice manufacture), 
the food processing sector, infrastructure, fuel and power supply, among 
others. Hence the interest of industrial development institutions such as 
UNIDO in promoting a balanced development of the fisheries sector. 

The following box enumerates, in a simple manner, some industrial 
products that belong to the fisheries industrial system and examples of 
industrial sectors linked to fisheritS activities. The purpose of rxroo·s 
involvement is to assist the developing countries in the production of these 
and other industrial products. In order to bring some structurP. into the 
heterogeneous and large number of products and fishery-related ind•1strial 
sectors, it is necessary to take a systematic approach. This study represents 
an attempt to describe and analyze the fisheries industrial system in such a 
structured way. One of the main objectives of this study is to provide a 
basis for defining the corresponding technical asistance requirements. 

Examples of industrial componei.ts of FIS 

A. Industrial inputs 

l. Small, coastal (continental shelf) fish~!:_ies 

- Siaple fishing gears, locally aade or. non-indU$trial scale, so...,:iaies using 
synthetic fibre (for tvine, lines, nets and cordage); 

- Fishing boats (aade of wood) indiv!d;.ially built or in small shipyards equipped 
with oars, sails or out~oard engines. 

Large fishing gears madt: froai synthetir fihre (purse seine, travi n.-: ); 

Fishing vessels built in st.ipyards using ·:arious inchstrial in;>•its. ~11ch as: ...,tal 
sheets, engines, elc:1..".tricity gc-nerator-', ..-ir.ches, fish f!nd~r• (f'rt1..-:-s-:iundcrs), 
navigation equi~nt, radars, et~.; 

lnfralitructure requirem.::nts including port tad I ities !er disch.uging catch 'Ind 
supply of food, fuel, water, spare part&, retrig~rAted s~orage (chill~d or 
frozen), lran,.;:·>rt ve:ifrle, ete.; 

Processing facilities (factorir~) to pro'es~ fi•h intc 
i;u1·h as fillet.: (fro1!en and padr••d), C.itnn··rl ti•~ .. fish 

a ~ariety <•f ! ish pr.d-.< t,., I 
EIW'at :lf\•: ot l; ' 

Otht:r inputs like fuei, parkaging materi.ll (tin.,:a~ ... canans, b<il<csl, varbus; 
e-quip~nl, Le-sting and qu.tlity controi inst""1~·r1ls, o\n,..,illary rr.at':'r~ ... ~,. (s..s~f, 

oil, spices, etc.). 

t. l_n!!_u~_trial linkii&U 

- l'letalhrgir.al induhtry: &t.,el sheet5, .tlloy• {for hoat builrling), tir.p!.1:e lfC1r 
fi~h ci1nningl; 

En,inrcrina in~u5rry: •hipyard~, ~Odl buildi11g, engin~~. ~teetrieity g~nrra~cr~, 
navigation anti ele,..tronir eqaipmcnt, viurt ... ,., r.-friger.,.i:.ion eq~tipm.·r.t, f\"h 
proces~ing ertuipmt.•Ol, Steam boi l,_.r6, pump•., 11\,Jintt!fU\Ot:r anti ft'V-l•f, etr •; 

- Chr.mieat iodustri~a: synth'!tir fibr~. pl-tstir,, protrrtiv,.. paint'io, p,.trn«t1r.mir..ll 
prndurtll (furl, luhric.:tr-1t.-.), p~,·~a~tng m,.'tl .. ri;1l~ (pap~r), pl~.-tir, f(l,11ti1." .. ; 

- Agro-baAr.-d indo,;tri~)>: ~rlitd.- oiI, iwta .. tri.tl vror ... ,;5-iBK ()f fifOh ( .rtn'1;nsc. ,~,._?, 

...... 1 anJ oil prntlurtion), p"'ric.-:tf,r. ""''~" anrl p.irk,1gin;t. tt•'"f H•Jt .)nr! rto..s! ity 
r.rmtrnl of pror~~~r.d prrn111rt1t, dnri l l11ry m.t!eri.tlfrl. Anr1 V••··k.a;1rJ., ~ 1 rnr11~~·r J11n 

.••• : ;11v,emr.nt, prndurt dr.velo~r;t; 

- Non~tf!'rtmirBl ~IOpt·rts: intSutr.tri.•1 pl.1nn~n1it. in\r•frl.rmrnr f, ..... 1t•il1fy 1tt11rt1•·,.,, 

A"hf'fA1 MOitKr."""'nr, in .. r \tut ion hui lrl1nK .1n<i rr,.1n1rsg. 



However, usually development prograanes and projects lack the necessary 
focus that would permit them to take into consideration intersectoral lin~ages 
so that economy-wide impacts of such activities may be fairly evaluated. 
Instead, they tend to concentrate on individual projects. Thus projects are 
funded without sufficiently assessing their upstream and downstream effects. 
M~reover, there is a lack of attention paid to the interdependence between the 
macro-economic (national economic policy) and the micro-economic aspects in 
project formulation and evaluation. 

To be able to properly identify inv~stments and actions required in the 
different sectors to promote a balanced dtvelopment of the fisheries subsector 
and of the secondary industrial sectQr in general, the application of a 
systems approach to the planning of the fisheries sector is called for. In 
this way, adequate policies to support sector development can be designed. 

The systems approach provides a much broader view of the sector. It 
recognizes the interdependence of economic and social components within and 
outside thP. sector and helps to provide the conceptual framework to analyze 
and evaluate these interrelationships. 

It is within the context of a system approach that the present study 
treats the fisheries sector i~ developing countries as a Fisheries Industrial 
System or FIS. 

3.2 The Fisheries Industrial System (F1S) 

The FIS can be defined as a system where ~ll the industrial resources, 
and consumption component.; related to the fisheries activities in a given 
country as well as the institutions and policies that affect them interact in 
an integrated and interdependent manner. 

The relationship between the complete set of compor.ents of the FIS is, 
however, not a simple one consisting of the exchange of goods and services, 
but rather a structural one with a high degree of interdependence. This 
interdependency is interactive in character, so that any change occurring in 
one of the components tends t~ modify the whole in a variety of ways and to a 
varying extent. 

The implication of this approach is that a FIS should be developed as a 
whole rather than by components. The notion of development is replaced by the 
notion of integrated development. The viability of applying the FIS approach 
depends however, on the feasibility of properly identifying a system's 
components and their interrelationships.~/ 

~I In order to accomplish this, a sector is firF. disaggregated using a 
top-down modelling technique. Starti.ng with the final demand goods of the 
sector and the identification of their consumers (intermediate or oth~rwise) 
the upstream path of each good is traced until either an imported input or a 
domestic primary factor input is reached. In the process of this top-down 
disaggregation, the physical, financial, social and demographic flows between 
the upstream components can be identified. 
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3.3 Description of the FIS 

The suggested approach requires a concrete description of the FIS. In 
this study the following nine components have been chosen as most appropriate 
for describing the system: resources, extraction/production, processing, 
distribution and marketing, consumption, industrial inputs, government policy, 
industrial organization, a~~ the foreign sector. The analysis of the FIS is, 
thus, reduced to the analysis ~nd evaluation of each of these components 
(appropriately disaggregated) and their linkages. The nine components are 
described in detail in section 3.4. 

For the goals of the present study, these components cover the most 
important aspects of the FIS. Figure 3.1 is a graphical representation of a 
FIS with the 9 components and their linkages iilustrated by name and component 
number. Such a diagram is henceforth referred to as a base diagram. It can 
be seen as a (simplifiedi structuring of the system, including inter alia all 
items listed in the box on page 40. The numbers in figure 3.1 refer to the 
FIS components enumerated in section 3.4. 

3.4 The nine FIS components 

The following is a description of the nine ID.1:lin FIS components. 

l. Resource. This component describes the fish and crustacean resources 
available to an industrial system indicating how rich they are, how well they 
are managed and how they are split among marine, freshwater and ~quaculture 
sources. 

2. Extraction. Also sometimes referred to as production~/. this 
component describes the type, condition, management and utilization of the 
labour anc capital (especially the vessels) u~ed in the harvesting of the 
resource. Foreign participation is also an .. portant consideration. 

3. Processing. This component describes the type, condition, 
managelDE'nt, utilization and phyEical distribution of the labour, plant and 
equipment used in the domestic processing of extracted fish and crustaceans as 
well as their variable inputs and type of outputs. 

4. Distribution and marketing. This component describes the channels 
and methods used in the distribution of outputs from each FIS component to the 
next downstream component. Marketing intelligence and the type of retail 
mechanisms present are also considered. 

5. Consumption. The type, quantity, substitutability, price and income 
sensitivity, and desired nutritional requirements of domestic final goods 
demand of the system is described herein. Where appropriate, other 
stratifications of the distribution of consumption (e.g., income, regional) 
are al&o considered. 

9/ 1'he term production is not used in this document since it was 
considered ambiguous in the context of the analysis of an industrial system as 
a whole which has many other types of production. 
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6. [ndustrial inputs. This component describes the extent to which 
intermediate and capital goods are domestically available to the FIS on the 
one hand, and the quality and state of domestic services and infrastructure 
(e.g., port facilities, roads, rail, etc.) on the other. 

7. Government policy. A description of the government's view toward the 
sector is included in this component. Hence, the existence of incentive 
schemes, subsidies, access to foreign exchange, and favourable macro-economic 
policies are noted. 

8. Ownership (industrial organization). The industrial structure is 
described with respect to vertical and horizontal integration and 
concentration on the one hand, and with respect to public, private and foreign 
ownership distribution on the other. 

9. Export orientation. The balance between production for export and 
fer local consumption is describPd. 

These component descriptions, quantified through the use of a set of 
variables in order to be able to carry out hard analysis, provide the common 
conceptual basis fo·r all subsequent analysis. 

3.5 The variables 

After the selection and definition of the main components of the FIS it 
is necessary that they be quantified. Tc this effect, a set of variables has 
been selecterl to describe the important a~pects of each FIS component as well 
as to identify the bLttlenecks, constraints and development possibilities of 
the system. There were b3 variables selected for this purpos~ falling into 
three groups. The variables in the first group characterize the present 
status of the FIS, while the variables in the second and third groups identify 
current or potential constraints and positive or promising aspects for 
development iP each one of the 64 FIS subject to analysis. 

Though the FIS components are conceptual constructs, the variables chosen 
to characterize them are expressed quantitatively and in measurable terms. 
Their values r.orrespond to existing or especially collected data for the 
64 ~eveloping countries • .L~/ These are described in section 3.S.l. 

3.5.l The FIS basic characteristic variables 

Table 3.1 lists by component the 21 FIS variables used to describe and 
hence quantify the nine FIS components. These are referred to as the FIS 
basic characteristic variables. 

10/ A data base has been built in order to secure a detailed appraisal 
of the 64 countries' FISs. Sources used in addition to FAO in~lude both 
public and private organization data banks as well as a large number of 
country or sector-specific yearbooks, serials, pertinent reports, and experts' 
assessments. The data base will be issued ~eparately. The latest figures 
available for each country Yere used for the analysis of the system, Kenerally 
the years 1983-1985. 
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Table 3.1. The FIS characteristic variables 

Component 

Resource 

Extraction 

Processing 

Distribution 
and 
marketing 

Consumption 

Variables 

l. Raw material 

2. Resource 
utilization 

3. Extraction 
throughput 

4. Artisanal s~are 
of extraction 

5. Processed share 
of extraction 

6. Sophistication 
of distribution 
channels 

7. Sophistication 
of marketing 
methods 

8. DP.gree of inter
mediation 

9. Per c;,1pita 
consumptilln 

Description 

The maximum sustainable yield resource of 
extended economic zone (EEZ) and inland 
waters in thousands of metric tons per 
annum. 
Per cent of resource extracted. 
Since this is across all species, 
over-exploitation of certain species 
cannot be ruled out. 

Quantity extracted, harvested or 
produced from EEZ and inland waters in 
thousands of metric tons per annum. This 
includes foreign CGtch only if landed. 
Per cent of characteristic 3 
that is caught or harvested by the 
artisanal sector. 

The percentage of the landed catch 
which is processed (either artisanally 
or conmercially). 

---- ---------------

An assessment of the sophistication of 
the methods of distribution used, e.g. 
road, rail, and the general level of 
distribution infrastructure. Also 
important is tte flexibility and 
reliability of the distribution chain. 
An assessm~nt of the complexity and 
flexibility of marketing methods. Also 
important is the efficiency of marketing 
procedures. 

Meant to measure the organizational 
"distance" between the producer and 
consumer. rn particular the number of 
middlemen typically involved. 

The per capita apparent domestic 
c-onsumption pe1 annum. 
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Table 3.1. The FIS characteristic variables (continued) 

Component 

Industrial 
inputs 

Government 
pol icy 

Variables 

10. Storage and 
handling 
efficiency 

11. Processing 
sophistication 

12. Extraction 
inputs 

13. Processing 
inputs 

14. Extraction 
services 

15. Processing 
se::vices 

16. Extraction 
infrastructure 

17. Processing 
infrastructure 

18. Priority given 
to FIS 

19. Assistance 
provided 

Descriptio!'l 

An assessment of the level of on-hoard 
and quayside fish loss and reduction in 
fish quality. 
Describes the processing system. This 
attempts to capture the proportion of the 
processing capacity that is high level. 
i.e. freezing, canning, etc. The scale of 
operation and level of capital intensity 
is also considered. 
A measure of the local availability of 
intermediate and capital gGods and spare 
parts for extraction. Pertains ta spare 
parts for vessels, engines and fishing 
gear. Where applicable, quality and size 
is also considered. 
A measure of the local availability of 
intermediate and capital goods and spare 
parts for processing. Pertains to the 
quality of packaging materials, 
availability of ice, etc. 
Quality of the workforce in extraction 
activities. 
Quality of the workforce in processing 
activities. (Services are also affected 
by availability of intermediate/ capital 
goods and adequate infrastructure.) 
An assessment of the quality, size and 
number o[ ports as we 11 as t~1e 

availability of repair and maintenance 
facilities. 
An assessment of the adequacy 
of infrastructure in major processing 
areas including the reliability of public 
utilities, etc. 

A subjective assessment of the 
relative importance accorded to the FIS by 
the national government. 
An assessment of the importance of 
incentives and assistance provid~d 
directly to those working within the FIS. 
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Table 3.1. The FIS characteristic variables (continued) 

Component 

Ownership 

Export 
orientation 

Variables 

ZO. Role of 
government 

21. Share of catch 
destined for 
foreign markets 

Description 

Primarily, the proportion of 
government ownership of the FIS components 
but the extent of government regulations 
and control is also considered. 

That percentage of the catch (measured 
in fresh fish weight equivalent) which 
is exported regardless of product f ona. 

Note: Sources used in addition to FAO databanks, yearbooks and reports, 
include both a large number of country and sector-specific serials and 
pertinent reports reviewed and compiled by Agro-Economic Services Limited, 
England under contract to l'NIDO, as well as ll'NIDO and FAO experts' assessments. 

Based on data on all these variab:es, aggregated quantitative measures of 
each FIS component were constructed.LI/ These .ire listed in table 3.2. 
These nine constructed, aggregated va1·iables ?.re used to represent each of the 
FIS components in the analysis of cha~~~r 6 supporting the design of 
strategies and actions of chaf c.e1 7. 

!!/ Based on the common factor model employed in multivariate 
statistics, the first principal component obtained from a weighted principal 
componen~s factor analysis was employerl to extract from the set of 
21 variables in table 3.1 a ~ingle common factor for each of the nine FIS 
components. Further details are given in Volume 2. See also Mulaik, S.A. 
(1972), !h~-F~un<ti_tio~s .. ~L .. Fac;_t_~r_Analy_s~s 1 New York, McGraw-Hill. 
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Table 3.2. Aggregated quantitative measures of each component describing the 
present status of FIS 

Coaponent 

Resource 

Extraction 

Processing 

Distribution and marketing 

Consumption 

Industrial input 

Government policy 
(attitude) 

Ownership 

Export orientation 

Variable constructed to measure component 

Percentage of fish~ry resource still unexploited 

Share of harvesting (production) undertaken by 
artisanal sector 

Percentage of catch sold as processed 

Sophistication and efficiency of marketing and 
distribution system 

Per capita consumption of fish 

Jegree of local availability of capital inputs 
and infrastructure for fish~ries 

Priority and assistance allocated to the fishing 
industry 

Degree of government ownership and control 
(versus private) 

Share of catch exported regardless of product 
form (by fresh fish weight equivalent) 

--------------------------- ------

3.5.2 The FIS constraint variables 

The second FIS group of variables represents a set of constraints to FIS 
development indicating the presence or absence of a particular problem. For 
each country, the constraint is evaluated in terms of whether it poses a 
current bottleneck to the FIS, therefore, the constraint is not an absolute 
measure of the country's FIS to be used in comparisons with other countries' 
systems. For example, the cold stordge fa~ilities in Kampuchea 111ay be poor 
relative to Malaysia's, but since such facilities are only restricting the 
latter's dev2lopment, it is not consider~d as a constraint in Kampuchea but 
only in Malaysia. In other words, the constraints are evaluated viewing their 
country as an integrated system. 

In general, the constraint variables were created in three steps. First, 
a review of the available i i"erature for each country suggested a pt"el imina:·y 
list of such variables. Second, country FIS specialists were asked to comment 
on the correctness of their country's constraints and to make appropriate 
amendments. Finally, any ne~ variables these experts suggested were evaluated 
for the rest of the countries. 

The 27 variable~ describing constraints for a developing country's FlS 
are presented in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3. A description of the 27 constraints by FIS component 

FIS 
component 

Resource 

Extraction 

Processing 

Distribution and 
marketing 

Constraint 
number 

l 

2 

27 

] 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Description 

Total resource is inadequate given the 
present size of the FIS. Additional fishing 
grounds need to be found. 

Inadequate management or policing of the 
resource. 

Highly fluctuating resource. 

Artisanal extraction is rudimentary and 
inadeqU2te to supply the needs of the rest of 
the FIS. 

Storage and handling standards a~e poor. 
(Distribution will also be affected by this.) 

There is a lack of processing facilities 
relative to the amount of fish extracted and 
market available. 

Processing standards are poor. Too much fish 
loss and spoilage. 

The distribution infrastructure is 
inadequate. Interior markets cannot be well 
served. 

Marketing procedures are either inefficient, 
inappropriate, or both. Examples are an 
excessive number of middlemen and traditional 
marketir.g methods no longer suited to growing 
or modernizing FIS. 

---- ---------- ------------------ - - --- ----------

Consumption 9 Domestic market de1113nd is low given the 
abi. ity of the FIS to deliver cost effective 
protein. 

---------- --- - ---- ---------------

Tndustrial inputs IO 

11 

There is a general lack of intermediate and 
capital goods inputs lo~~Lly available. 

There is a particular lack of spare parts 
domestically available. 
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Table 3.3. A description of the 27 constraints by FIS component (continued) 

FIS 
component 

Government policy 

Constraint 
number 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

24 

26 

20 

21 

Export orientation 22 

Others 23 

25 

Description 

There is a particular lack of domestically 
available inputs for aquaculture. 

There is a general lack of extraction and 
processing infrastructure. 

Repair and maintenance facilities are lacking 
for capital plant and equipment. 

There is a specific lack of ice-making 
capacity. 

Storage and cold storage facilities are 
lacking. (This will also adversely affect 
distribution.) 

Infrastructure for extraction and ~rocessing 
is congested. 

FIS over-capitalized given the scale of 
production. 

FIS is under-capitalized given the scale of 
production. 

General lack of skilled manpower (vis-a-vis 
equipment operation). 

There is a lack of locally available energy 
or fuel. 

A restrictive government attitude hinders 
investment in the FIS. 

Insufficient credit is availa~le. (This is 
not necessarily due to government policies.) 

Lack of export markets is limiting the growth 
of the sector. 

All components of the FIS are under-employed. 

Country is currently in a war zone. 

Note: The constraint number is used to far.ilitate references to ear.h 
constraint throughout the two volumes of this study. 
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3.5.3 The FIS enhancement variables 

The third group of variables represents a set of factors which 
potentially could enhance a country's FIS development. They indicate the 
presence or absence of a particular positive factor to the development 
process. The enhancements were created using the same 3-step approach that 
was applied for identifying the constraints. As was true for the constraints, 
enhancements were evaluated in the context of each country's FIS as an 
integrated system. They reflect whether, currenlly, s~ch a factor could be 
utilized to further the country's development given the present state of the 
system. Therefore, while the area of Hong Kong has better storage and 
handling than India, they are already f~lly taking advantage of it. India, 
however, is in a position to further exploit this positive feature of their 
FIS. Hence, availability of storage and handling is considered as an 
enhancement only for India and not for the area of Hong Kong. 

There are a total of 15 variables related to enhancements of a developing 
country's FIS. These are describ~d in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. A description of the 15 enhancements by FIS component 

FIS 
component 

Resource 

Extraction 

Processing 

Cor.swnption 

Enhancement 
number 

l 

2 

4 

5 

3 

6 

14 

13 

Description 

The MSY~/ is one and a half times larger 
than the amount currently extracted. 

Resource is being effectively managed. 

Operator (e.g., fishing and maritime) skills 
are high relative to the efficiency of the 
fleet. 

There is a high level of storage and handling 
efficiency. 

Not more than half of what is extracted is 
being processed. 

Low share of co11111ercial catch processed. 

Good potential for aquaculture. 

The share of output destined for local 
markets is low. 
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Table 3.4. A description of the 15 enhancements by FIS component (continued) 

FIS 
component 

Industrial input 

Enhancement Description 
number 

7 

8 

Good local availability of intermediate and 
capital goods, services and infrastructure 
for extraction. 

Good local availability of intermediate and 
capital goods, services and infrastructure 
for processing. 

15 Abundant supply of all required energy needs. 

Government policy 9 The government places a high priority on FIS 
development. 

10 The government provides a high level of 
tangible assistance to the FIS. 

11 There is a positive attitude to foreign 
investment which, barring exploitation, could 
lead to the transfer of technology and 
management techniques. 

Ownership 12 The number of successful joint ventures 
suggests the potential for a transfer of 
technolo~y and management skills. 

Note: The enhancement number is used t.o facilitate references to each 
enhancement factor throughout the two volumes of this study. 

al Maximum sustainable yield. 

The choice of the 64 countries selected was based on two criteria. 
First, only developing countries were considered. Second, from this list, 
only those which had their 1983 levels of extraction in excess of 22.1 
thousand metric tons were taken. Table 3.S presents these countries by 
continent and figure 3.2 indicates their location. 1!' 

12/ A number ''· countries, notably Papua New G;1inea and Costa Ri<:a (set: 
table 3.1) have not been included ber;ause in the year of the sample, 19:-i3, these 
countries experienced a significant decline in their fisheries catcl~ falling 
below the cut-off level for inclusion. Future versions of this work will take 
into account such annual variations in establishing the sample cut-off. 

• 
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Table 3.5. The 64 selected developing countries 

AFRICA ASIA 

Algeria (1) 
Angola (2) 
Congo (3) 
Egypt (4) 
Gabon (5) 
Ghana (6) 
Cote d'Ivoire (7) 
Kenya (8) 
Madagascar (9) 
Malawi (10) 
Mali (11) 
Mauritania ( 12) 
Morocco ( 13) 
Mozambique (14) 
Namibia (15) 
Nigeria (16) 
Senegal (17) 
Sierra Leone (18) 
Somalia (19) 
Sudan (20) 
Tunisia (21) 
Uganda (22) 
United Republic of Cameroon (23) 
United Republic of Tanzania (24) 
Zaire (25) 
Zambia ( 26) 

LATIN AMERICA 

Argentina (50) 
Brazil (51) 
Chile (52) 
Colombia (53) 
Cuba (54) 
Ecuador (55) 
Guyana (56) 
Mexico (57) 
Panama Ex Cz (58) 
Peru (59) 
Uruguay (60) 
Venezuela (61) 

Bangladesh (27) 
Burma (28) 
China (29) 
Democratic Kampuchea (30) 
Area of Hong Kong (31) 
India (32) 
Indonesia (33) 
Iran Islam Republic (34) 
Iraq (35) 
Korea, Democratic People's Republic (36) 
Korea, Republic of (37) 
Ma lays ia (38) 
Maldives (39) 
Oman (40) 
Pakistan (41) 
Philippines (42) 
Saudi Arabia (43) 
Sri Lanka (44) 
Thailand (45) 
Turkey (46) 
United Arab Emirates (47) 
Viet Nam (48) 
Yemen, Democratic Republic (49) 

OCEANIA 

riji (62) 
Ki.ribati (63) 
s~lomon Islands (64) 

Note: Countries with a level of catch equal or greater than 22,~00 tons 
in 1983. FAO "Yearbook of fishery statistics, Catches and Landings", 1984. 
Country numbers are given in hrar:kets C\nd help lo locate the country in 
figure 3. 2. 
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4. IDENTIFYING PATTERNS Of DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Background and objectives 

This chapter aims at identifying groups of developing countries with a 
relatively homogeneous pattern of FIS development. Such a framework has the 
following objectives: 

To examine development similarities across countries and thus be able to 
group them according to sector characteristics rather than by geographic 
location as is usually done. 

To pro·.;ide the basis for designing for each group pattern-specific 
development strategies. 

To help developing countries position themselves within the context of 
the developing world fisheries sector, and establish the possibility of 
sharing and benefitting from other countries' development experiences. 

To facilitate the design of modular technical assistance progranwnes. 

To give an impetus to ECDC activities in the Fisheries Industrial Sector. 

To indicate which other countries would be suitable for the repetitio~ of 
particular projects already successfully implemented in a country falling 
into its development pattern. 

The classifying of countries by continent or other regional 
classification when doing analysis on the sector level tends to hide more than 
it reveals. Within-region differences are necessarily obscured. Moreover, 
there is no reason why one fixed classification should provide the best 
insights regardless of the sector examined. Rather, the most appropriate 
country classification should transcend geography and focus on similarities 
among country characteristics of the sector being analyzed, in the present 
case, fisheries. 

In particular, the task of identifying country development patterns can 
be reduced to evaluating how similar country FISs are according to a relevant 
set of sector characteristics. This has the added advantage that the country 
groupings are not imposed ex ante but, rather, their nwnber, size, and 
membership are determined according to those considerations which, ~ priori, 
the experts view as most relevant. 

The nine FIS components introduced in chapter 3, which together fully 
describe the various critical aspects of the fisheries sector in a country, 
provide a set of characteristics appropriate for measuring FIS similarities. 
As such, they were selected to serve as the basis for identifying the various 
distinct patterns of development among the 64 countries. A full description 
of the metho,!s used is presented in Volume 2. 

A sector analysis in terms of P._~~~~rn_! of development based on multiple 
country characteristics instead of in terms of levels of development based on 
one country characteristic allows to overcome the limitation of viewing the 
development process in linear terms with one country more or less developed 
than another. This is especially important since for some characteristics the 
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notion of more or less developed has little sense. The fisheries sector is a 
system when the greatest success is reached when all factors fit together 
functioning as a system, rather than have particularly high values. 

4.2 Resulting development patterns 

Following the above approach, ten country groups were identitied as 
possessing different patterns of development. The group membership can be 
found in table 4.l together with the most salient characteristics of each 
one. A graphic rtpresentation of the groups is given in figure 4.ll...!' Any 
figure near zero indicates that for the countries in that group the FIS 
component is, on average, equal to the average of all 64 countries. These 
groups are descrioed in detail below. 

This figure ~rovides a revealing view with which to compare and contrast 
the 10 development patterns. 

4.3 Characteristics of the development patterns 

The ch~racteristics of the 10 development patterns are given in this 
section based on the analysis of each country group in terms of Lhe nine FIS 
components. The pattern characteristics are illustrated with examples from 
countries in each group (please refer to figure 4.1 and appendix l to this 
chapter. Tables l and 2 of the appendix to this chapter give a sununary result 
of the statistical analysis which indicates the likelihood for each 
development pattern (groups l to 10) of having a given constraint or 
enhancement at present or in the near future. This is done by relating the 
presence or absence of an attribute to the structure of each development 
pattern as described by the leveis of the FIS components. These results were 
also used to describe development patterns. 

Group 1: The least favou~~-~ountries 

This is the largest group, of 14 countries, consisting of the least 
favoured states as far as fisheries and the related industrial system are 
co~cerned, lacking either the resource or the ca?ital, skills and 
infrastructure to exploit their resource. Four of the countries are 
land-locked and have only freshwater fisheries to exploit (these were the only 
four land-locked countries in the whole sample). One further country hes ~o 
marine fisheries zone of any significance, and three have small or less 
productive coastlines. That leaves six countries with significant marine 
fishing resources. Total production for the 14 countries is 2.9 million tons 
against a potential of over 4.0 million tons a year. Perhaps the most 
significant fact about the group is that at least 10 if not 12 of its members 
are producing less fish now (1~83/84) tha~ they di~ in past years. The level 
of fishery incustrialization is low as a consequence mainly of their m~dest 
resources. In mar.y cases the industri3l basis is also low and 

13/ Each group's component score in this figure is the arithmetic mean 
of the countries within it. Each component was scaled so that across the 
f4-country sample ~ach has a variance of one and a mean of zero. Similarly, 
deviations from the mean greater than +l or less Lhan -1, are more than one 
standard deviation away from the average of the 64 countries, that is, they 
are exceptional. 
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Tat•e 4.1 Swmtary of development patterns identified 

l 

2. 

Country name 

Ghana 
Kenya 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
!lligeria 
Sudan 
Uganda 
Untrl. Rp. 
Uutd. Rp. 
Zaire 
Zambia 
Bangladesh 
Turkey 

Angola 
Morocco 
Mozambique 
Burma 
China 

Cameroon 
Tanzania 

Dm. Kampuchea 
Viet Nam 
Yemen, Dem. Rp. 
Mexico 

Continent 

Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Af::ica 
Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 

Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
As.i.a 
Asia 
Asia 
Latin America 

Description 

The least favoured countries. 
Generally poor or under-developed 
countries needing fish protein but 
lacking in skills, inputs or infra
structure to maximize resource use. 

Largely state controlled fisheries 
The government is involved in these 
countries' fisheries to a large 
degree. All of them have good 
potential for growth, both marine 
and freshwater. 

----------------------------------------------

3. Gabon 
Sierra Leone 
Iran 
Iraq 
Saudi Arabia 
Brazil 
Colombia 
Venezuela 

Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Latin America 
Latin America 
Latin America 

Low priority fish~_r.:ies. Fisheries 
are not a high priority in these 
countries due to resource 
limitations national wealth or 
other factors. 

--------------·-·----------------------------·- -··---· ··-· --· 

4. Algeria 
Egypt 
Tunisia 
India 
Indonesia 
Pakistan 
Sri Lanka 

Africa 
Africa 
Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 

T..abour-intensive fisheries. These ---·---
countries are linked by having 
large artisanal fishery sectors 
and big domestic markets. Most of 
them have well organized fisheries 
departments and all but two have 
flourishing inland or freshwater 
fisheries. 
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Table 4.1. (continued) 

Group 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Country Name 

Congo 
Oman 
Untd.Arab Emirates 
Guyana 
Fiji 
Kiribati 

!'famibia 
Argentina 
Chile 
Ecuador 
Panama (Ex. CZ) 
Peru 
Uruguay 

Cote d • Ivoire 
Area of Hong Kong 
Korea, Republic 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

Mauritania 
Somalia 

Senegal 
Maldives 
Solomon Islands 

Continent 

Africa 
Asia 
Asia 
Latin America 
Oceania 
Oceania 

Africa 
Le.tin America 
Latin America 
Latin 
Latin 
Latin 
Latin 

Africa 
Asia 
l.sia 
Asia 
Asia 
Asia 

l.merica 
America 
America 
America 

Africa 
Africa 

Africa 
Asia 
Oceania 

Korea, Dem. P. Rp. Asia 
Cuba Latin America 

Description 

Small states with growth potential. 
These small population countries 
all have relatively good fishery 
potential, particularly for export. 
Their governments have made 
fisheries a high priority sector. 

Large but fluctuating resources 
and limited local demand for fish. 
These countries have large fish 
meal industries or export oriented 
vrocessing plants. Although their 
marine resources are substantial, 
they suffer from big natural 
fluctuations. 

Laissez-faire fisheries. 
:onwnercial and private interests 
predominate in this group of 
countries which also have good 
domestic markets and labour 
intensive fisheries. They all 
have high per capita consumption 
of fish. 

Lack of industrialization. Good 
fishery potential but with serious 
lack of skills and inputs and very 
limited local market. 

Likely exporters. Similar to group 
5 above these 3 states are well 
poised to develop the export 
potential of their fisheries. 
They all have good traditional 
fishery skills. 

Long distance, state controlled. 
Strong government control but with 
somewhat better developed fisheries 
particularly in deep sea operations 
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underdeveloped. All but tvo of the countries are in Africa and the group 
reflects the needs of that continent in terms of skilled manpower, 
organization, capital inputs and infrastructure. 

The countries with the largest marine resources, Bangladesh and Nigeria, 
also have the largest populations to feed, 90 and 83 million respectively. 
Aquaculture potential is high in all of the group except one state, !lilali. 
which has its prospects severely dinmed by the drought in the Sahel. All 
countries in this group require considerable inputs of capital and technical 
assistance if their fisheries are to develop to near their potential. Only 
tvo of the states. Turkey and Nigeria, are economically strong enough to 
afford the needed investment themselves. In neither of these countries are 
fisheries high priority. 

The most likely constraints affecting this group include the lack of fuel 
(98 per cent).! ... !/, aquaculture inputs (71 per cent) and inadequate 
distribution (72 per cent). Lack of deir.and (10 per cent) and fluctuating 
resource (] per cent) are very unlikely ~o be observed in this group. In 
general the processing component possessc > the greatest enhancement 
potential. There is plenty of room for increasing the share of the coamercial 
catch processed and aquaculture shows a strong potential for this group. 

Group 2: Largely state controlled fisheries 

The second largest group of 9 countries. links countries where the State 
controls fisheries activity and is involved in their ownership or :nanagement 
to a large degree. Other factors connecting this group are large freshwater 
fisheries potenti~l (7 states). industrial and export fishing (5 states), deep 
~ea potential (7 states). use of joint ventures (5 states) and generally low 
level of technology (8 states). The group is also marked by large potential 
domestic markets with low current per capita consumption because of limited 
supplies or inadequate distribution. 

Reduction fisheries for the production of meal and oil. are promin~nt in 
Angola, Democratic Yemen, Mexico and Morocco. Mexico, Morocco and Angola also 
produce canned fish for local and export markets. Mexico and Morocco are 
~robably the most industrialized of the 9 fisheries, and tney also have a 
greater degree of private involvement in the industry. Shrimp fisheries are 
important in Mozambique, Mexico and China, and there is some shrimp potential 
in Viet ~am, Burma, Angola and others. China has the largest freshwater 
fishery in the world, those of the other eight are relatively underdeveloped 
but all have considerable potential. The group is the largest fish producer 
of the ten groups, with over 9.6 million metric tons a year. Together, the 
countries concerned have a potential production of about twice that amount. 

The industrial input cnnstraints are the most predominant, with lar.k of 
skilled manpower being the most probable constraint lo occur, followed by lack 
of infrastructure for extraction and repair facilities (60 per cent). The 
resource component is the least likely to be a constraining feature 
(l ;>er cent). A demand constraint is not likely to be observed in this group 
(3 per cent). 

~~I Probability of occurrence of constraints and enhancements. See 
tables L and 2 of Appendix L to this chapter. 
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The study points in this group pertain to good availability of resources 
and the high priority the government gives to this sector. 

This graup consists of S countries which. although they have some fishery 
potential. have not given high priority to development of their fishing 
industries. TI1e countries are relatively wealthy. at least five of them being 
oil producers. It is interesting that they find themselves grou~d together 
as the possession of petroleum or mineral resources was not one of the 
variables. Only one of the countries. Brazil. is a major fish producer 
(946,000 tons). Venezuela produced 265,000 tons in 1984. The others land 
less than 100,000 tons. Most of the group 3 states have the natural 
resources. industry. infrastructure and capital to develop their fisheries 
much more but few of them have shown serious i~terest. They also have a large 
industrial base which could facilitate fishery system development. 
Venezuela, one of the few to have embarked on a national progranne for 
fisheries development, has adopted strategies and plans of action which may 
show the way for the others. fish consu.~ption is low in all 8 countries with 
the exception of Sierra Leone (19.l kg per capita) and Venezuela (ll.O kg per 
capita). Venezuela plans to increase domestic consumption through efforts in 
processing, marketing and distribution. and to raise production by 
improvements in offshore fishing and aquaculture. As in most countries where 
fisheries have been low priority, there needs to be an improvement to and 
re-organization of the bureaucracies and institutions dealing with fisheries 
dnd mor~ relevant legislation governing their development. 

~o constraints are particularly outstanding for this group although 
skilled manpower ()l per cent) and distribution infrastructure are 
constraining features (47 per cent). Neither availability of parts 
(2 per cent) nor quality control in extraction will be a problem for this 
group. The availability of resource and the potential for aquaculture ar~ the 
two most likely factors to enhance the development of this group. 

Group 4 identifies seven countries with large artisanal sectors and big 
internal markets for fish. Over a billion people are represented in the group 
and by far the bulk of the near 6 million ton catch is taken ~v small scale 
artisanal fishermen. Their fisheries then provide not only n . .:h needed 
protein, but also vital employment for millions of persons in rural or coastal 
communities. Although the countries are mainly poor, having large populations 
to support, several of them are petroleum producers and all have a fair <legree 
of industrialization and infrastructure. India, Indonesia, Pakistan and 
Tunisia are net exporters uf fish products. Egypt and Algeria are net 
importers. Together, the 7 countries have considerable marine and freshwater 
potential, possibly n~arly twice their present production. ~gypt is least 
favoured with fishing grounds. Tunisia, Algeria and Sri Lanka have modest 
resources. All of the countries have fairly well developed fisheri~s 
administrations ;md have plans to contin11e development of the sertor. 

Devf-iopment programmt:s wi 11 1.1J1H:.::ntrate 011 iucr-.~asing product ion for 
d01ncstic consumption, with exportable speci~s like shrimp anrl t1111i1 h1::in~ 

traded for forei~n curr•:nry. Som•~ canned sardint!S are also e:<portt:d. In 
onl•:r to m.1intain high •:mplnyment levels, technologies int.rorluc(:d to thf: 

arrisa11al st::f'.tor will he appropriate or int.erm•:diatf!. Lor.al l1:11;islative wi.! 
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administrative measures should be taken to prevent or reduce conflicts between 
artisanal and industrial sectors. Indonesia banned trawling for shrimp Qr 
fish in all except eastern waters to re~ •e these fisheries for the artisanal 
fleets. 

In most of the group 4 countries, governments have attempted to establish 
and direct fisheries co-operatives for the small scale producers. These 
mostly serve the domestic market. Canneries and freezing plants are either 
privately owned or government financed domestic enterprises. 

For this group there is no single constraint that is overwhelmingly 
likely to occur. Nonetheless inadequate infrastructure would be the most 
probable (39 per cent). The demand does not pose a constraint to this group. 

This group has many positive factors which are likely to be observed. 
These focus on the government policy and the prvcessing components of the 
sy~tem. An example of the former is the high priority accorded to the sector 
by the government (99 per cent) and of the latter the abundance of fresh fish 
caught which remains unprocessed (89 per cent). 

Group 5: Small states with growth poter.tial 

Group 5 groups six states which appear to be linked mainly because of 
their growth potential, especially in export fisheries. All are relatively 
small countries, the largest - the Congo with l,569,000 people - being the 
only one with over a million in population. Domestic consumption is therefore 
limited. But interestingly, all six have exportable fish resources. Fiji and 
Kiribati have stocks of migratory tuna. G?1yana has shrimp. Off Oman and the 
United Arab Emirates lies a large unexploited stock of mesopelagic fish which 
could be processed into meal for export. The Congo does not enjoy 
particularly good fishery resources but is still capable of proGucing dried 
fish for export to neighbouring countries in west and central Africa. 

Artisanal fisheries are prominent in each of the states, most of whom 
have good traditional fisheries skills. At present the total production for 
all six countries is less than 0.3 million tons, Oman and the United Arab 
Emirates being the biggest prod~cers. Guyana is one of the few shrimp fishing 
countries to attempt to utilize the by-catch which is normally dumped at sea. 
It also plans a large incre~se in production, chiefly from the artisanal 
sector. The increase has a three-fold aim: to increase employment, to boost 
exports, and to imp~ove nutrition and national food security. 

In all of group 5, per capita consumption of fish is high. ~evertheless 
there is room for an increase in the local market provided that quality, 
handling and distribution are improved. This is true for all except the 
island States of Fiji and Kiribati. Technical assistance is required by all 
the countries if they are to develop their fisheries, as they lack either the 
investment capital or the skills and technologies in both tt.e harvesting and 
processing sectors. This group has a low degree of industrialization and 
infrastructure, as well as a low industrial base. Together the six should be 
able to produce over a million tons of fish more per year and to market most 
of this catch abroad. 

Lack of skilled manpower (64 per cent), lack of locally available fue~ 
(76 per cent) and lack of distribution infrastructure (60 per cent) arc the 
outstanding constraints to this group. This group's enhancements relate to 
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resources, processing and government policy. These countries are highly 
likely to have adequate resources for expansion (90 per cent), and even the 
share of present catch vhich is processed is low, indicating further room for 
development (91 per cent). Finally, it is extremely likely to find strong 
government support in the countries of this group (100 per cent). 

Group 6: Large but fluctuating resources and li•ited local demand for fish 

Group 6 has seven states vith large industrial or processing heavy 
industries. Together they produce over 9 million tons of fish a year, but 
over 60 per cent of this, 5.6 million tons is used for reduction tc oil and 
meal for animal feed. The countries in the group also share a common problem 
in that their marine resources tend to fluctuate for natural reasons. Thus 
Peru, which once landed over 12.0 million tons in a year, now produces only 
3.0 million tons. The least affected states in this respect are Argentina and 
Uruguay. The group is strong in exports, their net export trade exceeding 
US$ 1.1 billion. Namibia noes not produce fish meal or exports at present but 
has the potential to do so in the future. 

Being composed predominantly of South American countries, the group 
reflects the conditions and problems facing the fisheries of Latin America. 
There was a massive over-investment in the fish meal industry during the 
build-up of the anchovy fishery in the 1960s and early 1970s. There has also 
been some over-capitalization of the fish canning industry. Domestic markets 
were neglected owing to the availability of relatively cheap beef. A 
considerable re-structuring of the industry is overriue now following the 
collapse of the anchovy industry. Most of the ~ountries in the region now 
wish to develop their domestic markets as well as the export trade, to 
diversify and get away from single species dependency, and to reduce the 
degree of imported vessels and machinery ir. their fisheries. Peru's 
strategy~/ illustrates the new approach to fisheries in Latin America. 
Much more attention is to be paid to local consumers and to the production of 
more cured fish and cheaper canned fish·f9r this market. Export products will 
involve more high value coR1110dities: frt)zen, canned and preserved as well as 
the lower value fish meal. New technologies are to be introduced and vessels 
and plants modified to harvest and proc~ss alternative species. Distant water 
fishing grounds may be exploited initially ~y foreign vessels under joint 
venture or licencing arrangements. 

This group stands out as having aL•uss the board lc.w constraints with the 
extraction sector standing out in t!l: <; •· ard. The main danger for this group 
is its fluctuating resource (52 per ~). This group is also blessed with a 
number of positive factors. In tr1 .dust rial inputs component, good 
availability of intermediate and 1. (.•1 tal goods is likely to occur 
(78 per cent). In the gov~rnment p0licy component these tend to accord a high 
priority to fisheries (85 p ~ 1') and have a positive attitude towards 
foreign investment (69 per ~·' This latter point is sub&tantiated by the 
high likelihood of suceessfut ?~int ventures being found in this group 
(78 per cent). Finally, for ... ,mtries in this group, the likelihood of their 
local markets being con1pletely untapped is high (100 per cent). 

!..?.I As presenterl in tile case study 011 Peru sWMJarized in chapter 5. 
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Group 7: Laissez-fa~re f isheri~s 

Group 7 has six fishing states which are ~haracterized by private 
enterprise in the industry, and high per capita cons•tmption of fish in the 
local population. Two of the countries are net fish importers - Malaysia, 
US$ 8.7 million, and area of Hong Kong. US$ 203 million. But together the 
other four states hav"' a net fish export trade of over 1.;"SS l.4 bill ion. Thus 
the coamercial side of the industry is clearly promir.ent in this ~roup. 
Although the group has very large fishery resources. tht...>e are being harvested 
close to their maximum sustainable yield. Future expansion will therefore be 
limited and probably come from either distant water grounds or aquaculture 
production. Some countries have already suffered from over-capitalization in 
certain sectors, such as the Philippines in tuna fishing, and Thailand in the 
domestic trawl industry. Thus any increase in their total production of 
7.6 million tons will i:>e marginal. There is scope. however, for adding value 
through better processing and for increasing marketed fish through rerluctions 
in spoilage. 

Most countries of group 7 are emerging industrial powers and have the 
ttchnical expertise and infrastructure to support technological improvew.ents 
in harvesting and processing. Ship and boat building are quite developed in 
the group, especially in the Republic of Korea, and the standards of their 
processing industries are already welJ recognized by fish importing countries. 

Fish culture is strong in the Philippines and likely to develop in 
Malaysia and Thailand. Culture activities previously concentrated on milkfish 
but higher value shrimp are gradually replacing these in the brackish water 
coastal ponds. Seawater culture of mussels. oysters and clams is also 
increasing. 

This group is characterized by across the board low level of likely 
constraints with the exception of a resource constraint (86 p~r cent). The 
major strengths of this group in~lude a high tendency to encourage foreign 
investment (74 per cent) and the room for expansion in the amount of catch 
processed (67 per cent). 

Group 8: Lacking_indust_!'iaq_zation 

Group 8 links two largely desert countries in Africa. one facing the 
Atlantic and one the Indian Ocean. Both states have substantial marine t ish 
resources but both lack the industry to ~xploit them. Mauritania in north 
west Africa is more developed and has been pursuing an aggressive fisheries 
development policy. It has large stocks of sardine, mackerel, squid, shrimp 
and demersal fish. Until recently, most harvesting was done by foreign 
vessels fishing under license or as part of joint ventures. The governm~nt is 
now building up the national fleet and grad11ally reducing the foreign vessel 
roie. There have been major investments in processing facilities which dt 
present suffer from a temporary over-capitalization. All fish cau~ht must be 
landed at Nouadhibou which is developing rapidly as a major African fishing 
port. Mauritania currently earns about USS 1'•8 mi 11 ion ft·om exports of around 
285,000 tons of fish. 

Somalia, on the horn of Africa's east coast, also has a large fishery 
resource, mainly small pelagics and demersal fish. There may be signific<1nt 
star.ks of mesopelagic species in the dec:p water offshore, but reliablP. 
information on that resource is not availabl1. Unlike Mauritania, Somalia has 
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no fishing fleet or processing tacility to speak of. The coast is devoid of 
natural harbours and the local population quite poor and unskilled. It will 
therefore take considerable investments of capital and technical assistance to 
enable Somalia to benefit from the fishery. Nevertheless, the export 
potential is large. both in terms of fish meal, and fish for human 
consumption. There might aso be possibilities for the production of dried 
fish or fish protein for feeding needy populations in the drought stricken 
area to the north. This small group, then, is similar to group 1, but wit~ 
special development problems. 

As the name of this group implies. the industrial inputs component 
contains the most probably constraints. These include lack of intermediate 
and capital goods (68 per cent), general lack of e~traction and processing 
infrastructure (62 per cent), insufficient repair and maintenance facilities 
(64 per cent), and lack of skilled manpower. In addition, dom.:stic demand is 
lacking (100 per cent) and the resource in this group tends to fluctuate 
(68 per cent). 

In spite of this fluctuating resource, this group could safely expand its 
utilization (93 per cent). The governments seem to be aware of this potential 
and as a result there is a high tendency to give a high priority to the sector 
(100 per cent). The results stem to be encouraging, since the probability of 
successful joint ventures is high for this group (88 per cent). Finally, if 
the measures could b~ taken to overcome weak domestic demand, then the degree 
of untapped local markets could be a positive factor to this group 
(LOO per cent). 

Group 9: Likely exporters 

Group 9 is made up of the Solomon Islands, Maldives and Senegal. They 
relate closely to the countries in group 5, but with some important 
differences. They have somewhat better developed f i~hing fleets, a slightly 
higher involvement of joint ventures, and enjoy very nigh priority attention 
from their governments. 

All are potentially large exporters, Senegal leading the way with 
US$ 134 million in fishery exports. Tuna and pelagic fishes are the main 
resource species though there is also potential for mariculture of oysters and 
clams. Senegal, with about 6 million in population, has by far the largest 
domestic market of the three. It pl;ins to expand this through better 
communication to improve distribution and by granting credit to sma! 1 traders 
to purchase fish trucks and insulated boxes. Employment is to be boosted 
through expansion of the artisanal fisheries, and by limiting exploitation of 
certa~n stocks to Senegalese fishermen. Joint ventures and licenses will 
continue to be arranged with foreign partners for harvesting offshore and deep 
sea stocks but l0cal boat buildin~ and ship repair facilities will be 
strengthened. Export pro~essing industries (particularly canning) will be 
assisted and encouraged. Some assistance may take the form of an energy 
subsidy. 

The main problem for this group is its 1.':lck of locally available fuel 
U'• per cent); to a Lesser extent, the lack of skilled manpower may pose a 
-:onstraint (60 per cent). Pre-eminent among the likely enhancements for this 
group is the positive government ;ittitude. This attitude is manifested in th1: 
high priority accorded to the sector (100 per cent) and high tangible 
assistance (~4 per cent). As a rest.It. a joint venture in this group has a 
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high probability of success (86 per cent). Two reasons for this government 
interest are the availability of unutilized resources (84 per cent) and a high 
share of an already favourable local market still untapped (100 per cent). 

Group 10: Long distance, state controlled 

Group 10, the last one, contains two socialist states with well developed 
fishing industries. Both ha~e good domestic markets with high per capita fish 
consumption. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea is by far the largest, 
with a production of 1.49 million tons, about half of which is used for the 
fish meal reduction industry. Cuba lands currently over 182,000 tons of fish, 
about 15 per cent of which is used for reduction. 

Group 10 then resembles group 2 in ownership and government control, high 
priority and importance of the domestic market. It differs in having a 
generally better developed processing or post-harvest sector, and much higher 
per capita fish consumption. Both the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
and Cuba have a large high seas fishery (outside of the EEZ). ~one of group 2 
has this dimension, and with the exception of Mexico and Mozambique, their 
offshore EEZ fisheries are at a low stage of development. Group 10 has good 
seafaring and fish harvesting skills. Cuba has some joint venture 
arrangements with CMEA countries but the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
largely manages to pursue its fishery with its own resources. Future 
potential is limited for Cuba save in open sea fisheries, but the Democratic 
People's Republic of Korea has a large unexploited potential. 

This group does not present any serious constraints. The one exception 
is related to possible resource limitations (48 per cent). A positive feature 
to be taken into account is the high government priority accorded to the 
sector, coupled with tangible asistance (100 and 72 per cent respectively). 
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APPENDIX l 

to chapter 4 

Probablities of FIS constraints and enhancements to 
occur in various country groupings. 
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5. THE COUNTRY CASE STUDIES 

To place the group-specific results of ·~hapter 4 and later chapters in a 
country-specific context, 10 country case studies wer~ performed, one for each 
derived archetypal development pattern. It LS the purpose of the present 
chapter to present~/ brief abstracts of t~ese case studies. Subject to the 
considerations mentioned below, each cas~ study country was selected using a 
technique that identifies which country in a 6roup is the rr~st typical. 

Though each case study country has been selected to be L•dicative of its 
development pattern, it is not the pattern•s perfe~t archetype. Thus, the 10 
case study countries should each only be considered representative of their 
group. 

In the present case, institutional CJnsiderations required that a minimwn 
of 4 African and 3 Latin American countries be selected. Later, these were 
expanded to include some Asian countri~s. Thus, country selection was to be 
made conditional on such quotas. This consideration is reflected in the 
countries selected: Gr~up 1 - Zambia; Group 2 - Angola and Mexico; Group 3 
- Venezuela; Group 4 - Indonesia; Group 5 - Guyana; Group 6 - Peru; Group 
7 - Philippines; Group 8 - Somalia; Group 9 - Senegal. 

The ten country case studies included in this s .. udy ~ere developed based 
on the ~EPS approach alluded to above and described elsewhere • .!...2.' Their 
purpose was to provide concrete examples in support of relationships and 
c~nclusions which surface from the cross-r~ct1onal analyses of the b4--country, 
63-variable data set. 

Based on the MEPS conceptual framework, each country case study is 
presented in chapter 5 comprising two parts. First, a base diagram, an 
example of which may be found in chapter 3, is presented. Second, e3:h 
diagram is accompanied by a component-by-component descriptive summary of the 
country's FIS. Since each of the ten studies ire described in terms of the 
same nine MEPs components, structural comparisons are facilitated - a central 
goal when considering patterns of development. 

The country case studies we~e useful in providing an in-depth knowledge 
of the characteristics of the group, illustrating more closely the development 
patterns and contributing to the assessment of ~onstraints and enhancements 
characteristic of each group. The group-specific strategies and actions 
necessary to eliminate problems that hinder their succesRful application were 
also analyzed in th~ light of the experiences found through the country case 
studies. 

16/ Very bri~f abstracts of the case ~~udies are presented below. The 
fuil texts will issued separately. 

!]_/ For a complete description of MEPS, together with an example of its 
application, see UNIDO/IS.569 "A Programme for the Integrated ~i::velopment of 
the Peruvian Oils and Fats Production/Constunption Syst.em", Sector-al Studies 
Series No. 19. 
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The main function of the country C.3se studies is to give an in-depth 
illustration of the characteristics of a particular FIS pattern of 
development. This is done through the description of the FIS (through its 9 
components - year 1983/85), the identification of the main technical and 
economic constraints affecting th~ development as well as prospects for 
industrial development and investment . .!._!' The exercise also includes the 
analysis of the policies and strategies being applied to each country and thus 
contributes to the design and discussion of strategies dOd suggested action 
for the Jifferent groups or patterns of development. 

In this section, a brief description of the countries' FIS is given. 

The structure of the FIS is presented through a base diagram where the 9 
r.omponents and their linkages are pictured. System flows are given (economic 
and physical), stock variables such as insta~lea capacity are included as well 
as performance indices such as the level of capacity utilization. The 
institutional framework of the FIS is nlso shown in the base diagram. for 
group patterns and country membership please see chaptec ~. table 4.2 and 
figure 4.2 . Table 5.1 shows quantitative information deriveu from the 
country case studies. 

5.1 Zambiall/ 

Typical of states in group l, Zambia has limited fishery potential and is 
lacking in industrial resources, energy, infrastructure and skills. The 
population is largely lo~ income, with low animal protein intake. fish is 
therefore important from health and dietary viewpoints but cannot conunand high 
prices if it is to meet the needs of the general populace. The demand for 
fish is high and has been growing at an annual rate of 8.3 per cent. This 
high pe~ capita consumption (12.8 kg) is now declining, however, due to 
shortfalls in supply. 

As Cdn be expected in such a situation, the capture and post-harvest FIS 
component~ are almost entirely artisanal :n nature and the level of technology 
used is simple. What mechanization exists or. fishing vess~ls consists of 
outboard engines or small inboard diesels. Boatbuilding skills are adequately 
developed in several materials including timber, marine plywood and ~.r.p. 
Flat bottom, planked canoes and dugouts are used in swamps and rivers and 
clinker-built "banana" boats and surf boats are \.Vied on the lakes. 

Fresh fish is transported on ice in insulated boxes fittej to small 
trucks. Tilapia is the most popular fresh fish. Other species are mostly 
hot, smoked or sun-dried. There \o:as formerly a ri:gular export of split salted 
fish to Zaire. A fresh water sardine from Lake Tanganyika has been 
successfully introduced to Lake Kariba. These "kopenta" are mostly sun-dried 
after capture and transpor~ed dry to the main markets. One of the c~nstraints 
to fisheries development in Zambia is the grdat distances froru fish landing 
places to the populati~n centres. The latter are concentrated in the 
copperbelt and around Lusaka. 

18/ As defined in chapter 3. 

19/ These results are bast!d on a mini c:ase study ~nd, hence, are less 
detailec th~n those of the other countries in this chapter. 
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Aquaculture potential has been demonstrated and both small scale and 
large scale fish farming is feasible, but total culture proJJ~tion is only 100 
tons a year at present. Much research and training work continues to 
concentrate on aquaculture. 

In most of the above, Zambia is typical of group 1 countries, and its 
problems reflect the general array of difficulties facing agriculture in 
Africa. Zambia has no marine waters. Its fresh waters have declined as a 
cons~quence of droughts which have affected countries to the north anJ east. 

The character of the Zambian fishing industry has not changed 
significantly in the last 10 years. Lack of organization among the fishing 
connunity is one of the factors affecting the poor return for their catch and, 
thus, impeding their socio-economic uplift. Problems in distribution, and a 
shortage of storage and preservation facilities are other problems affecting 
this industry. 

To maximize fishery potential, Zambia needs to expand fish farming. 
improve conservation, and reduce post harvest losses. Small scale ice plants, 
better access roads, improved fish containers, better quality curing and 
infestation control would prevent much of the spoilage. All of this cou~d be 
achieved with simple small scale technology. 

Zambian fishermen have no sailing experience. The introduction of 
appropriate suil-rigs on suitable vessels could redace fuel costs and improve 
the economic performance of fishing boats on the larger lakes. The initial 
introd~ction of outboard engines in the 1960s, while technically successful, 
proved to be rather expensive, with higher fuel, maintenance and replacement 
costs than were first anticipated. The small, slower-running, air-cooled 
diesel engines proved to be a better investment though they required a larger 
vessel for installation. 

There is little scope for increasing capture fisheries save perhaps for 
deep water lining or netting in the larger lake~. A few areas are not heavily 
fished because there is no access road and hence no fish landing place 
nearby. Production increases will come chiefly from fish farming and through 
reduction of post harvest losses. 

These points are sununarized and inter-component linkages illustrated in 
the base diagram in figure 5.1. 

Angola as well as Mexico belongs to group 2. Group 2 links countries 
where the role of the stat~ is large in terms of ownership and/or management. 
Angola is a typical case in which direct involvement of the government is 
found in all components uf the FIS. There is complete vertical int~gration of 
the system through government agencies. For the time being no foreign 
investment is al lowed in the country. The resource potential is high Jr>..-

'20/ Major specir·s are horse mar.kf,rel, sardine, white fish, tuna, shrimp 
and r.rab. Th(?rf: is still a lot to be done in .1rcler to obtain the most 
productiv~? 1;atch for speC'ific species, esrv:<.i.1lly with resp•:ct Lo fin fish; 
UH! catch presently st;inds at Hbout 28 per cent 1)f th,, p<,Lt:?nt.i:tl (in1·l11rl111g 
nquaculture). The fle•!l has bt!en douhled si11r1• 1977, and t.ht! maj1Jr ~rowth w;1,.; 
111 small bo<itf; for nrtis·rnal fishin~. Th,. t1111a flr·ct ·11:;0 i11c-r1·;1i;1:d in th•: 
s;1mc pt:riod. Thi" ~rowth i.s ass1wi;it1:<1 with !.hi: 1:st.1l>I :shmt,111. of ll1·· FF/. in 
19 ,,, • 
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The FIS has a dual character - it is oriented towar-ds human consumption 
for- the domestic market (96 per cent) an~ towards the prnduction of fish meal 
and oil for export (4 per cent). There is a lar-ge domestic mark~t with a 
large supply. 

Ther-e is a predominance of catch by for-eign fleets. Tae catch by the 
domestic fleet has been equivalent to LO per cent of the potential, while that 
of the foreign fleet has been 50 per- cent, landing only one-third, mainly 
by-catch fish from trawler-s, in Angola. Ther-e is a lack of infrastr-uctur-e to 
control unauthorized fishing by foreign vessels. Artisanal activiti~s exist 
but do not receive adequate pr-icrity. 

The level of pr-ocessing is high, a characteristic of group 2. It 
accounts for 75 per cent of domestic catch. The major output ?s cured fish. 
However, lhe level of capacity utilization of the plants is very low, 
especially in the fish meal line, and also in fr-eezing, canning and dr-ying. 
55 per cent of the fish processing industry's labour iorce is employed by the 
cur-ing industry, 26 per cent by fish meal and oil processing at low capacity. 
Lack of supplies, spare parts and maintenance are the principal causes of low 
capacity utilization (see base diagram). 

Supportive industrial infrastructure exists but its present lPvel of 
operation is limited by lack of spare parts, materials and skilled manpower. 

The government recognizes the importance of the s~ctor mainly as a source 
of food supply and tries to cope with the elimination of bottlenecks. 

Potential for development lies in the large marine and considerable 
inland water resources, existing suppor-tive infrastructure, a large domestic 
market with a large demand-supply gap. A population with strong fish eating 
habits and already established markets in neighbouring countries (cured fish) 
exist. All these are characteristics of group 2. 

The main con~traints to achi~ving this potential relate to the present 
lack of skilled manpower, lack of finance, and disfunction of supportive 
infrastructure. Actions should be taken in manpower training, rehabilitdtion 
of means of production and infrastructure and services within a cledr ~tanning 
and management programme for the FIS. 

5.3 Mexico 

Mexico is probably the most industrialized of the countries (rom this 
group (group 2), and also has a greater degree of private involvement in the 
industry. The public sector plays a very important role in distribution of 
canned fish. 

Mexico does not, in general, have problems of over-exploitation. It also 
has a great number of aquaculture brezding centres. Freshwate!" fisherit:S are 
still unimportant since they represent only about 7-8 per cent of the total 
catch. 

The fleet is mainly domestic;illy owned, with :;ome joint ventures with 
foreigners only in tuna fishing. Rowever in general, fishing contracts and 
licenses are not granted to foreigners. 
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In the last 8 years about 60 per cent of the catch has been prv .. essed. 
Most of the processing plants .:!le privately owned, although in freezing plants 
state participation is important. However, at present para-state freezing 
plants for prawns are being sold to co-operatives. 

The final products are of good quality, using mainly technology tested in 
the United States, although recent equipment imports show a tendency for more 
sophisticated European equipment. The freezing and fish meal factories of low 
capacity us~ domestically manufactured equipment of average quality. This 
situation shows the high degree of industrialization reached for this country 
in comparison with the rest of the group. However, the level of capacity 
utilization of the plants is only high for tuna (72 per cent) with a national 
average of 39 per cent. 

Almost all the canned fish is destined for the domestic market. Thi.s 
product and dry, salted fish are popular in small towns and rurai areas. 
Here, the role played by the public sector is important in the distribution of 
canned fish through official stores, small retailers or trade-union stores. 

In contrast, shellfish go more and more for export or the domestic high 
income class market. In 1984 only 6.5 per cent of the total Latch was 
exported. 

The fresh fish is distributed by the private sector, on a small or medium 
scale, except in big cities where there are wholesale supply centres. Th~ 

imports are insignificant, confined to fish m€al. The direct cons1.Unption 
reached 10 kg/capita/year and the ~ndir~ct consumption reached 
5 kg/capita/year.. 

The government programme regards fish as one of the ten priority 
commodities for feeding the population. The priority given by the gov.::rnm•.nt 
is high and the f inane ing made available to this sector has increase.i lately. 
The investment since 1977 has also increased more than 20 times. The 
establishment of a credit and promotion trust, ~ith its progr.'launes covering 
the whole process, has caused significant progr~ss, espe<:ially in 2atch 
marketing and distribution. 

The government is involved in all phases of activity, but 
partic:pation. In processing its share is about 20 per cent. 
sec~or accounts for ~etween 5 and 8 per cent cf the catch. 

with minori::y 
The public 

Some joint ventures exist between the go·,,ernm .. rnt and foreign <:cmpanies, 
although foreign participation is strictly regulated. The present ero~omic 
crisis makes it imperative to adopt new policies a11C! approaches. Tri~ th1·ee 
sectors involved (gov-.:rnment, privat~, and social (co-operatives) sectors) in 
fisheries would need a lot of co-ordination and co-operation as well as 
foreign investment. The private sector is being approached by the fisheries 
authorities regarding the possibility of associating jointly on a larger scale 
in the ownership and/or operation of existing fisheries planl" and vessels. 

The main constraints to developm~nt to the '.Vlexii-:a11 FIS are the 
concentration of resources in two regions, the lack of infrastructuu~ f<>r 
extraction, specially for tuna and fin fish as well as for on-hoard ha11dling 
of sardines. In the marketing sector, the lack of a cold storage 11etwork is 
the main constraint together with insufficient working capi!:.al and indfi~ient 
marketin~ organization. 
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Presently there is a low level of domestic consumption of fish due mainly 
to drops in real income and poor availability of low cost species. 

Potential for development lies in large resources, good potential for 
agriculture, abundant supply of energy needs and the high priority given by 
the government to the FIS development. 

5.4 Venezuela 

Venezuela is the typical country from group 3, where the FIS has low 
priority. The countries in this group (group 3) have some fishery potential, 
but they have not given high priority to the development of their fishing 
industries. Venezuela, being traditionally a petroleum exporting country, had 
not completely developed the fisheries industries until the early 1980s. The 
fish catch grew 88 per cent from 1979 to 1985. Venezuela is in second place 
within the group as a fish producer. 

The FIS is based upon pelagic ~nd demersal resources. Tuna fish is 
important in Venezuela, which is one of the major tuna producing countries in 
the world. 

Extraction in Venezuela increases mainly through the growth of the 
fleet. Investments are recent and consequently the country has a relatively 
modern fleet. 

The canned fish industry pr-imarily process<·s sar-dine. These plants have 
recently been renewed so that today a ver-y high standard of quality has been 
reached. 

The export component started to be important in 1983-84. Domestic 
consumption is relatively low, but it has shown rapid in eases recently. 
Almost all domestic consumption is fresh fish. In second place comes canned 
fish. The fresh fish goes to the local market through private channels. 

Most iniustrial inputs have had to be imported in Venezuela due to the 
recent and fast development of the system. 

The Ministry of Agriculture is the public institution responsible for 
fisheries in Venezuela however, the industry is in the hands of the pr:vate 
se::tor. Foreign investment is encourage:d through the joint venture mechanism. 

The main constraints affecting the Venezuelan FIS development is that 
shelf area fishing is at its limit of estimated potential, hence, further 
development should come frnni det'p-sea fishing. The artisanal fishing sector 
is affected by the use of inadequat~ equipment and lacks new technologies. 

The availability of intermediate or capital goods is low, and 
difficultie~ exist in importing eq1~ipment such as nets and gear. There is a 
lack uf interest in the private banki:1g system to f inanrt! this sector and 
there are difficulties in obtaining credit fr-om inte~national banks. The 
adm;nistrative rules and policies affecting the FfS arn not co-ordinated or 
centralized. 

Enhancements for development ~F ~he FIS are the positive attitude to 
fornign investment, the existence of successful joi11t ventures that facilitate 
the transfer of technology and manHgement skills. 
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In swmiary, Venezuela represents a group where the countries have 
resources, industry. infrastructure and capital to develop their fisheries. 
But Venezuela is one of the few in this group which has shown serious interest 
in the FIS. 

One of the problems Venezuela ~as to face, as in most countries where 
fisheries have had low priority, is the design of institutional infrastructure 
in order to co--ordinate actions related to resourct~ 0 xplorat ion, resea:::-ch, 
promotion and finance. 

Venezuela plans to increase domestic consumption, as fish is an important 
source of animal proteins. Fer this purpose improvements in the fishing as 
well as in the processing and marketing components should be made. 

5.5 Indonesia 

Like most of the countries in group 4, Indones£a's fishery system is 
characterized by a large artisanal capture component and a large low income 
domestic market. It also has a flourishing i~land and aquaculture industry. 
Figure 5.5 contains its base diagram summarizing the salient points of this 
section together with illustrating the intercomp=nent linkages within ct 
system. 

As can be expected from a large archipelago state, Indones~a has 
considerable fishery resources. In general, they are only lightly expl~ 
(total rate of exploitation around Z8 per cent), with the exception of ce.Ldin 
densely populated areas where over-exploitation is evident. For sr·· ~and 
tuna resources, the major products for export purposes, the rat~ c 
exploitation was approximately 69 per cent and 23 per cent, respectively, in 
1982. Indonesia is one of the largest fish producers (eleventh in tt ·ld) 
with a catch of over 2.2 million tons in 1984. The artisanal fleet s 
about 250,000 vessels and ?rovides about 98 per cen~ of the total producti0n, 
accounting for 99.8 per cent of the employment in the fisheries ca -e sector. 

The fisheries sector is a major source of employment, engaging a total of 
about three million per::;ons, er 5 per cent of the national labour ·rce. 
However, labour productivity is lolol' because of the nature of the industry. It 
contributed only about 17 per cent to the GNP in 1983. In addition to around 
1.5 million fishermen, there are nearly 1 million fish farmers in the 
country. The Director~te General of Fisheries is one of the largest fishery 
departments in the world, with six major divisions and staff in all 28 
provinces. Provincial fishery sta~: are responsible administratively t~ 

provincial governors and technically to the Directorate. There are five 
fishery development ~entres, five trainin~ centres, a f ish~ries research 
institute and a national fisheries academy. The Directorate of Fisheries is 
responsible technically fo~ the operation of State Fi~hery Ent~rprises, 
21 coastal fishing ports, two interinsular fishing ports, and one deep sea 
f isld.ng port. 

The marine fishing industry is primarily ~rtisnnal but there arr a n1~~er 
of large fishing companies, ~hiefly joint venture or state enterprises, 
!:ishing maidy fur tuna or shrimp for ~xport. Fishery co-operatives iilso 
operate or service fleets of vess~Ls, and there is a large number of smaller 
ronunercial ly owned vessels. These were previous~y mo.-;tly trawlers but since 
all trawling was banned in the Java Sea and West Indonesian waters they have 
changed over largely to puree seine fishing for sardines. 



Figure 5. 5. Base diagram FIS Indonesia l984 
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Inshore artisanal boats use gill nets, lines and small seines or traps. 
The majority of the canoes are un-mechenize<! but some are ddven by power pole 
motors. outboard engines or small inboard diesels. 

Fish farming is chiefly in brackish water and produces milkfish or 
prawns. Freshwater fish farms produce a variety of species of which Chinese 
carp is probably the most popular and marketable. A network of extension 
services and government hatcheries service the aquaculture industry. 

The country is well equipped with boatyards and still has tropical 
hardwoods available for boat building. Local workshops. however, require 
upgrading to improve deck machinery, stern gear alignment and int~olace 
hydraulics. Vessel hold insulation also merits attention. 

Fish exports, chiefly shrimp and tuna, currently earn nearly 
US$ 250 million a year, but in volume they are a small part of the t~tal 
production, 95 per cent of which is sold and consumed locally. About half of 
the marine landings destined for domestic consumption are processed into dried 
and salted products with smaller qUdntities be:~g smoked, canned or boiled in 
brine. The majority of these processing activ1ties takes place at the cottage 
industry level. 

The other half of the marine landing is offered in fresh state to the 
consumer. The volume of fresh (and frozen) fish supplies is gradually 
increasing due to the introduction of more modern facilities such as 
ice-making, freezing and cold storage equipment. 

Fish has traditionally been the principal sourc~ of animal protein in the 
Indonesian diet. Fish provides about 62 per cent of the domestic animal 
protein supply, followed by meat (23 per cent), dairy products and eggs 
(15 per c~nt). Due to the uneven distribution of the population, per Lapita 
cons'Jlllption varies greatly from area to area. The average annual per capita 
consumption of fish was 13.5 kg in 1984. Per capita fish consumption is 
highest near the coast or around fish landing places. Jakarta, with over 
6.5 million population, is the largest s;ngle urban market for fish, and the 
bulk of fish mov~ment within the country is towards the capital. There is 
some export of fresh fish to Singapore, particularly fro~ the lrian islands 
nea~by. fhe major market for Indonesian products, however, is Ja~ar.. This is 
the result of the involvement of the many Japanese joint ventures and of its 
proximity to .Japan. The United States and Europe are the next major outlets. 

Marke~ing procedures vary from place to place. In general, fresh fish is 
sold by local fish dealers operating fix~d location s~ops. Salted fish 
outlets are mostly in the vicinity of the ~onsumers' homes. Dried, s~lted, 
boiled-in-brine and fermented fish products re~iair. extremely important in the 
national fish supply/consumption picture due to their popularity, low price, 
and easy storage and transport. Both pelagic and demersal fish are used as 
raw materials. Boiling in salt solution is very popular for &hort-·te::-m 
preservation. Due to the poor process technology and hygiene practices 
observed, cured fish products in Indone~ia deteriorate rather rapidly. 

(n the case of fish r.anning, canner~ utili7.e pelagic fish almost 
exclusively, particularly oil sardines. fish meal production usually takes 
place in conjunction with canning and new and biKger canneries are being 
planned, mainly for tuna canning. However, there is an insufficient supply to 
local tuna canning companies, since producers prefer to export fro7.en tuna to 
canneries abroad because of better pri~es and payment in foreign ~11rren~y. 
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An inspection and quality control prograame for both domestic consumption 
and export products has been established. The main work of inspection 
!aboratories, however, is to certify frozen shrimp and frozen tuna for export. 

Ice plants are located at all tht main fish landing places though their 
efficiency varies and there is a need to i~prove water quality. The most 
coamonly used freezing methods in the ~ountry are air blast and contact plate 
freezing. The plants have only about 5v per cent capacity utilizjtion. 

The government recognizes that geographic distribution and capacity of 
existing fishing ports, fish landing a&tes, ice plants, cold storage and 
freezing facilities, boat building and repair facilities and other support 
services are inadequate to facilitate Uie required expansion of fish 
production, domestic suppliers and export in an efficient and cost effective 
manner. A current t;S$ 70 million Asian 0- ~-~lopm€.:tt Ban.:-financed project aims 
to develop infrastructure and faciiities at a number of major fishing ports. 

Indonesia plans to ~xpand its marine industries and merchant, naval and 
fishing fleets. A current progranne plans for the construction of thousands 
of vessels and the upgrading of local boatyards and shipyards. The governmE::nt 
plans to expand fisheries prcduction both to meet domestic needs and to boost 
exports. The domestic supply ~ill have to rise to meet the growing population 
and also to raise per capita fish consumption, which is a national nutrition 
goal. 

These points are swmnarized and inter-component linkages illustrated in 
the base diagram in figure 5.5. 

5.6 Guyana 

Guyana, one oi the small states, but with growth potential, is really an 
impcrtant example of group 5. It presents a relatively simplt FIS addressed 
to human consumption, as illustrated by the base diagram. The FIS, however 
simple, is well structured and relatively well managed as illustrated by the 
presence of an adequate services and facilities ~omponent and a relatively 
high level of capacity utilization. It is a small country with as high a 
growth potential for the FIS as the rEst of the group. 

Only 20 per cent of the MSY is being exploited, although in the 1970s a 
certain degree of over-exploitation of large fish was experienced. The 
predominance of the artisanal sector in the extraction component (another 
characteristic of group 5) is well illustrated by th~ case of Guyana. While 
the artisanal sector serves the domestic fr~sh fish market (90 per cent of 
fish consumed in the country) the ind11strial fleet specializes in shrimp for 
the expo)·t mark~t. Guyana is one of the few shrimp fishing countries that 
promotes the utilization of shrimp by-catch. 

There i£ high dependence on imported industrial inputs, with the 
~xception of nets but production services and facilities have been made 
available by consistent government policies. Group 5 is characterized by a 
high doll'-:?stic consumption ana this is well il 11Htrated by the c:ai:ie of Guyana 
(hl.6 kg/capit~/year) where f ~sh contributes with 40 per cent of the total 
animal protein consumption. However, since the population is small in Guyana 
(as in the rest of the countries of this group) important expansion of the FIS 
should mainly come from increases in the export market. 
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The government supports the FIS and its direct allocation is one-thi t·d of 
the resource allocated to agriculture. Assistance is provided to most of the 
components within an integrated management approach. The attitude to foreign 
investment is favourable and foreign involvement is predominant in large 
shrimp fishery. 

Further development could come from under-utilized marine and intand 
water species. Since the FIS is well managed and unexploited fish resources 
are available, growth may be accomplished smoothly if proper support is 
provided. Development plans for Guyana indicate that the fishery production 
should be increased by 2.2 per cent during the period 1986-89 with balanced 
growth b~tween artisanal and industrial fishing operations. This increase 
aims at improving local nutritional levels, promoting food security and 
stimulating exporl earnings. 

The inefficiencies in the present operations of Guyana's FIS manifest 
themselves in a form of underutilization of marine and inland fisheries 
resources and post harvest losses. Conmon causes for the inefficiency are 
lack of investment capital, absence of new technology to exploit underutilized 
resources and to deal with ~y-catch, lack of skilled professionals appropriate 
technologies and inadequa~c oasic infrastructure facilities to service 
distribution, particularly in the rural areas. 

The lack of investment capital both public and private has its cause in 
the overall economic situation, insufficievt knowledge of the resources and 
unfavourable view of foreign investors. Increased production from current 
investment is constrained by the absence of some basic infrastructure 
primarily in rural areas and deiiciencies in industrial services. The primary 
cause for this is lack of domestic finar:ce and foreign exchange. Inadequate 
on-shore facilities in rural areas (ice, cold storage, fish storage, ~harves. 
docking facilities) lead to loss in turn around time for artisanal boats ar.d 
also to post harvest losses. Reduced availabilities of spare parts, 
replacement engines and other fishing requisites affect the operational status 
of the fishing fleet. 

The marine resources together with the estimated potential fo~ inland 
fishery represent a valuable asset which, with the exception of large shrimp, 
is at present underutilized. Th~ industrial fleet is well developed and 
perational but too specialized. There is generally an adequate knowledge of 
harvesting techniques for the type of fish presently extracted. Beth 
artisanal and industrial sectors have suffici~nt capacity whi~h could he 
utilized more productively. Given the need for managerial practices in large 
shrimp fishing and unsatisfied demand for fresh fish the present processing 
capacity on land is <ldequate to cater for (~omestic human con.snmption and 
exports. The high priority attached ~1 the Government to fisheries ancl its 
active involvement in the sector both directly and indirectly as a supplier, 
producer and distributor provides an important impetu~ for further development. 

Preconditions for growth and successful implementation ot develo;>m~nt 
strategies dre: research related to marine fi~hing and aquaculture, 
improvements in artisanal fishing techniques and in offshore far.iliti~i; al 
landing sites in rural areas. These pre-conditions are convnon :..o mo.;t of the 
countries belonging to this particular pattern of development. 
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5.7 Peru 

Peru belongs to group 6. The first characteristic of this group is the 
fluctuati~g resource. Peru's catch has varied between 12 million tons and its 
present level of 3 million tons. In a~dition, most of the present catch 
consists of sardines, whereas in the 1960s and early 1970s it was based mainly 
on the anchovy. 

In general the fish resources in Peru are under-exploited, basic2lly 
because of lack of biological knowledge of the species. 

The extraction component is characterized by the low use of the installed 
capacity of the fleet. In addition to the excess of installed capacity, there 
is a lack of infrastructure and technology to catch demersal species by 
trawlers. That is why the pelagic resource is the most important in Peru. 

The second important characteristic of this group is the large industrial 
processing infrastructure. Peru has a very high proportion of fish meal for 
an~mal feed (approximately 88 per cent in 1984). Also it has a large 
ins~alled capacity due to a massive over-investment in the fish meal industry 
duri ,g thP. ancho·.l'y fishery, and in the canning industry, as a consequence of 
the disordered growth experienced during the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
There are indications that the large installed capacity will not be used again 
because of ecologic changes which occurred in the Peruvian Sea. 

The frozen processing capacity is also under-utilized at present, becaus~ 
of lov international prices. 

The third characteristic of this group is the limited domestic demand. 
The dom~stic c?nsumption from Peru is on average relatively low for a country 
with such a large fishery exploitati•m. Almost all domestic consumption is in 
the form of fresh fish as opposed to the 86 per cent frozen, 56 per cent 
_anned fish and 71 per cent fish meal which is exported. This is an important 
CORIDOn characteristic of this group. 

Fishery products are marketed through a public enterprise (called EPSEP) 
and private enterprises. The ,;tat us of indus!:.riai inputs for the FIS in Peru 
reflect the level o~ industrialization and the conditions of Latin American 
countries (and consequently of the majority of countries in the group), i.e., 
capacity for producing a large proportion of the required inputs with the 
exception of sophisticated processing equipment. 

The canning industry operates with high fixed costs, which is one reason 
for its low competitiveness. In ;idrlition, this industry is affected by low 
international prices of end products. The curing industry has no importance 
at present, but has a prC'mising future. The F!S in Peru is e:;pecially 
importc:nt because fish products acco,mt for one-thirri of the total consumrt ion 
of animal proteins and also be1·ause this system provides r<.'ughly 10 per c,~nt 
of the tota.l foreign exch:u·ge revenm:. 13ut in general, the rt~s0urr.e 

allocation tn tisheries does not constitute a high proportion of the total 
budget. 

T:1e Ministry of Fisheries i!; the public institution in charge of t11e 
fisherif:s ir. f'P.ru. However, there are some other publi.c institutions involvc?d 
as well ;ti; private organ:zations. rn general the govcrnmc-nt has a high 
participatior. in the different compont>nts of the fishecies system. 
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Figure 5.7. Base diagram FIS Peru 1984 
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two p~bli~ enterprises a~tively participate in the extraction process, 
the rest are associated private enterprises. In the processing components the 
state has the monopoly in the processing of whole fish into fish meal. 
Private enterprises are only allowed to make fish meal from the residue of the 
processed fish from other activities such as canning, freezing and curing. 
Another pu~lic enterprise also exists to commercialize specially frozen fish. 

The high participation of the government is not necessarily a 
characteristic of the group, but it is important in Peru. 

One of the main constraints of the Peruvian FIS is the fluctuating 
resource, together with a lack of systematic scientific research of the marine 
resources. Th~ fleet is obsolete and underutilized. Freezing, canning and 
fish meal manufacturing industries are over dim-~nsioned affecting negatively 
the economic efficiency of the FIS system. 

The markets are limited by international prices (the case of the frozen 
products) as well as by low internal demand due to low income ar.d lack of 
awareness on the part of the consumer for processed fish products. 

Peru has a good potential for expansion of the internal and export market 
and the general availability of industrial inputs is acce~table. 

Peru wishes to increase the export trade: the production of fish meal, 
which already constitutes a source for foreign exr~ange, should be given 
special attention in this respect. The domestic market is another area which 
Peru wishes to develop through increasing the frozen fish supply as well as 
pr~moting the cured fish industry. The artisanal fishery should be assi~·ed 
through improving the existing infrastructure. 

'!"he Philippine fishing industry, though largely artisanal has a strong 
private, co1M1ercial sector, both in the marine and the aquaet•ltnr:e areas. 
ALtPough the government accords high priority to fisheries and allocates 
considerable resources to its administration and development, it is chiefly 
from commercial er business interests that the industry derives its impetus. 
This is a common feature of count des in grnnp 7. 

The Philippine fishing industry has an important role in the economy. {n 
1985 the fishedes sector employed approximately one m!.11 ion persons, of which 
~2 per cent were in inland waters and th~ rest in marine fisheries. A large 
share of the labour force is connected with the art isanal fisheries 
subsertor. Fish is the main and cheapest; source of animal protein, 
representing 62 per cent of total animal protein intake. 

In figure 5.S, the base dia~ram illustrates a relatively simple system 
with three main production Sf:ctors: th·~ mari.ne municipal (or: artisanal ), the 
ma:ine r.onunercial, and the aquaculture sector. Ttoe bulk of the fish catch 
(62 per cent) is taken by artisanal fishermen who 'lperate most.Ly from 
f')utriggger canoes known as ''barcas". Some larger outrigger "!Jump" bo;.:ts arf: 
usf!cl in pelagic fishing with lift net:; or purse seines. The small~r c:anoes, 

~~I Th~se results are basf!;t on a mini case study and, hence, are les:; 
cletailed than those of the other countries of this chapter. 
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many of whi~h are mechanized, use mainly lines or gill nets. The municipal 
fishermen arc distributed around the country in villages or "barrios". though 
the majority are found in the Visayan islands which form the centre of the 
archipelago. There is relatively less fishing from the main island of Luzon 
in the north although the major fish market exists there in the Metro Manila 
area. 

The consnercial fleets can be classified into three groups: baby trawlers, 
lift net boats, and tuna purse seiners. The "baby" trawlers work inshore for 
shrimp, the lift net boats for sardin~ and anchovy, and the purse seiners fish 
offshore in deeper waters for tuna. There is considerable friction between 
the co11111ercial trawlers and lift net boats, and artisanal fleets on the 
heavily exploit~d inshore grounds. Current legislation is designed to protect 
the local small scale fishermen, but it is rarely enforced. The tuna fleets, 
however, do not compet~ directly with local fishermen as they fish offshore 
and often employ them to hElp catLh large tuna with deep drop lines or to trap 
tuna schools i~ bays with stop seines. 

Co11111ercial companies or fish merchants also operate fish carrier vessels 
which play an important part in supplying the large Navotas (Manila) market 
with fish from the Visayas and Palawan. Navotas is a large and well organized 
fish market which operates on a "whispered bid" type of auction. Per capita 
conswnption of fish is over 33 kilograms, of which 77 per cent is fresh fish 
and the remainder cured. The geographic distributi3n, and therefore 
consumption of fish, howev~r, is extremely unevenly spread due ttra variety of 
factors, one oi which, perhaps, is a poor network infrastructure. The more 
expensive varieties are consumed by high income grou~s in the city. Most of 
the people use dried anchovies known as "dillies" or milkfish known as 
"bangus". 

Most aquaculture takes place in brackish water ponds around the islands. 
These were used chiefly for milkf ish in the past but are being utilized more 
for higher value shrimp now. Many of the ponds are large and whole areas of 
mangrove forests have been cleared to construct lhem. The impact of these 
developments on the coastal environment ;_s causing much concern as is the 
decreasing access of ~ocal people to the shoreline. Pollution is also a 
problem both from industrial (mining) effluents and from chemical poisons used 
to clear out new fish ponds. Coral reefs have suffered from over exploitation 
to supply the tourist trade and from dynamite fishing which is still practised 
in some areas. 

Laguna de Baz, a large, shallow, freshwater lake on the east side of 
Md:iila city is a source of much fish but is now so over-crowded with fish pens 
and suffering from pvilution that production is unlikely to be maintained 
despite mar:y eff•Jrts to solve the complex problems. 

rn the last ten years, Philippine fish product ion has increased at the 
relatively high average annual rate of 4.7 per cent. There is a flourishing 
trade in fishery by-products for the tourist industry based largely on r.apis 
shells and mar.rnme. Cottage Lyp~ industries also produc.e fish sauces ;md 
pickles whic.h are readily marketablt?. 

Fish P.Xporti> r.on.sist mainly of .shrimp and tuna. 
(squid, anr.hovy) and fish past~s arc al.so exported. 
valued at over USS Lio million. 

Some dried products 
In 1984 fish exports were 
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Fisheries are administered by thP. Bureau of fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources, which is currently in the Ministry of Agriculture. The new 
government is presen~ly reorganizing the administration and so institutional 
changes are to be expected. A new five-year fishery development plan is to be 
produced in 1987. Training and education in fi~heries is well provided for by 
a network of fishery schools and colleges. 

These points are swmnarized in figure 5.8 together with presentat!on of 
how the various system's components are linked. 

5.9 Somalia 

Somalia belongs to group R\ characterized by low industrialization. It 
has substantial marine fish resources but has neither the industry nor the 
fleet to exploit them. Somalia catches only LO per cent of its potential. 

Somalia reflects perfectly the lack of industry in the countries of 
group 8. The fish caught by the industrial fleet, when active, is invariably 
processed onboard at sea. This consists of sorting, grddin~ and freezing for 
storage in freezer holds. Then it is either carried to the export markel by 
the fishing vessel, or directly transferred at sea to a carrier vessel for 
export. 

There are three canni~g factories in Somalia but one of them is ~losed 
and the others are old and small and produce no m<.re than a few hundred tons 
per annum. 

On the north coast, there is a cold store and freezing facility that has 
never been operational. Only one cold store exists with a capacity of 
900 tons and another with a capacity of 400 tons is being built. 

Salting and drying are the main forms of processing for artisanal 
fishing. Some of the product is used for local consumption, but much is 
exported. This processing is carried out with virtually no industrial input. 

Consumption of fish is too low - only 0.2 kg/capita/year. Apart from the 
difficulties found in distributing fish to the inland population there has 
generally been a social and cultural dislike for fish. 

In general, Somalia suffers from a lack of inputs and services and has a 
deficient infrastructure. As the government is involved from the subsistence 
activities to the largest trawler, it is the major single influencing factor 
in the fishing industry. 

The government has been the sole owner of the industrial fishing fleet 
and the sole joint venture partner with foreign entities. The sta~P. controls 
the sale of fish and the export of dried fish through a parastatal company. 
Government policy is changing to allow greater privatization which has had the 
immediate effect of improving viability for smaller ente~prises. The 
co-operatives are the basis of artisanal fisheries organizztion. 

The fisheries sector has been given high priority by the government. 
However, the inoperative industrial fleet, artisanal vcsi;els, canneries and 
cold stores are areas where more intensive measures would be required to 
develop the FIS. 
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The most significant deficiency has been the inability to generate funds 
to keep the capital equipment in operation and a clear development strategy 
for the FIS would be required. 

The inconsistent availability of high value resources is the ""ain 
constraint affecting extraction component. The resource is far removed 
infrastructure and services and the marketing chain is not well served. 
processing plants do not have adequate services. Domestic consumption 
low and there is a general dislike for fish. The basic industrial 
infrastruc:ure is poor and is reflected in the lack of spare parts and 
rudimentary equipment. 

5 .10 Senegal 

f rcm 
The 

is very 

Senegal belongs to group 9, the group of likely exporters, and is cne of 
Africa's leading fishing countries. Fishing activities represent a 
5.7 per cent contribution to the GDP (60 per cent from industrial V.A.), with 
an average annual rate of growth of 13 per cent compared with :> per cent in 
agriculture and 9 per cent in cattle farming {1964-82). 

The FIS is addressed to human consumption and the process component 
serves the export :narket with a small fish meal component (see base diagram). 
The Senegalese waters are one of the richest in the world (pelagic and 
demersal). There is a good monitoring and management resource system. 
However, over-fishing of demersal species close to coastal areas has taken 
place. There are good research and training facilities. 

The growth potential for Senegal's FIS is high, a characteristic of the 
countries in group 9. Presently Senegal's catch is 50-60 per cent of its 
MSY. The artisanal sector is important in the FIS as in group S and in 
Senegal represents over 60 per cent of total marine catch and provides 
90 per cent of employment in the fishing sector. It is also the major 
supplier of fish for domestic consumption. 

The industrial fleet has a 70 per cent Senegalese component and 
specializes in exports. There is a fragmentation of Senegalese producers in 
expor~ markets. The regional market absorbs 57 per cent of volume exports. 
About 60 per cent of the catch is processed and almost the entire output is 
exported, with the artisanal sector supplying lS per cent of domestic fish 
production for processing. The level of capacity utilization in the 
processing sector is low. 

InJustrial inputs for the artisanal sector are produced locally but all 
other inputs are imported. 

As is characteristic of group 9, the government attaches high priority to 
the sector but its involvement is limited. Financial schemes give priority to 
the industrial sector. Consumption is high (24.5 kg/capita/year). Increases 
in consumption may i.>e possible given the population of the country but 
improvements in distribution infrastructure and communicL1tion will be 
required. Fish contributes 50 per cent to the animal protein supply. 

An important constraint to the FIS relates to the availability of 
exportable species, which at present have reached an optimum level of 
exploitation, and to the migratory nature of tunny fish. The present 
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management of resources negatively affects the artisanal fishing sect~r. The 
industrial fleet is old and the technology is not the most eficient. The 
industrial processing costs are high and the level of capacity utilization is 
low. The artisanal processing uses primitive methods that affect quality and 
yield; due to high losses, its level of technology has not kept pace with 
improvements made in the artisanal ext~action component. There is a lack of 
infrastructure for marketing fish to inland zones. Marketing circuits for 
regional exports are deficient. The need for low cost fish as a source of 
protein for the domestic market is presently ignored. 

Enhancements for further development of the FIS are large marine 
resources, potential large domestic demand and a well established export 
market, an acceptable level of industrial services and infrastructure and high 
government priority to the fisheries sector. 

Expansion of the FIS will require assessment of deep sea stocks, 
rationalization of fishing rights near the coast in order to protect and 
promote artisanal fishing activities, fleet modernization and introduction of 
more efficient technology in catching and improving marketing systems 
addressing African markets. 

5. 11 Cuba.!. .. !/ 

Cuba, as a member of gro~p 10, is one of the few countries in the study 
which engages in fishing in international waters outside of the exclusive 
economic zones. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea, also in group 10, 
is another. As its own waters are limited, Cuba also fishes within the EEZ's 
of other Caribbean and Central American countries under license or by 
agreement. Its distant water fleets operate in both the Atlantic and Pacific 
Ocean~. A sunmary of Cuba's fisheries system and its intercomponent linkages 
is cont<iined in tt.e base diagram of figure 5.11. 

Cuba's deep sea trawler fleet is composed of 30 stern trawlers supported 
by six freezer-transport vessels. A deen sea fleet of 19 tuna longliners and 
one purse seiner operates through1Jut tht · .. , ntral Atlantic. A furtner 
49 wooden vessels fish with hand lines, ..... :i.g lines, and tro 11 ing lines for 
reef fish, shark and large mackerel. Many of these fish within other EEZ's 
under bilateral agreements. They are often assisted by small catcher-boat 
launches. 

The Cuban national waters fleet includes around 1,900 boats which operate 
in coastal waters for lobster, shrimp and fin fish. All the fleets are 
organized under 15 State Fishery Enterprises, most of which have their own 
independent units for vessel maintenance and fish handling. 

Total fish production has stabilized at just under 200,000 tons, about 
20 per cent of which goes to make fish meal and oil. The main fishing port is 
at Havana, which is equipped to serve large ocean fishing vessels. About 
60 per cent of the catch is processed and there are some 16 processing anri 
packaging plantb, 6 canning far.tories and 12 refrigerated stores served by 
fleets of refrigerated and insulated trucks. 

22/ These results are based on a mini case study and, hence, less 
detailed than those of the other countries in this chapter. 
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About half of the production is distributed institutionally and the rest 
through state retail shops. rish conswaption is high, over 17 kilograms per 
capita. Over 35,000 tons of high value tish are exported and 48,000 tons of 
c~eaper fish are imported. plus fish meal products. Exports were vorth 
US$ 157 million and imports US$ 36 million in 1983. 

Aquaculture is actracting more attention and the Government has 
established ten fish hatcheries vith a potential production of 20 million 
fingerlings a year, mostly tipapias ar.d carp. Sea vater fish farming is still 
at the research stage but efforts are being made in this direction also. 

The Government provides technical education for sea-going and shore 
personnel for the industry. The numbers empioyed in the industry are 
estimated (1982) at 13,482 in capture afid culture, and 25,763 in processing 
and distribution. 

Future strategy for fisheries is to seek to maintain marine production, 
increase aGuaculture production, and improve or diversify processing to 
maximize resource use, increase employment and improve economic performance. 
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6. CHARACTERIZCNC FISHERIES SYSTE."IS 

In summarizing the major findings of the 64-country analysis of the 
fisheries se•:tor as an inte~rated system, this chapter seeks to serve three 
purposes. 

First, ir. providing a descriptive overview of the inter-relationships 
between the FIS components, enhancements and constraints, the development 
patterns identified in chapter 4 become better understandable. 

Second, the swmnary of the major findings supplies a set of facts which 
enhances the understanding of the fisheries sector in developing countries. 
1.£ such, this chapter will serve to stimulate discussions on ~ow and why 
developing countries• FISs are in their present state. This, in turn, will 
provide a basis for the elaboration of strategies for the future. 

Third, the sU11111ary of the major findings provides the setting, 
underpinning, and motivation for the selection and design of the dev~lopment 
strategies and actions presented in chapter 7. In order to have an impact 
strategies and their required actions must address both the constraints which 
inhibit development as well as make maximwn use of those factors vhich could 
enhance such development. 

This chapter consists of three sections. Section 6.1 presents an 
analysis of the nine FIS components which resulted from applying the systems 
approach framework ot MEPS to fisheries. This includes an examination of each 
component as well as their inter-component linkages. After a brief 
description of their frequency by continent, an analysis of how FIS 
enhancements and constraints are related among themselves and between each 
other is presented in section 6.2. 

The FIS components derived in •:haptP.r J are examined in this section 
according to their country rankings and distribution and according to how they 
interact. 

Tai; le 6.l ii ~ustrates how the 6!• r:ountries rank by ear-'1 FIS component. 
Rather than presenting the actual country scores tht?mselves, only the highest 
ranking fo1?r and lowest fo11r are ordinal ly given for each component. 

Thus, for ~xample, Chile, which was ranked nwnber l in processing, has 
the highest share of its cat~h sold as processed of any of the 64 countries. 
Likewise, Algeria, ranked as number 64 in its export orientation, has the 
lo•.,.est share of i t.s catch exported (in <s'ly product form) r>f ;rny of the 61• 
countriei>. 

Table 6.1. therefore, gives an overview on each FIS compnnent. With a 
rletailc:d analysis nf thf:S•~ r:ompon1:nts to f<~llow in ttw rtt:xt sc<"tirm.s, 1rnly a 
few prt!l!minary obs1:rvation.s art: marle. First, among the indi:strial r:ompont!nt:; 
the same 1:ountrie.s are ohservt>rl to rank similarly - and on beth t'!nds of tht! 
spectrum. Scconrl, Afrir:a .,ppears to he ~XC".CSSiVt!ly rf:prt:St!nted in tbe low r:nrl 
of cnc:h iruh1:>tri;ll c:ompont:nl whil•: Asia and !.;Hin Ami·rica t•!nrl r.n ronsbtently 
appear at. lht! high ·~nd. The:a: .1spcr:t:-; .1r·~ <!eVt:lop1:rl f11rther hf:'low. 
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Table 6.1. Country rankings ac•:ording to ~ach FIS component~"!!.' 

Distribution " Rank Resource£./ Ex:~action Processing marketing~" Consumption 

l Guyana Rep. Ko roe a Chile Hong Kong Maldives 
2 Kiribati Peru Namibia Rep. Korea Solomon Isl. 
3 Mauritania Pana9a Peru Indonesia Hong Kong 
4 Somalia 

61 Zambia 
62 Ghana 
63 Hong Kong 
64 Chile 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 

bl 
62 
63 
64 

Industrial 
• e/ inputs-

Rep. Korea 
Chile 
Hong Kong 
Uruguay 

Kiribati 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Zambia 

Nalaibia Ecuador Chile Malaysia 

Uganda Algeria Dem.Kampuchea Sudan 
Sudan Bangladesh Maldives Pakistan 
Malawi Iraq Madagascar Iran 
Madagascar Kiribati Kiribati Somalia 

Government Export 
1. f/ po 1cy- Ovnershipll/ orientationh,' 

Senegal Dem.P.R.Korea Peru 
Indonesia 
Dem.P.R.Yemen 
Ecuador 

Venezuela 
Gabon 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Iran 

Cuba 
Dem.P.R.Yemen 
Mozambique 

Nigeria 
Sudan 
Zaire 
Bangladesh 

Namibia 
'.'fauritania 
Solomon 

Kenya 
Egypt 
Congo 
Algeria 

Isl. 

·--------- ·------------- _, ____ _ 

a/ Rank 1 denotes the highest value and rank 64 the lowest. 
~I See chapter 3 for a description of how each component was measured. 
~I Share of resource (MSY) unutilized. 
~I Sophistication of channels and methods used for distribution of 

outputs from the FIS. 
~I Extent to which inter~diate and capital goods are domestically 

available for services and infrastructure. 
fl Government's view towards the sector, existence of incentives and 

favourable macro-economic policies. 
g/ Proportion of government ownership and/or extent of governm~nt 

regulations and control. 
~I Stare of output whi~h is exported. 
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Distribution of FIS component country scores 

The ranking of countries by characteristics and how they are distributed 
for each component is informative. Table 6.2 contains implications derived 
fro~ these component distributions. 

Correlations among FIS components 

•'hile previous sections on country ranks and distributions focus on the 
strength of each FIS component taken in isolation, the systems approach 
implies that all the components of a system are interrelated. By examining 
the correlations between FIS components it is possible to illustratt the 
linkages among components. Table 6.3 ~ontains coefficients.!.!/ describing 
the strength of these linkages. 

Among the many tentative conclusions suggested by these correlations the 
following stand out. 

l. The degreee of resou~ce exploitation 
the degree Lf artisanal extraction. 
some opinions, the artisanal sector, 
for overfishing. 

appears to be uncorrelated to 
This suggests that, contrary to 
in general, is not responsible 

2. The greater the share of the catch that is processed the more 
predominant is the country•s export orientation and the lower is the 
share of artisanal extraction. 

_ 3. More sophisticated marketing and distribution systems are associated 
with greater utilization of the resource. Perhaps more interesting 
is the negative relationship be~ween distributi~n and marketing and 
consumption. This suggests that low per capita consumption and, 
perhaps, demand may be a result of an inadequate distribution 
network. One cannot rule out the possibility that this ~ccurs for 
the reverse reason, i.e., that lack of demand (if that is what low 
consumption indicates) destroys the incentive to develop 
distribution channels. This point is pursued in the next sections. 

4. Better local availability of industrial inputs is highly related to 
a lower artisanal share of extraction, and to better distribution 
networks. Availability of industrial inputs is also related, 
although less so, to processing and export orientation suggesting 
that, perhaps, these latter two components are more heavily tied to 
foreign firms where imported inputs are more accessible. Finally, 
better local availability of industrial inputs seems to improve 
resource utilization. 

23/ The coefficients vary between +land -1. A value of +l means a 
perfect positive correlation, that is the two FlS components vary or move 
together in the same direction, while zero indicates no correlation and a 
value of -1 means a perfect negative correlation, that is the two r-·rs 
components vary or move always in the opposite direction. Values in between 
indicate a relative tendency toward one of these three cases. 
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Table 6.2. Distribution of countries by components 

Component Implication 

Resource Most countries either have highly unexploited or exploited 
MSYs; the perctntage of sample countries in the 40-601 
range is small. 

Ex.traction The majority of countries tend to have an above 501 share 
of fish catch contributed by artisanal sector. 

Processing Few of the countries had either less than 101 or greater 
than 901 co11111ercial processing. 

Distribution 
and marketing 

Consumpt1.Jn 

Industrial 
inputs 

Government 
policy 

Ownership 

Export 
orientation 

The majority of countries had a barely adequate or 
insufficient distribution and marketing network. 

The majority of countries had sufficiently low levels to 
suggest that significant improvements are possible. 

Countries tended to have either mediocre or grossly 
insuffi~ient levels of locally available industrial inputs. 

The majority of FISs operate with some signif i~ant level 
of governme~t involvement. Only a very small share of the 
countries had very heavy or very light government 
i"lvol vement. 

Developing country FISs tend to be operated by the private 
sector 

In very few countries are export ma kets important. This 
suggests that if production can be increased and processing 
facilities are available, scope exists for the FIS to 
contribute more to foreign exchange generation than is 
currently occurring. 



Table 6.3. Tt.ie relatlonahip bet.,,een P'IS co1.iponents at dHcribed by their 
pairvise correlations 

Dhtt"ibut.lon & 
Re1ources !xtractlon Procesalng marketing Con1umpt1on 

Resource• 1.00 0.05 -0.20 -0,.\0 0.06 

Sxtractlon 1.00 -0.5.\ -0.•2 0.10 

Proce1slng 1.00 0.11 -0.13 

D1$tribution and 
marketing 1.00 -0.20 

Conawaptlon 1.00 

Indu1trlal inputs 

Covernment policy 

o..ner•hi p 

Sxport orientation 

Indu1tt"la.i. Government bport 
input• pol1c1 ~fft•r•hlp or.lentatlon 

-0.35 0.09 0.29 -0.11 

-0.69 -0.18 -0.06 -0.60 

0.33 0.16 0.02 o.•• 
0.7• 0.05 -0.09 0.03 .... 

0 
VI 

-0.19 -0. 25 -0.21 -0.39 

1.00 o.o• -0.19 (J." 
1.00 0.31 0.31 

1.00 -o.oz 

1.00 
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5. ~onsumption per capita seems rather weakly related to most 
components. It is, however, quite naturally negatively linked to 
export market share. On the other hand, higher domestic consumption 
does not appear related to the utilization of the resource. 

6. Goveaunent policy appears to be positively related to govPrnment 
ownership of FIS components though unrelated to resource utilization 
levels or abundance of local availability of industrial inputs. 
';overnment policy also seems to encourage a FIS's export orientation. 

7. Government ownership seems to be unrelated to both export market 
importan~e for the sector as well as to the share of catch 
processeL. The fornier is especially unexpected considering 
government policy is positively connected to the deg1ee of export 
orientation. On the other hand, lover resource utilization is 
associated vith higher levels of government ownership. 

8. That a higher export orientation is associated with a higher shar~ 
of catch processed is -easonable. In the former case, exportation 
requires some higher volume to be economic and to be exported it 
must first have been processed. This is supported by the negative 
extraction coefficient found indicating greater presence of 
connercial extraction in export-oriented FISs. The negative 
resource coefficient could indicate the association of higher 
resource utilization in export-oriented FISs. The association of a 
higher ~xrort orientation with greater local availability of 
industrial inputs may simply suggest that sectors which generate 
foreign exchange may have easier 2ccess to i~;Jrted industrial 
inputs. (See point 4 above.) 

Th~se points suggest relationships requiring further examination which is 
done in the following sections. 

6.2 Characterizing the ~IS attributes 

In this section the FIS attributes consisting of 27 constraints and 15 
enhancements to development are examined first by noting their prevalence by 
continent and second by analyzing how they interrelate. 

6.2.l Frequency analysis by continent 

The frequency of appearance of each constraint and enhancement by continent 
is presented in this section • In this way, general continental differences may 
be compared and contrasted.~/ This allows, at a glance, the identification 
by YIS component of each continent's major weaknesses and strengths. 

Constraints -----
For Africa, the constraints within the industrial inputs component make 

this component the limiting factor to the continent's FIS development. The 

24/ It would have been preferred to conduct the analysis in terms of the 
country groups established in chapter '•· Rowever, because of the small nwnher 
()f countries in most groups, this type of analysis may have led to erroneous 
conclusions. These limitations are overcome in the construction of table~ I and 
2 of the appendix to chapter 4 where an analysig _s carried out at the country 
group I eve 1 • 
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effects of this probably contribute to inadequate distribution infrastructure 
being such a predominant constraint. In only 27 per cent of the African 
countries is the availability of the resc.urce a problem. Iu fact, the 
resource component in general is not currently a constraining FIS feature to 
the sector's develop~nt in Africa. The same applies to extraction and 
consumption levels. Finally, skilled manpower and energy are the areas most 
frequently constraining the sector's development. 

In the case of Asia, there is an across-the-board low level of 
constraining factors. The three exceptions to this are a lack of distribution 
infrastructure and a difficulty in serving interior markets, a general lack of 
extraction and processing infrastructure, and in availability of fuel/energy. 

Latin America has even fewer constraints than Asia, none appear to be 
particularly pervasive at the continent level. The only minor exceptions to 
this are inadequate fisheries resources and inadequate distribution 
infrastructure. 

The continent with by far the most constraints was Africa (167 or on 
average 6.4 per country), followed by Asia (97 or on average 4.2 per country), 
and then Latin America (36 or on average 3 per country). The major 
constraints by continent are slllllllarized in table 6.4. The most co11D10n 
constraints f~r the sample as a whole were, in order of frequency, inadequate 
distribution infrastructure (47 per cent of the countries), scarce or 
expensive fuel/energy (45 per cent of the countries), lack of skilled manpower 
(44 per cent of the countries), lack of catch, processing infrastructure 
(38 per cent of the countries), lack of aquaculture inputs (28 per cent of the 
countries), iuadequate repair and maintenance facilities (27 per cent of the 
countries). 

Table 6.4. Most commonly observed F'fS constraints by continent~/ 
(in percentage) 

AFRICA 

Lack of skilled 
manpower (69) 

Lack of fuel and 
energy (65) 

Lack of processin~ 
infrastructure (50) 

Lack of distribution 
infrastrcture (SO) 

Lack of aquaculture 
inputs (46) 

Lack of spare 
parts (46) 

ASIA 

·---------

Lack of distribution 
infrastructure (48) 

Lack of fuel and 
energy (39) 

Lack of proce~sing 
infrastructure (35) 

Lack of capital 
and inputs (26) 

Lack of processing 
facilities (26) 

Lack of skil Led 
manpower (22) 

LATIN AMERICA 

Lack of distribution 
infrastructure (42) 

Lladequate resource (33) 

Reso·1rce 
fluctuation (25) 

Lack of aquaculture 
inp•.ltS ( 25) 

J..ack of demand (2~) 

~I The number of countries per continent in the sample is 26 in Africa, 
23 in Asia and 12 in Latin America. 
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Although not all constraints are equally debilitating, it might be 
interesting to note which countries that have the largest number of 
constraints. They were: Tanzania (13 constraints), Somalia (12 constraints). 
Democratic Kampuchea (12 constr~ints), Uganda (li constraints), Conga (9 
constraints), Madagascar (8 constraints), Colombia (8 constraints), Kiribati 
(7 constraints), Sierra Leone (7 constraints), Kenya ( 7 constraints) and Ghana 
(7 constraints). Those with the fewest constraints were Ecuador, Cuba, 
People•s Republic of Korea, Oman, enited Arab Emirates (1 constraint), and 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Republic of Korea (2. constraints). 

Enhancementsll/ 

The ~trategies and actions in section 7.3 are in part designed to take 
advantage of the enhancement patterns described below. 

For Africa, three enhancements stand out as being present in over 
40 per cent of the continent•s ccuntries. These include the abundance of 
available resources, the meagre presenct> of any conmercial operations,.:

5
-

and the favourable conditions for aquaculture development. 

In the case of Asia, the picture is more favourable. Six enhanrements 
are observed in more than 40 per cent of the continent's countries. The most 
predominant enhancement is that the government places a high priority on the 
sector. In general, all the government policy enhancements score highly for 
Asia. The other most predominant enhancements are the availability of spare 
resources, room for growth in the conwnercial sector, high government 
assistance to the sector, and a good potential for aquaculture. 

Latin America shows a strong across-the-board existence of enhancements. 
In general, both the government priority enhancements and the industrial input 
enhancements are frequently observed. In addition, a good joint-venture 
climate and suitable aquaculture potential are two other enhancements observed 
in more than 45 per cent of the continent's count - ies. 

The most common enhanr:ements in order of frequency were high government 
priority (37 countries), gcod aquaculture potential (32 countries), good 
resource potential (30 coun:r"ies), use of joint ventures, ?OSitive attitude to 
for~ign investment, low share of convnercial catch processed, and large share 
of final product remains unprocessed (27 countries each). Twenty countries 
were classed as energy rich. Although 37 countries were listed as allocating 
high priority to their fishery sectors, only 17 states, less than half the 
munber, actually provided a high degree of assistance to the industry. 

Though not all enhancements are equally beneficial, the countries with 
the most enhancements were Indonesia (12 enhancements), Uruguay and India 
(9 enhancements), Chile, Oman, Tunisia, !"lexico and Peru (R enhancements) and 

2~/ Though Oceania (Fiji, Kiribati, Solomon [stands) with just three 
countries was not presented here, it is still interesting to not~ that its 
most predominant rtevtlopment enhanc.Pmcnts fall under tt.e favourable gow:rnment 
attitude toward the FrS. This is r:omplemc:nted hy a fdVOurable joint venture 
climate and a low saturation of domesi.:ic markt!ts. Finally, this low rtome:stic 
market share is serviced by a low level nf processed fish Le~ving room for 
further 1~xpansion in processing. 

26/ This is an cnhanr.t:ment in the s1:nse that tlwrc is mud1 srop1~ to 
in<'.re<tS•! tht: systt!m'r-. industr:;d r:omporwnts. 
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United Arab Emirates, Bangladesh and Cuba (7 enhancements). Tho'ie ,,..ith the 
least number of enhancement.s were Mali and Zambia (L ~nhancement each), and 
Gabon, Nigeria, area of Hong Kong, Iran, Republic of Korea, Saudi Arabia and 
Turkey (2 enhancements each). s:nce enhancements are defined with respect to 
further develooment, their number does not indicate the level of a country's 
development. 

Latin America had the highest average number of enhancements, 6.3 per 
country, Asia 4.9 per country, and Africa 3.9 per country. The major 
enhancements by continent are swmiarized in table 6.5. 

6.2.2 The relationship among FIS attributes 

This section sUlllllarizes the major results of exam1n1ng the associations among 
the various constraints, the various enhancements, and between the constraints and 
the enhancements.~-' An understanding of these relationships is useful for two 
reasons. First, in order to formulate F1S policies, their likely consequences 
should be taken into account. Second, because a FIS is an integrated system, 
modifications or exogenous influer~es to one part of the system may have an impact 
on other parts of the system. These hidden relationships also shoulri be taken 
into account when remedial actions are considered. The associations presented in 
this section attempt to show these system linkages. 

Table 6.5. Most colllllOnly observed enhancements to FIS development by 
contine~t~/ (in percentage) 

AFRlCA ASIA LATIN A."'1ERICA 

----- -- --- ------------- ----·------- ---- -- ------------------ ----

Aqu:u:ul tut"e 
potential (54) 

Large at'tisanal 
share (54) 

Good resource (50) 

Use of joint 
ventures (38) 

High government 
priority (38) 

Large fresh fL:,i1 
share (38) 

High government 
priority (70) 

Large fresh fish 
share (52) 

Aquaculture 
potential (44) 

High level of 
assistance (44) 

Large art isanal 
share (44) 

Good resource (44) 

Attracting foreign 
investment (75) 

Aquaculture 
potential (66) 

High government 
priority (66) 

Good extraction 
inputs (66) 

Use of joint 
ventures (42) 

'!I The number of countries per rontinent is 26 in Afrir.a, 2J in Asia, 
and 12 in Latin America. 

2U This work is hasecl on two ter.hniques: r.ontingenr.y t;jhle ..lnalysis 
and r.orrelation analysis. Pie t'.ompl•?tc te«hnir.al proc:edure is prt::scntr.d in 
Vol11m<: JI. S•:e also e.g. Kt~ndall, M. an<l Stu;1rt, A. (1979), Tlw Arlv;incccl 
Theory of Statistir.s, Vol um·~ 2, '.'kw Ynrk: ~ilrrni I Ian Puhishing Comp;iny, Jnr:. 
( t.:S[lt:t'. l ;\ l J y pp, '>f·;()-')I)()), 
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The main findings of this 64-country analysis are presented below 
accordirig to the FIS components they most affect. 1t should be kept in mind 
that they are based on a series of statistical analyses of data and expert 
opinion on 64 countries covering 63 different aspects of FIS in developing 
countries. This has two implications. First, each relationship represents a 
specific, underlying tendency across existing FISs and must be understood 
prior to prescribing strategies for the future. Second, bei.1g based on an 
analysis of 64 countries, this study provides a rare opportunity to go beyond 
the detailed but country-specific - and therefore limited - knowledge and 
experience of individual FIS experts. 

Resource ----

Govern'llent assistance frequently is accompanied by government 
concern about good resource management since an economic return on 
assistance requires good management. Such government support for 
good resource management may, in fact, be viewed as indirect sector 
assistance which makes the observed association all the more 
understandable. 

The predominant factors impeding a higher utilization rate of 
resource are lack of credit, insufficiently trained manpower, and 
inadequate repair and maintenance facilities. The latter constraint 
may have an adverse effect on the fleet and, hence, the system's 
extraction potential. 

Good storage and handling is surprisingly (positively) associated 
with an inadequate resource. This suggests two things. First, 
storage and handling is importantly linked to all nine system 
components. As such, when it is abundant the system tends to raise 
the utilization of its resource. This association reveals that, at 
times, this high utilization leads to a resource shortage in the 
system. Second, with an inadequate (relative to system capacity or 
final demand) resource, greater efficiency of the scarce resource is 
en .ouraged. Thus, though good storage and handling is an effer.tive 
way to improve efficiency, extreme care must be taken so as not to 
over-exploit the resource itself. 

A good aquaculture potential will demand aquaculture inputs and when 
the potential remains under-utilized, it suggests that such inputs 
are still missing. 

One important factor which prevents countries with aquaculture 
potential to develop it is the lack of ice making capacity. This is 
probably mc;t applicable for aquaculture projects geared to export 
markets. 

Extract ion 

Because of the observed complementary of labour and capital in Lhe 
extraction process, it is found that extraction requires the 
simultaneous availability of good fleet operator skills and capital 
and intermediate extraction inputs in order to properly develop. 
Either one by itself is insufficient. 
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High government priority given to fisheries indirectly encourages 
investments in manpower training. 

The existence of joint ventures tends to promote the improvement of 
operator skills at the extraction stage as one of the multiplier 
effects of this form of technology transfer. 

An insufficient resource limits interest by both government and 
industry leaving rudimentary artisanal fishing to predJminate. 

Lack of capital restricts investments in more sophisticated fishing 
equipment. Hence, adequate credit policies are needed when the 
level of technology of the artisanal extraction operation should be 
raised. 

The lack of ice plants affects the quality of the extraction 
operation. Ice is an important input for all levels of fishing 
operations and its availability should be guaranteed to improve 
fishing operations. 

Lack of spare parts can cause other severe system constraints by 
crippling catch infrastructure. 

Undercapitalization of the sector constrains a FIS most through its 
effects on catch and processing infrastructure. 

The availability of ice - a critical ingredient for larger scale 
extraction - is seen to create a demand for skilled fleet o~eratives. 

Joint ventures are made for industrial fishing and processing 
activities and as such tend to ensure that a large share of the 
commercial catch is processed. 

A large share of the commercial catch being processed generally 
requires exporting. Thus countries with a large share of the 
commercial catch being processed also tend to have a higher share of 
their product exported. 

An inadequate resource base often discourages the necessary 
investments to increase the degree of processing. 

Lack of ice plants and processing facilities are associated with 
general underdevelopment of the sector. However, ice plants can 
appear in the system before processing plants. In general, the 
existence of sufficient sources of ice are required if processing on 
any scale is to be carried out. 

Lack of processing facilities may be due to low profitability of 
investment due to high energy costs. 

Insufficient credit no~ only inhibits the processing component's 
ability to expand, it also encourages cutbacks in quality as 
equipment cannot be maintained ·r replaced. Thus, insufficient 
credit can directly reflect low quality standards in the f~ .al 
product. 
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Lack of spare parts can cause other severe system constraints by 
crippling processing infrastructure. 

~ndercapitalization of the sector constrains a FIS most through its 
effects on catch and precessing infrastructure. 

A poor distribution infrastr~cture hinders or prevents the catch 
from reaching processing plants or potentially viable locations for 
them. As a result, a lower share of the catch is processed. 

A low share of the conmercial catch processed is a direct result of 
insufficient processing infrast1ucture and a lack of available ice. 
Due to the ubiquitousness of poor distribution infrastructure, the 
need for ice becomes that much greater. Thus, the lack of ice 
capacity may be considered a root cause of the low share of the 
coaaercial catch processed. 

Good processing inputs compensate for inefficient or inappropriate 
marketing systems. Only through more highly processed produc~ forms 
can the ill-effects of slow or inefficient distribution be 
compensated and a given demand for fish be met. 

Distribution and marketing 

The lack of associations (and, hence, linkages) among the 
enhancements related to distribution and marketing underscores the 
severity of the constraints affecting this component. 

An inefficient or inappropriate ma:keting system may, in fact, be 
the real cause for processing star.1ards to appear poor. The 
processing done may simply be insufficient to ensure that the 
product passes the marketing system to the final consumer in a 
satisfactory condition. Systems with these constraints are often 
unbalanced with respect to the processing product forms given the 
available marketing system. 

Adequate distribution infrastructure demands large ~apital 
investments and inputs. Their adequate availability is one 
prerequisite for securing adequate distribution infrastructure, 
especially if fresh fish is being distributed. This is true for 
both the improvement or expansion of infrastructure and its upkeep 
at present levels. 

The lack of ice pla~ts showed a strong association with systems 
constrained by ~eneral under-development. 

Cold stores demand high consumption and its lack therefore reduces 
the availability of the former. 

Consump~ion 

Because of the constraints dffecting distribution and marketing, the 
linkages between supply and demand enhancements were found to be 
tenuous. 
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An insufficient resource forces the developc!lent of other protein 
sources and the demand for fish is low. since importation is 
frequently not desirable. 

In the presence of abundant or medium size resources there is still 
a low potential for growth if lac~ of ~~mestic demand and lack of 
exports are associated. This in~icates a tendency for FISs 
constrained by local demand to also be constrained by foreign demand. 

Industrial inputs 

To motivate investments in manpower skills it is necessary to 
guarantee economic returns which require resource management. Such 
an asso~iation is, in fact, observed. 

Poor resource management presumably has a negative effect on the 
aquaculture resource as well. This discourages investment in 
aquaculture production and reduces the demand for aquaculture 
industrial iaputs to be made locally available. 

Rudimentary artisanal harvesting places such minimal demands on the 
industrial components of a FIS that the incentive to supply inputs 
in general and aquaculture inputs in particular is very low. 

Under-capitalization especially affects the processing component; 
the same was not found with regard to extraction. 

There is a tendency in distribution-constrained FISs to compensate 
for this by strengthening the rest of the system (notably 
processing) through the availability of better maint~nan··e and 
repair. 

On the one hand, factors contributing to a lack of capital and 
intermediate good inputs (e.g., lack of foreign exchange) moy also 
contribute to a lack of spare parts. On the ether hand, the lack of 
access to new plant and equipment increases the need for repair and 
spare parts to maintain current installed capacity. Thus a weakness 
in one subcomponent can put extra stress on other subcomponents. 

lack of cold stores and ice plants are found to be strongly affected 
by the !~ck of capital and intermediate inputs. 

lack of capital discourages investment in manpow~r training. To a 
lesser extent some capital investments require skilled labour to be 
effective and, therl!fore, the scarcity of skilled labour may redut:e 
the demand for investment. 

War or instability tend either to redirect and a~sorb scarce capital 
and intermediP.te good inputs and spare parts or t l discourage 
expenditure for them. In addition. the former may absorb foreign 
exchange which woulrl otherwise be available to makt! purchases of the 
la':.ter. 

Variability of the resource does not promote the training of skilled 
manpower, since the investmt?nt return is uncertain. 
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Scarcity or high cost of fuel tends to reduce the return on capital 
investment thus discouraging expenditure. In addition, scarce 
foreign exchange aay explain the unavailability of these inputs. 

To ~vercome the constraint of inadequate repair and maintenance 
facilities, the problem of the lack of spare parts must be dealt 
with. 

Lack of catch and processing infrastructure tends to discourage 
investments in manpower training. 

Investment in improving repair and maintenance far.ilities is seen to 
have a direct impact on increasing the availability of operatio~l 
cold stores. 

To compensate for under-capitalization, the establishment of repair 
and maintenance facilities is promoted to protect available capacity. 

Repair and maintenanc~ facilities do not appear as a constrai.1t when 
skilled manpower is available. 

The lack of ice-making capacity and cold storage is probably yet 
another example of how systems with basic deficiencies tend to 
discourage investments in manpower. 

Due to factor input substitution possibilities in production, 
under-capitalized FISs tend to compensate by promoting the training 
of labour. Conversely, to the extent labour and capital are 
complementary, an insufficiency of one reduces the demand for the 
C'ther. 

A sufficient and constant availability of capital and intermediate 
good inputs provides an incentive for manpo~er-enhancing investment 
since a return to such investment becomes more likely. 

An over-capitalized FIS, due to labour/capital complementarity in 
production makes it more likely that labour is also well trained. 

The relationship between good storage and handling and an 
over-capitalized system underscores the capital-intensive nature of 
storage and handling. 

An abundance of extraction inputs and infrastructure, even when in 
excess of current system requirements, encourages training, 
Similarly, a solid skilled manpower base may ledd to the formation 
of extraction infrastructure. 

High government priority to the FIS encourages firms and individuals 
to invest in manpower skills as well as direct government 
participation in manpower training progranwnes. 

Generous go•1ernment assistance to fisheries usually promott:s rapital 
and intermediate inputs investment~ in the sector. 

foreign direct investment also promotes the formation of skilled 
manpower. To a lesser extent foreign inve~tment favours J>yi>tem~ 

with skilled manpower. 
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Out of all the industrial inputs. the availability of aquaculture 
inputs was most associated with joint ventures. Although these may 
be attracted to other sectors. it is more likely that joint ventures 
are the principal way countries can secure such inputs. 

Joint ventures promote capitalization of the fisheries seclor. 

Government policy 

A government policy to promote the development of FIS cannot only 
give high priority to fisheries but should also give generous 
assistance to it. (Although this association was strong, the fact 
that it was not stronger indicates in many countries inconsistencies 
between policy and action). 

Government policy tends to ignore FISs where rudimentary 
artisanal harvesting predominates. 

A generally underdeveloped sector frequently does not have the 
collateral or influence to exert pressure for obtaining credit. 

Good processing inputs in the absence of sufficient credit still 
hinder the correct operation of the system. 

In the absence of adequate resources no priority is assigned ta 
fisheries by the country government. 

High government priority will naturally be attracted to the sector 
when there has been a strong fisheries tradition. The existence of 
skilied manpower suggests that there may be such a tradition. 

Generous government assistance to fisheries is given when the system 
has attained a certain degree of development. 

The successful implementation of joint ventures is more likely in 
countries with large good resources. 

Good management could be pro1110ted through the joint-venture 
mechanisms or good resource managtment at tl.e local level is 
required for attra~ting joint ventures. Foreign investors, to be 
guaranteed a return, require the secure source of supply which good 
resource management promotes. This may be contrasted with the 
selling of fishing rights where the foreign owner may be less 
concerned about the longevity of the resource. 

Generous assistancp to fisheries given by the ROVernment makes it 
easier to attract joint ventures. 

The association betwec'?n foreign direct investment and adequat<' <'atch 
and proc~ssing facilities ~an e traced to three caus~s: first, 
foreign direct inv~stment (FDl) tends to bring with it th~ capital 
and technology to improve th<: infrastructure; second, governments 
more easily attract fOl when an adequate infrastructure is 
;1vailable. Th:rd, governm~nts are :lltracted to 1-·01 as a mt:ans to 
br:tter exploit their investmc:nt in infrastructure. 
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Export oritntation 

Successful joint ventures often are created to tap export markets. 
This is because the foreign partner is assured of foreign exchange 
and the host country is able to increase its capture of value added 
since exports markets require processed products. 

There is a minimum level of development of the FIS required before 
addressing export markets. 

~od processing inputs are useless unless a demand exists. 
Therefore, to understand a lack of domestic demand in systems with 
good processing inputs, it must be assumed that foreign demand 
(exports) is a substitute for domestic demand. Exportation requires 
processing and this encourages the supply of processing inputs. 
Over-capitalization can occur if demand (domestic or foreign) is not 
sufficieatly studied before investing. 

A high export share is promoted by lack of internal demand. 

A fluctuating resource is most serious as a constraint when the 
resource is highly exploited. Sectors with high export shares are 
these which most often utilize more fully the available resource. 
Thus, a fluctuating resource is most often a constraining factor in 
sectors with a high export share. 

The availability of adequate, inexpensive fuel reduces distribution 
costs and the cost of ice making. This allows a larger quantity of 
fish to be available at a lover cost. This tends to induce higher 
domestic demand. 

The Stt'"ongest association among the enhancements would seem to be between 
good operator skills and good storage and handling, between high goverment 
priority to the fisheries sector anrl generous government assistance to the 
sector, and between large share oi catch consumed as fresh fish and large 
artisanal share of processing. 

Among the constraints, the strongest associations would seem to be 
between radimentary artisanal fishing and lack of ice plants, between lack of 
capital inputs and lack of ice plants, between lack of capital inputs and 
general underdevelopment, between lack of aquaculture inputs and general 
~nderdevelopment, and between lack of repair and maintenance and lack of 
skilled manpower. 

Betw-cen enhanr:emc:nts and constraints, the strongest positive assor:iations 
were betw,_en good storage and handling and over-capitAI izerl FIS, betwef:n a 
large artisanal share and lack of ice plants, between a high export share and 
lack of domestic dt:mand, and between good Aquaculture potential and lark of 
~quaculture inputs. 

While a FIS is much too complex for a simple r.omparis:m tht: associations 
found can contribute to the formation of theories about how the system 
romponents are inter-related. This, 1n turn, should lead to the formulation 
of better development strategies an•I the present study should be r:onsid1:red in 
this light. 
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7. FIS STRATEGIES AND SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS 

The goal of this chapter is to outline possible development strategies 
and to suggest appropriate actions for implementing them. As the strategies 
and suggested actions will be pattern-specific and pertain to a give;1 country 
only to the degree the country fits the pattern, they will have to be modified 
when applied to the individual countries. Nevertheless, they should give a 
valid basis and a general direction also for country strategies. 

Since each pattern represents a real development situation, the 
presentation of the strategies provides a framework for discussion of sectoral 
development across countries. 

The strategies and related actions evolve, as a result of the analysis oi 
the current systems as presented in chapter 6, i.e.: 

an analysis of nine FIS components (including the country case studies 
described in chapter 5) 
taking advantage of each development pattern's strong points (enhancing 
clttributes) 
addressing current syste~ bottlenecks and constraints, analyzing how they 
materialize, and how to alleviate them. 

A four-step approach is taken in this chapter. First, the development 
objectives both with respect to fisheries and to general economic development 
are identified. Second, based on the assessment of the present state of the 
FIS and these objectives, slrategies are designed. Third, required actions 
are formulated which specifically address bottlenecks and con5traints to 
development while taking advantage of those positive factors that could 
enhance such actions. Finally, these actions are translated into technical 
assistance and investment requirements. 

7. l Gener:il comments - - ·-- -·---- --------

In discussing FCS policies and strategies some of the principles and 
guidelines to be considered by governments when assessing and programming the 
development of FIS, were presented to the FAQ World Congress on Fisheries 
Management and Development. 

The fisheries are viewed within a system in which different industrial 
consumption and policy components interact. 

The setting of objectives should take an integrated approach and 
should be based on an assessment of the fishery resources available, existi·1g 
technology, markete to be served, social and economic conditions, the 
potential impact of other economic activities and other relevant factors, 
including foreign operations, where applicable. 

Fishery development plans should be an integral part Qf national 
economic development and food S•!c-urity plans and be in accord with social and 
nutritional goals and established priorities. 
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Development planning should be comprehensive and should take account 
of all aspects of the fisheries sector, not only harvesting, proc€ssing, 
marketing, servicing and material supply, but also the development of the 
infrastructure, technology and human resources to enable developing countries 
to better exploit their fishery resources, to incr·ease the value added to the 
economy and to improve employment opportunities. 

The above definitions and concepts agree entirely with the systematic 
approach applied throughout the present study while identifying patterns of 
development or analyzing case studies. 

All national plans and projects for fisheries development will reflect to 
some degree the global fisheries situation. Future production increases are 
possible but will not come about easily. There will have to be greater 
diversification on both the extraction and post harvest sides of the 
industry- Effective increases in supply will also come from waste reduction 
and by-catch utilization. This in turn will demand greater efforts in the 
fields of hygiene, curing, processing and quality control. There will need to 
be more careful consideration of social and economic factors and constraints 
such as th~ need for employment and the cost of energy, fuel and imported 
machinery. Processing of export fish will take place more and more in the 
producing country, especially for those processes which may be 
labour-inteasive. International co-operation in the form of joint ventures or 
licensed fishing will continue but with more attention being paid to the terms 
and conditions of such arrangements. Countries with large marine extended 
economic zones will also need to work in close co-o?eration and consultation 
with other countries in their region. A serious and rational approach to 
··onservation in the long-term and to development in its broader aspects will 
be a feature of national fishery plans. 

Most of this is clearly reflected in the plans of action devised by the 
case study countries. Over-fishing, inappropriate technology, 
over-specialization, neglect of basic infrastructure and insufficient 
consideration of social elements have left their mark on the fisheries sectors 
of both developed and developing countries. Fish stocks have been seriously 
reduced, vessels have rusted away and whole industries have collapsed due to 
changes in foreign markets or the environment. Fish has rotted or been fed to 
animals while communities close by have been malnourished, and whole villages 
have lost their livelihoods through fishing fleets from distant ports or 
countries. 

Constraints characteristic of each group will pose special problems and 
impede the successful application of the strategy, unless specific remedial 
inpul:.s are provided which constitute the suggested action plan for each 
group. These actions have been suggested on the basis of the group 
characteristics and potential. The use of examples of actions taken by 
specific states within the group is thought to be useful, first for the 
r.ountries in the same group and second for countries in ~ther groups with 
similar problems and constraints, since specific technical or organizational 
methods and systems ccin usually be adapted for use in countries with clifLrent 
patterns of development. 
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The strategies and the suggested actions are presented by group in tables 
7.1 to 7.10. In those tables the str~tegy components appear in column l, the 
most salient problems i~entified as impediments to their successful 
application are shown in coll'mn 2 together with the relevant constraints and 
enhancements. Suggested remedial inputs to overcome the constraints and 
problems are listed in column 5 and ongoing applications are illustrated in 
the last column. 

Group l: Least favoured countries (Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, 
Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, Turkey, Uganda, Zaire, 
Zambia) 

~~rategy. Group 1. the largest and most African of the groups is also 
the one which faces the most problems. Limited resources, poor 
infrastructure, inadequate distribution and low income markets can be fo•md in 
most of the 14 states. Four of the states are landlocked and all have large 
freshwater resources. There are, however, conmunication difficulties, 
compounded in several cases by the effects of drought. 

Large domestic markets exist and there is potential for exports, both of 
cured fish to neighbouring states, and of frozen shrimp to Europe. 
Furthermore, there is cor.siderable scope for aquaculture, particularly of 
tilapia species which are not expensive to rear. 

Considering the potential and present constraints affecting the FIS of 
this group it seems appropriate that the increase of production for the 
domestic market would be best achieved by improving the efficiency of the 
large artisanal sector (a total of 1.5 million fishermen) and developing the 
large potential in aquaculture. This will require improvements in training, 
credit and rural infrastructure including marketing and distribution. The 
increased production of fish would mainly be for the internal market. This 
will require the improvement and extension of distribution infrastructure, the 
improvement cf the system's efficiency (quality and yield of the fresh and 
cured fish), the raising of skills and productivity of artisanal fishermen, 
the tstablishment and expansion of fisheries infrastructure and the 
integ~ation of small-scale enterprises with rural development progran111es. 

Of the group, only Bangladesh and Turkey are fish exporters of any note, 
and Nigeria is the largest fish importer in Afri~a. None of their domestic 
markets are adequately supplied, particularly in the towns and villages 
distant from the coast, rivers or lakes. 

Capital-intensive industrial activities emphasizing industrial fishing 
and fishing for exports would seem appropriate only in countries with 
sufficient financial and energy resources. Caution should be exercised in 
adopting this strategy in view of the relatively limited marine resources and 
the possibility of endangering employment effects. 

~gg_~sted ~~ti9_!l~· Three countries in th.s group have the financial and 
energy resources for a capital-intensive type of fishery (Nigeria, Turkey and 
Zaire), however, the fisheries need modern technical skills. For these 
countries investments in fisheries basic infrastructure would be necessary as 
well as investments in aquaculture and training at all levels. Nigeria is 
presently using development bank loans for this purpose. 
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The artisanal fisheries of group l could benefit from technical 
assistance in basic areas like boatbuilding, mechanization and fish curing. 
Simple facilities around which fisheries activ~ties might develop should be 
established as envisaged in the conmunity fishery centre concept. It is 
imprudent to introdu~e refined co-operative structures to a primitive fishery 
or to bring in complex machinery. But small fishermen's associations and 
co-operatives might develop within local village structures if given the basic 
facilities and some encouragement. This is already happening in many of the 
FAO and bilateral aid projects in these countries. 

The technology introduced should be simple and low cost, an ex~mple r.ould 
be to introduce or improve sail-power on local boats. Some African lake 
fisheries still do not utilize wind energy, particularly on the man-made lakes 
like Kariba. This is an area where fishermen of Asia could provide technical 
assistanre to those of Africa. 

The technologies and equipment required are not exclusively fisheries 
ones. They relate also to rural development. Clean lliater i.s an essential for 
conmunity health as well as for fish quality and general infrastructure Gnd 
aquaculture development. This does not have to be an expensive innovation as 
Rotany and ITG projects have demonstrated, with the Cansdale SWS and other low 
cost systems.~•/ Without an acceptable village level technology to begin 
with, many artisanal fisheries will never be able to attain economic progress. 

Fish quality and distribution could be greatly improved by the use of 
simple solar drie~s and fly-screened storage boxes for cured fish. Their cost 
is low and could be recouped in a short time in savings on spoilage which is 
very high on fly and beetle infestation. Much of the fish curing in Africa is 
undertaken by women who also control the fish trade in certain states. 2

'· 

Conmunity or fishery extension services working with these groups could 
encouI"age such innovations and improvements. The services might also arrange 
s 11pply of materials perhaps under some simple credit or deferred payment 
arra11gement. 

Training of small-scale boat builders, marine mechanics and fisheries 
technicians should continue to receive priority as it has in some of the 
countries of group l. The training of fish farmers needs to be intensified 
and aquaculture be demonstrated to be profitable in pilot projects in 
different aI"eas. Schools could participate in both fish farming and fish 
curing exercises, incorporating technical fisheries training with nutritional 
programmes. 

The introduction of energy conservation systems, the standardization of 
imported equipment, the rationalization of import regulations and the 
establishment of maintenance procedures and facilities are important 
supporting actions for the implementation of the development strategy in this 
group. 

The examples given of ongoing actions in African countries given in 
table 7.1 should encourage the introduction of similar meas11res in other 
countries of this group. 

28/ FAO, UNDP/S. China Sea Report. 

'?:J_/ Case studies in the role of women in the Fisheries Industries are dt 
present being carried out by UNIDO for countries in Africa, Asia an<l Latin 
America. 
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Group 2: Largely state controlled fisheries (Angola, Burma, China. 
Democratic Kampuchea, Mexi~o. '.'lorocco. Mozambique, Viet Nam. Democratic 
Republic Yemen) 

~trategy. Group 2 countries have fairly well developed fisheries with a 
considerable degree of government involvement. They are also favoured with 
significant potential for expansion. both for export and domestic markets. 
Mexico•s case study and development plans reflect a healthy mix of industrial 
and artisanal fisheries. and aquaculture. Joint venture fishing enterprises 
are used by at least 6 of the 9 states. to promote offshore or export related 
fisheries. The level of skills in group 2 is generally low with few 
exceptions. The technology used is low on average and preference is given to 
labour intensive rather than capital-intensive systems. Co-operatives are a 
feature of the artisanal fisheries in this group. though individual structures 
vary greatly from country to country. 

Shrimp and fish meal are the main exports of group 2 fisheries. 
Industrial or reduction fisheries exist in four of the states - Angola. 
Mexico, Morocco and Democratic Yemen. They all have large domestic 
populations to supply and there is ~ considerable potential for expansion of 
this market. 

Three of the countries, Angola, Democratic Kampuchea, Viet Nam, are 
presently rebuilding their domestic fleet and national fisheries structures 
while Mozambique has started to develop its industry. The fisheries of China 
and Burma have developed well with littte outside influence while those of 
Mexico and Morocco have had co-operation with developed country fisheries. 
Given the large resource potential, the Jarge artisanal sector and some export 
tradition, a mixed inJustrial and artisanal development strategy seems 
appropriate to attain objectives such as increased food availability, 
expansion of trade and employment and promotion of indu~trial development. 

The increased production of fish should be for both the internal and 
external markets ard should promote fresh water fishing, as well as in- and 
offshore fishing ope~ations. Strategy components are increased p~oces~»ng of 
fish for domestir and export w~rkets, product development from underutilized 
species and the improvement of quality for export products. The capital goods 
and the technology sectors should be developed in order to reduce dependency 
on imported vessels, machinery and equipment and to improve product quality. 
Supporting strategies would be the improvement of distribution, the promotion 
of internal consumption and the ex?ansion of the role of the artisanal sector 
through co-operatives or other types of associations. 

Suggested actions. The group pattern is to work toward~ self-reliance in 
fisheries while utilizing foreign co-operation to facilitate present expansion 
(see table 7.2). Mozambique and Angola are the most dependent on foreign 
assistance and they are making strenuous efforts to develop their own fishery 
skills and infrastructures. 

Special problems relate to low levels of technology in vessels and 
post-harvest industries, lack of skilled personnel, insufficient 
transportation infrastructure, inadequate capital inputs and inadequ~te numb~r 

and types of offshore vessels. 
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Ener~y costs are high for the offshore fisheries of this group and a 
reappraisal of offshore fishing technology is necessary to minimize fu~l 
consumption or to maximize fish production vis-a-vis the amount of fuel used. 
Mexico is currcntl7 undertaking these actions and one result will probably be 
a change in tuna vessel design, smaller, lower-powered ships replacing the 
former huge and expensive type sei!1ers. l'tilization of the by-catches from 
shrimp trawling will also improve the energy performance of that fleet. As 
the artisanal fisheries are less energy intensive c.nd more labour intensive, 
they are receiving more attention in national fishery plans. Mexico is 
encouraging more .1arvesting by this sector, both for domestic supply and 
export processing plants. 

Group 2 has enormous manufacturing and pror.essing potential. The 
developmP.nt of local shipyards and support industries is, therefore, a logical 
feature of fishery plans and is illustrated in Mexico's case study. This 
should be expanded through joint ventures and licence agreements to local 
production of marine engines, deck equipment and processing machinery wherever 
possible. For the smaller or poorer countries of group 2, this is not a 
present possibility and they will have to concentrate for some time on 
building up their basic infrastructure and skills. 

Group 3: Low priority fisheries (Brazil, Colombia, Gabon, Islamic Republic 
of [ran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Sierra Leone, Venezuela) 

Strategy. With the industrial base found in the countries of this group, 
there is good potential for increases in both the domestic and export supplies 
of fish but these require some encouragement by the governments concerned. 
There is also a large aquaculture potential, especially in Brazil, Venezuela 
and Col,mbia. These countries are als0 in a position to develop support 
industries in boat building and fish processing. 

The fisheries sector could also contribute significantly to employment 
and this must be a factor for those countries with larg~ artisanal sectors. 
Brazil, Sierra Leone, Gabon, Colombia and Venezuela have relatively unskilled 
coastal or rural populations who could benefit in this respect. 

The capital-intensive industrial fishery approach may also be attractive 
for group 3 countries which have the financial and energy resources to support 
it. Brazil, Colombia and Sierra Leone may be exr.eptions here as they have 
sufficient labour, resources which is not the case in Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, 
Iran and Iraq. 

for this group options for labour- or capital-intensive or 
of both exist, keeping in mind the limitations of the resource. 
imply the need for appropriate government management policies. 

a combination 
This would 

The strategy of groui:: 1 should promote objectives related to food 
production and employment. The artisanal sector should be promoted without 
disrt!gard for the industrial .-,1:d1Jr (see table 7.3). 

The strategy will involve in most cases the improvement of the 
institutional framf?Work governing the FIS, extending fishing activities t~> <tll 
areas of the national EEZ And to al I major species as wel I the developmt!nt of 
aquaculture. This will require supporting strategies s11rh .'is increasing 
productivity and efficiency of both artisan;li and commercial sectors of th<! 
industry and promoting fish consumption in the domestic market. 
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Suggested actions. A reassessment of national goals and priorities 
related to the fi>heries sector as well as the rational izatic·: of the 
institutional and legal infrastructure is a first remedial input for lhis 
group. 

Venezuela has adopted a co-ordinated policy to develop its fisheries 
sector. It will create a fishing corporation, promote small-scale fishing 
co-operatives and encoura~e vertical integration in the industry as well as 
seek to improve shipbuilding by the use of joint ventures. 

A first step which some countries of this group are undertaking is the 
provision of low-interest credit for artisanal fishermen to facilitate the 
purchase of boats, engines and fishing gear. This s.1ould be no problell\ for 
most of the group in view of their oil revenites. Some fishery e«porc.s come 
from the group, particularly shrimp from Brazil and Venezuela and fish meal 
from Venezuela. Brazil has the largest fishery and the greatest volume of 
exports but the group also imports much fish, over US$ 200 million, with Saudi 
Arabia, Colombia an~ Brazil being the major importers. 

Improvements in the marketing and distribution infrastructure would be 
require~ and investment by both the government and the private ~~ctor to 
improve the climate of the fisheries among the manufacturing sector. 

Mention has already been made of the possibility of the oil rich sc.ates 
co-operating with poorer oceanic countries in joint ventures for export 
fisheries with the oil country supplying fuel and capital, and the poor 
country providing the labour and the marine resource. This a~rangement could 
also operate the other way with fisherme1; from the less affluent state 
harvesting and processing fish from the waters of the oil producing state 
where labour is a scarce commodity. 

Group 4: Labour-intensive fisheries (Algeria, Egypt, India, Indonesia, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Tunisia) 

Strateg.y:. Group 4 represents the largest group of artisanal fishermen 
(2.5 million) with a large internal market for fish and growth potential. The 
fishery industry goals of most of these countries involve production increases 
and improvEd distribution to meet local market needs, protection and 
development of small-scale fisheries to maintain employment, and improvements 
in harvesting and processing to increase the economic efficiency of the export 
fisheries. Aquaculture is also important. 

The constraints of this group are inadequate capture and processing 
technology, insufficient ski 1 Ls in 111ost FIS comj>onents, lack cf appropriate 
technology for utilization of by-catch, lack of capital for artisanal 
fishermen and poor legal SLryport for fish f~rmers. 

A strategy to improve food security and the maintenance of employment 
SP.ems to be the most appropriate for this group. 

Supporting strategies would be the development of capital goods 
industries and general fisheries infrastructure as well as improvementi; in the 
quality of pro~essed fish products for exports. 

The strategy should ptiy attention to the conflict between small-sc:Jle 
fisning fleets and ambitious industrial offshore fleets which is most appdrPnt 
in the four Asian countries of this group. 
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Suggested actions. Remedial inputs place emphasis on the artisanal 
sector and include imports of fish to maintain supplies during off-season 
periods, training, the use of intermediate technology vessels and investments 
in freeezing and cold store facilities and the improveme~t of the marketing 
and distribution systems (see table 7.4). 

The four Asian countries, India, Indonesia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka have 
to some extent, along with others, overdeveloped their offshore fisheries. In 
South East Asia, some bank loans for fishing fleets were spent on sub-standard 
or inappro?~iate vessels ard on processing and marketing systems ~hat proved 
to be e~.peosive and inefficient in operation. The past experience has 
resulteJ in a more practical approach and less ambitious goals. Indonesia 
invested in a comprehensive national scheme of fisheries training and 
education with excellent resul~s. Sri Lanka is supporting ics small-scale 
fisheries sector and India has been able to train and equip fishing vessel 
personnel so that fishermen are also available for work on joint venture 
vessels in Africa and Arabia. 

FAO has assisted some group 4 countries in the areas of management, fish 
culture and socio-economic development of artisanal fisheries. The regional 
programmes in the South China Sea, Bay of Bengal and Red Sea have pioneered 
new schemes or technologies for small-scale fishing communities. 

Most group 4 governments have had to take action to prevent or minimize 
conflicts between their industrial and small-scale fishing fleets. More work 
needs to be done in this area to avoid future disputes. There is a growing 
consensus towards involvement of local fishing conmunities in the management 
and policing of the fishing grounds ianediately adjacent to their 
settlements. This approach has worked very well with some small-scale 
fisheries co-operatives in Japan. 

The escalating costs of fuel and imported machineries and expertise has 
obliged countries like Indonesia to make their capital intensive distant water 
fisheries more efficient. Tuna fishing by long line has decreased in favour 
of pole and line and purse seine methods. There has also been greater 
involvement of small-scale fishing fleets to support and work in co-operation 
with deep sea vessels managed by government enterprises. Work is going ahead 
on the development of ways to utilize the by-catch from shrimp trawlers. 

A considerable amount of work needs to be done to improve handling and 
quality at the thousands of landing places and retail markets in these 
countries. Clean water, sanitary, shaded premises, basic hygiene 3nd speedy 
discharge and sales systems are needed if there is to be a significant 
spoilage reduction and quality improvement. Apart from the fresh fish 
markets, local canneries require more regular supply of good quality sardines 
and mackerels. 

Having limited fishery resources to exploit, Algeria, Egypt and Tunisia 
must manage well their extraction and processing industries to minimize waste 
and maintain production. Aquaculture can be developed and may contribute to 
modest production increases. In the Asian countries aquaculture has great 
potential and both Indonesia and India have well developed fish culture 
sectors in marine, brackish and fresh waters. As in other countries there is 
a tendency to move from the culture of lower value species like milkfish and 
tilapia towards higher value carp, shrimp and mollus~s. 
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Group ): Saa.ll states vith grovth potential (Congo. Fiji. Guyana. Oman. 
United Arab Emirates) 

Strategy. Countries in group) have considerable grovth potential. 
especially in the fisn export sector. They have s&ill pofulations (mostly 
less than one •illion) and, therefore. do not have large do.estic markets to 
supply. 

Kiribati and Fiji have good tuna r~sources, Guyana has a shrimp export 
industry. Oman and the United Arab E•irates have large stocks of pelagic and 
mesopelagic species. The Congo and Guyana have good freshwater fisheries and 
aquaculture potential. Given the lack of processing facilties, around 
90 per cent of the fish is supplied fresh vith a large percentage of spoilage. 

To promote export trade should be the main objective for this group. in 
the case of Guyana it should be complemented by the food production objective 
for the internal market • .!.!.·· 

The main strategy of group ) should be the expansion of the fisheries 
activity both for export and the domestic market based on the improvement of 
the fisheries secondary sector (see table 7.5). 

The development of exports should come from exploting offshore waters and 
the development of marine aqa3culture 0 increased processing. and the 
incorporatior. of artisanal fishermen in industrial ventures. 

Suggested act~~ns. The countries in this group. which are relatively 
small non-industrialized states, do not have the capital or industry to 
develop their fisheries vithoat outside assistance. They are therefore. 
obliged to use joint ventures to utilize the offshore fishing grounds and 
process fish for export, while investments are made in fleets and plants 
through special loans. 

While good fish resoarces appear to exist off the shores of group 5 
countries. none of them have been properly research~d or quantified. A survey 
progralllll'! is consequently needed to determine more accurately the size and 
nature of fish stocks. This is required in ali these states except the Congo 
which ha! a very short coastline. Guyana is proceeding with its marin~ 
fisheries survey anri hopes to attract more foreign fleets to fish under 
license or 4b joint venture partners. 

The fishermen of group S are nearly all a~tisanal and some tra1n1ng and 
credit assistanr.e would be essential to enable them to participate in the 
offshore fisheries. Guyana plans such training for its small-scale fishermen, 
plus assistance through their co-operatives. The U.A.E. government provides 
financial assistance for its fishermen to acquire boats, engines and nets. 

Aquaculture has potential in Guyana and the Congo and there are ongoing 
training progra11111es for both. There may be a small potential for giant ~lam 
or oyster production in Fiji and Kiribati. 

}Q/ Since 40 per cent of the proteins available come from fish. 
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The pr~cessing sector requires attention in all six states. in riji and 
Kiribati to upgrade and increase export produce. and in the others to improve 
and diversify local curing and processing. Guyana has a well advanced 
progranne in this field and has been making special efforts towards 
utilization of by-catches. Artisanally-cured fish in the Congo. if well 
prepared. can be exported to Zaire and other neighbouring states. If the 
mesopelagic species of Oman are to be utilized. they will either have to be 
converted into fish meal or fish protein concentrate. Another and less 
expensive alterrative would be to make fish silage by adding acid. The silage 
can later be dried or fed to animals in its liquid state. Continued research 
and pilot projects for the introduction of new technologies should be 
supported. 

Overall the fisheries prospects for group 5 are good. both for employment 
and for income. however upgrading of infrastructure and processing are 
necessary. 

Group 6: Large but fluctuating resources and limited local demand for fish 
(Argentina. Chile, Ecuador. Namibia. Panama. Peru. Uruguay) 

Strategy. Group 6. the most industrialized of all the fishery groups. 
brings together major processors. exporters and meal producers. Most of the 
states have in conmon that until recently they paid little attention to their 
domestic markets or to their artisanal fishermef'. but recently there have been 
changes in policy and in fisheries goals. Countries of this group have been 
characterized ty drastic fluctuations in stock and/or soaring energy costs and 
limited market outlets. leading to over-capitalization of the harvesting and 
processing sectors. Fish farming has a good potential in this group. 

The fluctuations in stock and economic problems in the processing sector 
due to soaring energy costs and limited market outlets have in several 
countries of this group affected both the fish meal and fish canni:lg 
industries. Largely because of its dependence on a single species and a 
single product Peru was most affected. This has been the main motivating 
factor in the present driv-! for diversification in capture and processing, the 
lowering of processing costs, and the development of other markets. especially 
domestic ones. 

Ecuador and Panama have also suffered to a degree from fluctuating 
resources, but Chile less so as it is presently benef itting from environmental 
changes which have brought major increases to pelagic stocks in its EF.Z. 
Namibia no longer produces fish meal since reductior1s in fish stocks. mainly 
South African pilchard, occurred. 

Objectives for this group would be resource management/utilization, 
expo1·t trade, the promotion of the internal market and of the artisanal St!ctor. 

A diversification based on fish re;;ources and markets with a potential 
for growth over an acceptable industrial base sho11ld be the strategy for this 
group. lndustrial rehahil itation and sound re:;ource management appro;tchf:s 
should be important components for the implementation of this st1·ategy. 
Oiversif ication through expansion should be cautious in view of prest:nt 
over-capitaliz11tion. The attainment of a more balanced and efficient FIS 
sho1Jld be the result of this strategy. Priorities for investment i:;hould come 
from careful planning. The development of the capital goods sector should bt~ 

encouraged in order to reduce dependence (see table 7.6). 
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Suggested actions. Better management of resource and monitoring of fish 
stocks are priority actions for most of the countries in this group. To 
compound the problem of drastically declining catches, Peru and others had to 
ccpe with an over-capitalization of the fish harvesting, meal and canning 
processing sectors. Vessels built exclusively to purse seine for anchovy had 
to be converted to demersal trawling or tuna fishing or otherwise lie idle in 
port and fish meal plants had to be converted to canning, freezing or curing. 
Such renovations of plant and vessels was expensive and there was a limit to 
the amount of diversification the market could support in the short-term. In 
view of this the new Peruvian fishery plans call for a considerable degree of 
di~ersification anri substantial efforts to increase domestic fish demand and 
improve distribution. 

Argentina and Uruguay were less affected by changes in stocks and 
markets, but they have suffered from inflation and rising energy costs and are 
more aware of the value of their fish resourcPc, oath for domestic consumption 
and as an export conmodity. 

To reduce harvesting costs and increase employment, Peru is giving 
greater assistance to its artisanal sector. Only the most distant or 
inaccessible of marine fish stocks are to be reserved for industrial fishing 
fieets. Some use will be made of foreign fishing companies to harvest and 
process species that the local fleet and plants may not yet be equipped to 
handle.1-!.' 

Proc:essing costs are to be reduced by more rational utilization of 
existing plant, by reductions in energy consumption and by use of cheaper 
canning and packing material. There is to be greater investment in port 
facilities. cold stores, ice plants, freezers, and transport facilities. 

An extensive consumer edu1:ation progranune will go hand in hand with 
improvements and diversifications in fish products. This will include 
institutional feeding proj~cts and use of fish protein in school meals. 
Universities, research institutes and private sector interests will co-operate 
in these progranunes and support or sponsor certain elements. 

Moves into diversification and towards fish food sufficiency as well as 
action programmes have been undertaken. There may be a need for r~gional 
co-operation in developing harvesting and processing techniques for new 
species and new products. Joint ventures should be pursued in order to keep 
up with the pace of technological changes. Progress in reducing ener!SY costs 
and packing or canning material costs would be of immense benefit to other 
developing fisheries elsewhere in the world. FAQ or UNIDO could assist in 
energy use surveys and in disseminating information on processing and 
packaging technology options. 

~.!:~~p !-~- __ I.-;i_is__s_el'._-:_f a~ re _ _(~-"-~~ ;:_i_e_~ (Area of Hong Kong, Cote d' I vo ire, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Thailand) 

~~r_<_!t_egy. Group 7 countries' fisheries are predominantly run ;rnd 
financed by th~ private sector. They are well developed and have healthy 
production and marketing ser.tors. What they lack in unexploited resources, 

1~/ ;,;i~iDO is presently r.arrying out .. n assessment and programming 
exercise for the Peruvian FIS using the MEPS m~thodology (project no. 
UC/PER/86/029). 
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they make up for in diversified processing and aggressive marketing. There 
are also significant aquaculture developments in group 7 states, with a wide 
variety of species from seaweeds and molluscs to freshwater pra~-ns and 
aquariWP fish. The countries as a group are well poised to develop 
shipbuilding, engineering and processing industries to support expansion of 
the fisheries sector. 

The main constraints for this group are undoubtedly re~Jurce limitations, 
a gap between domestic demand and supply and high rates of spoilage in fresh 
and cured fish. Distance of fishing grounds and consumer centres and 
conflicts between comnercial and artisanal fleets are also important 
constraints. 

The Republic of Korea is well advanced in shipbuilding and Thailand in 
boatbuilding, Malaysia has many emerging small industries and the Philippines 
have adapted technology to lccal needs. 

Resource managing/utili~ation should be the main objective of this group, 
followed by the promotion of markets. The st~ategy appropriate to the group 
should address both the export and the internal market and seek the 
optimization of all components of the FIS giving high priority to managing ~nd 
policing activities to protect limited fish resources. 

To attain the first objective, it would be necessary to maximize the use 
of EEZ resources, develop aquaculture and reduce fish losses (see table 7.7). 

The strategy also calls for expansion and diversification of trade. 
Caution should 1e used to protect artisanal fishermen when supporting 
industrial fi: t.ing operations and to prevent environmental destruction when 
promoting aqu.culture development. Careful assessment of options should be 
applied, simulation of investment and policies should be made before 
progranning further development of the fisheries in this group. 

Suggested actions. Programmes of conservation and mar. ~ement of the 
resource and legal p[otection measures of artisanal fishing grounds are some 
of the proposed policy remedial inputs. Development of fuel-economic vessels 
and trucks, vertical integration in marketing and investment in fish 
infrastructure, the cold chain and the introduction of food quality 
progranvnmes as well as appropriate methods to reduce spoilage in curing are 
the industrial remedial inputs . .1.1./ 

Processing m.::thods are fairly well advanced in this group. Apart from 
the larger exports of tuna, shrimp and canned sardines, the African countries 
export special fish products like sauces and dried squid to the United States 
and Europe and the Cote d'Ivoire exports canned and cured fish to Europ~ and 
Africa. There is room for expansion in the trade of these items and in 
further diversification and quality improvement. 

!~/ Thailand's trawler fleet is already heavily exploiting the waters nt 
the Gulf of Thailand and has been prohibited from fishing in tl1e adjacent 
waters off Malaysia and Burma. The Philippine tuna industry has alarmed 
biologists by harvesting large quantities of juvenile fish, and its "baby" 
trawlers have denuded many inshore areas of fish. 
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Although they have big commercial sectors, group 7 countries also have 
large populations of artisanal fishermen. Their livelihood needs to be 
protected and strong measures taken to keep connercial fleets out of inshore 
waters. This can only be achieved by adequate policing at sea and strictly 
enforced penalties for infringements. 

Aquaculture potentia~ can be developed and may add significantly to 
over8ll production, especially of higher priced species. Developmet&ts need to 
be controlled to prevent destruction of large areas of mangroves to make room 
for huge brackishwater ponds. There is less market demand in group 7 for 
freshwater fish than in the geographically similar group 2, thus there may be 
more emphasis on marine fish culture. Seaweeds and molluscs will form the 
bulk but prawns, clams and oysters will also be important. The shell and 
coral ornamental industry of the Philippines is an example of a by-product 
from fishing being used to create a large and flourishing cottage industry in 
coastal towns and villages. 

Group 8: Lack of industrialization (Mauritania, Somalia) 

§t~ategy. Group 8 has only 2 states, Mauritania and Somalia, both desert 
countries with large marine fish resources. 

Mauritania has a fairly well developed proc·:!ssing and export industry 
while Somalia has hardly begun to develop it3 fishery. Both countries rely 
heavily on foreign assistance, mainly in the form of jnint ventures. Their 
fish produce is primarily for export. Mauritania has some industrial base to 
build on but Somalia lacks the basic infrastructure and services to support an 
offshore fishing industry. 

The strategy should place emphasis on fish production for exports because 
of large offshore resources and present limitations on internal demc:.nd. 
Nonetheless, encouragement should be given to artisanal fisheries as well as 
to promotion of domestic consJ111ption, especially in Somalia where food is 
scarce (see table 7.8). 

Suggested actions. The example of joint ventures and licence fishing by 
foreign fleets in Mauritania could be also followed by Somalia, where the 
possibility of phasing these out as its own fleet grows and its fishery 
manpower is upgraded, will take longer than in Mauritania. 

For Somalia a greater degree of technical assistance is necessary and 
development pla,s must include the whole sector - catching fleets, landing 
places, harbours, repair and maintenance services, handling and proccssinK, 
transport and marketing. Joint projects to develop Somalia's fishery, while 
at the same time using much of the initi3l production in famine relief feeding 
progranvnes, should be encouraged. 

Group 9: Lik~!Y__~xporter~ (Maldives, Senegal, Solomon Islands) 

Strategy. Grou~ 9 groups three countries with healthy fisheries which 
are poised to move from being prerlominantly domestic market to being mainly 
export market oriented. One is in Wes~ Africa, one in the Indian Ocean and 
one is the South West Pacific. All t ·ood tuna resources offshore and one, 
Senegal, also has several other sped importance in its EEZ. :1ost of the 
pre-requirements of a flourishing fi~h •stry are present in this group. 
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Given the large potential for export-type fish, e.g. tuna, a more 
efficient use of this resource could be achieved by involving both advanced 
and intermediate technologies and investing in Local porcessing and 
infrastructure. In the latter the skills of the artisanal sector could be 
well integrated. The importance of fish in the domestic diet, although 
already high in the coastal areas, could still be improved and extended to 
inland areas. The important role which the artisanal sector presently plays 
as a supplier and distributor in the domestic consumption should be maintained 
and further improved (see table 7.9). 

The present pattern of this group is a good example of complementarity 
between the artisanal and the industrial fisheries. Both can play an equally 
important part in achieving simultaneously the two objectives of export and 
food production for the internal market. The role of government in 
maintaining the proper balance between artisanal and indust~ial sectors is of 
critical importance. 

Suggested actions. Senegal has a comprehensive and well prepared plan of 
action for fisheri~s development that includes the use of joint ventures, 
expansion of local fleet, training and investment in processing facilities. 
Most of its elements would be applicable to the Maldives and Solomon Islands 
although their fisheries infrastructures are n~t as well advanced. 

The plans include provisions to strengthen both domestic and export trade 
and to increase the amount of Senegalese ownership and participation in the 
fishery. Foreign license agreements are to b~ closely monitored while the 
lo~al fleet is modernized and expanded. Considerable atte11tion is also to be 
paid to the artisanal fleet to maintain employment and raise incomes. Under 
the CEPAS project they will be able t~ obtain engines and fishing gear on 
at tractive credit terms. Under the "priority action programme" most of the 
money for fisheries, some 59 per cent, will go to artisanal fisheries and 
aquaculture. In!and rrojects will be of an integrated nature and involve 
de-centralization of infrastructure. 

Unlike Maldives and Solomon islands which must build up their processing 
facilitie~, Senegal has an adequate number of plants but many of them require 
rehabilitation and modernization. Energy and packing costs are a serious 
constraint and are to be given close attention. There are a number of energy 
saving systems and alternative energy production methods now available which 
could be applied to fish processing plants in the tropics. 

Incorporation of climatically appropriate energy systems could greatly 
reduce costs for countries such as these which do not have internal resources 
of petroleum fuels. The investigation of alternative energy systems when 
planning projects should be given priority. 

Senegal also plans to assist its domestic fish traders with credit and 
with some technical assistance in hygiene and fish handling. Two examples of 
appropriate technology in fish handling in Senegal are Lhe insulated ice/fish 
boxes built of local materials and designed spedally for the pirogue fishing 
boats in one case and the small trader trucks in another. Indonesia recently 
incorporated iced sea water tanks for sardine in its large tjompring cano~s 
fishing in the Bali Strait. The Maldives and Solomon Islands fisheries should 
also make maximum use of local materials ;rnd skills while developing their 
offshore tuna fisheries, and import only those systems which cannot be bui 1 t 
locally in full or in part. 
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Group 10: Long distance, state controlled (Cuba, Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea) 

Strategy. Group 10 has two countries with socialist economies and 
flourishing fisheries. The larger of the two, the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea has enormous fish resources to exploit while the smaller, 
Cuba, is already fishing its modest resource to the full and is obtaining 
additional supplies from international waters and from licensed fishing in 
other EEZs. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea also does some fishing 
outside its EEZ waters. Both countries have very high domestic fish 
consumption and are primarily interested in their internal markets. 

A considerable amount of processing takes place in the two countries of 
this group. Cuba has an excellent system of distribution and marketing that 
makes fish available in every part of the country. The Democratic Penpl~'s 
Republic of Korea has much work to do in this respect having a lar5er couv.tr-y 
and more difficult terrain. There is alsu a need there for greater efforts in 
fish handling and quality control (see table 7.10). 

The countries in this group have the skills and some of the capital 
inputs and infrastructure required by an efficient connercial fishing 
industry. Only two constraints affect them: limited resources (Cuba) and 
poor marketing and distribution for the Democratic People's Republic of 
Korea. The government high priority for fisheries is an asset for the 
implementation of the suggested actions. The main objective of this group is 
to increase production for the internal market which would mean expansion or 
fleet and fleet services to exploit more EEZ w~ters in the case of Cuba and 
improving handling and distribution in the Democratic People's Republic of 
Korea. 

~ste<!_ actions. The practice of group 10 countries of fishing beyond 
their EEZ waters is one which might encourage other states whose fishing zones 
are small or already well exploited. In some cases it is possible to fish 
successfully beyond the EEZ limits and in others to fish under license ic ~ 

neighbour's EEZ. Aquaculture is also an interesting area of activity for this 
group. 

The emphasis on processing and distribution is also of interest to 
countries with large domestic requirements for fish protein. Investments in 
the ba~ic infrastructure, transport, services, training should be important 
snpporting actions to be considered. 

Whereas the previous section describes development actions by group, this 
material can be brought together to provide a perspective on an FIS component 
basis. This is done in two sections. First, the by-actions gro11ps are 
sunvnarized in section 7.3.1. Second, these results are disaggregated into 
activities in sections 7.3.2. 
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7.l.l Sumarizing development actio!_ls by com~ne_nt 

A resume of the suggested actions. identified in the previous section is 
given in table 7.ll. The first section of the table refers to invest!Dt!nts by 
component: resource management. extraction. processing. distribution and 
marketing. domestic and foreign trade as well dS fisheries infrastructure. 
The second half of the table lists the required support actions and mechanisms 
referring to general inf1astructure. training and extension. goverr..ment 
policies. research and development. credit and finance. joint ventures and 
technology. 

It is important to remember that the suggested actions are conside~ed 
priority actions in order to overcome the most i~portant problems that hinder 
the application of the group-specific strategies. However, ~reat care should 
be taken not to implement them partially. since they were designed t<> be 
applied in an integrated manner. 

The quantification of the~e actions should come after the full 
application of system-orienteG analytical tools such as ~EPS (methodology for 
assessing and prograaming procucti~n/consumption systems) at the individual 
country level. Th~s applic~':.101~ would be one step further than the country 
case studies undertak"!n foe the pt·ese1;t study • .!.!/ 

Priority actions 

Investments. The most [requently required investments are found in 
distribution and marlcetio~ components fotloto"ed by extraction fisheries 
infrastructure ••nd resnu~·~.: managemer:t. and then by processing. Investment in 
the promotion of trade, internal as well as export markets are not required ~o 

the same extent. The main requi~ements for investment in the industrial 
inputs (extraction. processing and fisheries infrastructur~l are the 
construction of economical and appropriate vessels, investment in cold chain 
equipment and the implementation of improved fish transport systems. Harbours 
2nd ancilliary equipment and fish markets rate high among the fisheries 
infrastructure investments required. The new regime of the seas justifies the 
high investmt:nts requir~d for resource management. Among these the mo.st 
frequent requirements are monitoring, aquai:ulture and survey fol lowed by 
policing and conservation. Investment in aquaculture is justified because 
aquaculture is one of the important options open to developing countries for 
increasing the production of fish. 

In !1 is!:_!"!!>u_t i'!!l~!!_d __ ~_r~~~ ~ n_g investments in improved fish transport 
systems are most required, followed by cold chain and cold store fai:ilities 
and the construction •>f harbours and markets. Within the improvement of fish 
transport systems the main activity to be enc:ouraged is the standardization of 
fish containers and supplies of packing materials. This requires an 
investment in the manufacture of standard and refrigerated trucks. The high 
investment requirements for di~tribution and marketing is due to very high 
losses of fish through spoilage through lengthy han~ling and inadequate 
facilities. The amount of losses of fresh fish due to this reason has been 
estimated as l.7 million tons, or 10 per cent of all fresh fish caught. 

33/ Only the fir~t step of MEPS, a simple disa~gregation or diagnostic 
stage, was applied to the case studies, presented in chapter '). 
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Improvements in marketing and dist1·ibution facilities and methods ar~ also 
nect:ssary for promoting fish conslunptionH'. especially in those countries 
where the levels of consumption are below 5 kg/capita per year and/or in those 
where the contribution of fish is very high (up to 40 per cent of the total 
animal protein consumption). These facts explain the need for domestic trade 
reldted priority actions in groups 3, 6, 8 and 9. These actions should be 

) i , 
accompanied by consumer education and institutional feeding prograrmies~ in 
the case of those countries where low levels of consumption prevail. 

Cn extractiC\n the construction of vessels is the mc .. t frequent 
requirement •hich should be viewed together with the development of the local 
fleet and the availability of icep~ants. In this sense the main activity is 
to do integrated projects involving all village activities including 
fishermen/boat builders, and the best investment is to assist local boat 
builders and incorporate alternative material in the construction of vessels. 
The local production of fishing gear and instrwnentation appears only in 
groups 3, 6 and 7 where the general level of industrial development is high. 
The activities linked with fishing gear and instrumentation should tend to 
introduce and to use fish detection instruments and fisheries charts, and 
appropriate offshore and deepwater fishing gear. It is importa1.t that the 
investment be encouraged for equipping local workshGps. 

In ~ocessi~g, the greatest need is for investment to improve methods of 
fish curing. Cured products are usually for the local market and around 
25 per cent of dried/cured fish is lost annually through spoilage. The main 
activity, therefore, should be to reduce losses and improve the quality ot 
cured fish. Consequently, investment should be encouraged in solar fish 
driers and solar disinfection units as well as in equipment and facilities for 
sea salt production. Energy efficient plants and processes are seen to be 
important for groups l, 4 and 6 and selective rehabilitation for groups 2, 5 
and 6. Finally, energy consumption rates are important and an investigation 
of possible economies in operation are activities to be encouraged. Such 
energy economies could be attained through investment in improved insulation, 
plant upgrading and the installation of more efficient processing units. 
Investments are also required in the construction of energy efficient 
buildings and in the use of locally available renewable energy sources. The 
rehabilitation should not be generalized, but should address the problem of 
over-capitalization ~nd should promote the rationalization of specific 
industrial processing lines. 

The support action most widely required is training, which is a 
generalized need for all groups. The most important need is for the training 
of fishermen, followed by training ir? quality control. 

~-~/ Con,.;umption has a very hetcrogenous distribution among developing 
countries (see table 2.13). 

1~/ See tables 2.l2a and 2.12.b for examples of these two types of 
actions. 
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Credit and finance and joint ventures are important mechanisms for the 
development of the FIS together with specific government policies and re~earch 
and development. Direct transfer of advanced technology seems to be less 
required. This is probably due to the fact that this activity is implicit in 
several other mechanisms such as training, research and development, and the 
use of joint ventures. 

The credit requirements are mainly for small scale, the type of credit 
that is usually scarce in developing countries. 

~overnment policies. The establishment or improvement of institutional 
and legal infrastructure is an important support action. It is interesting to 
n~te that only in group 3 countries have governments generally not considered 
fisheries as a priority sector. For all other groaps a high to medium 
government priority has been given and though goals have of ten been 
established, integrated development policies usually have not been developed 
and applied. For this reason, the establishment of such policies appears as 
an important remedial input for all gro~ps. 

Research and development needs for resources are specified only for 
group 6, where a diversification strategy based on fish resources and markets 
was found to be most appropriate. However, research on resources is implicit 
in sur·vey and other management activities. Other research requirements relate 
to processing, marketing and climatically appropriate energy systems. These 
are areas where results obtained at a local research institution could easily 
be transferred to other countries in the group and eventually to other country 
groups. The possibility of promoting joir:t co-ordinated research work for 
countries within a group should also be explored. 

Table 7.11 gives at a glance, an idea of the multiple actions that have 
to be taken by the government, by the private sector, promoted by 
international and bilateral agencies and aid groups and supported by 
international development banks and other agencies. The discussion of the 
role of each agent is not considered to be within the scope of this present 
study. 

7.4 Opportunities for co-operation a~ong country group~ 

There is considerable scope for technical co-operation between developing 
countries. Several states in major fishery regions are already working 
closely on resource management and assessment. Technical assistance between 
states has taken place mainly through the FAO TCDC progranune and through 
regional associations like ASEAN. Some commercial interchange and 
co-operation takes place, particularly in marketing and this has received a 
substantial boost from the four regional fish market information units, 
INFOPESCA, INFOFISH, INFOPECHE and INFOSAMAK. 

Considerable expertise exists in fish culture in Asia and the Far East, 
in processing and marketing in Latin America, and in specific capture 
technologies and management regimes in particular countries in each of the 
c~ntinents. To date there has been little direct interregional co-operation 
except through UN and international development bank projects and efforts 
could be made to promote south-south co-operation utilizing additional 
mechanisms to the ones mentioned above. 
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Countries with good experience in off shore capture fisheries are 
represented in groups 2, 4, 6, 7 and 10. These include Morocco, ~exico, 
Indonesia, Chile, Peru, Republic of Korea, Thailand, Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea and Cuba. States with well developed artisanal fisheries in 
groups 4, 5, 7 and 9 include Indonesia, Oman, Philippines and Senegal. 
Countries with some years of experience of foreign fleets fishing under 
licence or in joint ventures are Nigeria, Mozambique, Indonesia, Mauritania 

• and Maldives in groups l, 2, 4, 8 and 9. 

High quality artisanal processing skills are found in the Far East, 
particularly in the Philippines and Thailand (group 7) but also in some 
countries of West Africa and Central America. Export processing ifidustries 
are mainly in group 7 countries (Chile, Ecuador, Peru, etc.) with some in 
group 2 (Morocco, Mexico, Mozambique). 

Important fishing countries with expertise in aquaculture are China 
(group 2), Indonesia (group 4), Ecuador (group 6) and the Philippines 
(group 7). Brazil, Chile and [ndia also have advanced systems for growing 
certain species. 

Some more specific examples of technology expertise which might be 
usefully transferred within regions are listed below in table 7.12. 

7.5 Swmnar..i.__2!__ required technical assistance activities and investment 

The identified technical assistance and investment requirements are 
swmnarized in table 7.l3. This summary is made according to the components of 
the fisheries industrial system rather than according to countries or country 
groups (country-specific actions are presented in the main study). 

On the basis of these results country-focussed programmes and projects to 
promote the development of the industrial activities required to stimulate the 
full use of the fish resources will be developed. This will require 
co-ordinated actions with FAQ and other international or~anizations. 
Similarly, through its investment promotion mechanism - and following its 
regular procedures - UNIDO will be ab~e to help attract necessary investment 
resources. At the request of interested countries further detailed studies 
could be made: first, a quantified and sper:ific assessment of the resources 
required for obtaining a certain goal for the sector and second 
pre-feasihility and feasibility studies in order to start-up the actual 
execution of development projects in the fisheries industrial system. 

UNIDO has a range of suitable method0logies and vast experience in their 
applir.ation for developing and ~xecuting the necessary support programmes for 
an integrated sector developm~nt. A common philosophy behind these 
meth0rlnlogies is that th~y should he ultimately transferred to the developing 
coun~ •es themselves for use in the actual planning, management and monitoring 
of the development of the industrial sector under consideration. 
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Table 7.12. Technology expertise available in developing countries applicable 
to south-south co-cperation.!/ 

Technology expertise 

Beach landing craft 
Ocean-going sail craft 
Lake canoes 
Small purse seiners 
Larger trawlers and purse seiners 
Fish aggregating devices 
Long distance fishing 
Fres~ fish culture 
Prawn culture 
Fish~ries co-operatives 
Dried fish products 
Frozen shrimp 

Frozen/canned tuna 

Canned sardines, mackerel 
By~products - fish sauce, shellcraft 
Fisheries management systems 
Foreign fishing agreements 
Joint ventures 
Integrated small-scale fishery 
projects 
Training - artisanal fisheries 
Training - conunercial fisheries 

Training - aquaculture 
Traini3g - boat buildin~ 
Training fish process;ng 
Research vessel operatio1 
Monitoring fish stocks 

Country 

Senega!., India 
South Pacific States, Caribbean 
Zambia, Tanzania 
Peru, Ecuador, Thailand 
Thailand, Morocco, Chile 
Samoa, Philippines, Indonesia, Maldives 
Cuba, Republic of Korea 
China, Indonesia 
Ecuador, Indonesia 
Belize, Indonesia 
Philippines, Thailand, area of Hong Kong 
India, Mexico, Brazil, Indonesia, 
Thailand 
Indonesia, Philippines, Mexico, 
Republic of Korea 
Morocco, Peru, Ecuador, Chile, Thailand 
Philippines, Thailand 
Malaysia, South Pacific states 
Mauritania, Mozambique, Maldives 
Indonesia, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Morocco 

Philippines, Indonesia, Benin 
Fiji, Papua New Guinea 
Republic of Korea, Morocco, Indonesia, 
Cuba 
Indonesia, Philippines 
Republic of Korea, Tanzania 
Thailand, Peru 
Indonesia, Morocco, India 
Thailand, Kuwait, Peru 

------------------------------ ---------------

~I The above list is only a general indication of countries with 
experience and skills in the various areas. A comprehensive listing would be 
much more extensive but would also need to detail technologies and locations 
more precisely. 



• Table 7.13. Technical assistance activities and investment requirements 

Components 

Resource management 
surveys and research 

Monitoring and statistics 

Legislation and policing 

Conservation and 
enhancement 

Aquaculture 

International waters 

Extraction 
Artisanal fishing 

vessels 

commercial fishing 
vessels 

Fishing gear and 
-thods 

Vessel 111achinery 
and equip-nt 

Ice sul'J)lies and boxes/ 
containers 

Fish ponds and fish 
cages 

Activities 

Accoustic and biological surveys; of biotaass and 
fish stocks. 
Collection and compilation of catch/effort data and 
length/frequency data. 
Control of fleet size or power. Control of pollution 
environment. Control of fishing pressure or harvested 
amount. 
Control of capture of juvenile fish. Management of 
coastal zones and inland waters. 

Pro1110tion of fish fat'llling by infot'lllation. credit and 
technical assistance. Provision of culture services. 
fisb fry, feed and fertilizers. 
Co-operation with international fishery bodies. 
Development of econoaLical long distance craft. 

Protection of traditional fishing communities who 
have no alternative primary source of income. Socio
economic and cultural studies. 
Integrated projects involving all village activities 
including fishermen/boatbuilders. net makers. 
processors. tradeSlllen and artisans. 
Rationalization of fishing fleets. Develop~ent of more 
energy-efficient craft and safety at sea. 
Upgrading of technology and skills in local boatyards. 
shipyards or marine workshops. 

Introduction.and use of F.A.D.s. fish detection·ins
tnaaents and fisheries charts. appropriate offshore 
and deepvater.fishing·gear and techniques. 
Introduction, improvesaent and promotion of blocks and 
tackles. hoists. derricks, band winches, mechanical 
or hydraulic capstans adn winches. windlasses. net 
drwas and poller blocks. Introduction and use of fish 
graders and conveyors on larger vessels. 
Improvement of basic cleanliness and insulation of 
fish holds. use of ice boxes and fish boxes, refri
gerated o~ c"billed sea water tanks; chilled.or refri
gerated fish holds as appropriate. i!llproved fish 
handling and processing at sea. 
Propagation of information on p'>nd and c:11;~ tec:'lnn
logy, construction ... terials. fcrtllizinc. mooring 
.. intenance and repair. 

SECTION 1 

Investments 

1 

Research stations and vessels. staf~t 

Fort fishery offices. samples progr 
systems. 
Fishery protection vessels and/or airc"'! 

Production of larvae for stocking lakesj 
Construction of artificial reefs. replaal 
mangroves. J 
Establishment of fish hatcheries and fil 

Design and construction or nodificationl 
distant water fisheries. j 

I 

I 
Assistance to local boatbuilders to upgl 
strength and efficiency of local craft: I 
alternative materials in ccnstruction ~ 
lure si!llple pumps and hauling equipment 
Co11111Unity fishery centres, co-operative~ 
extension services. village water supplj 
Research into fuel efficient engines a1" 
development of alternative fuel motors. I 
Construction of slipways ..id repair ya~ 
with marine engineering machinery a:1d ~ 
Training of ship repair and installatioil 

1 

Equipping local workshops to manuf actu~ 
tans. net re .. ls. blocks and derricks. 1 

Establishment of .. rine hydraulic engi'" 
Upgrading training of local technicians1 

I 

Development and 111anufacture of locally ~ 
containers. Production and supply of i~ 
material. lnatall"grading·equipment on 1 
fishing for mixed quantities/sizes of 91 

Fish fannins extension ser~ices. 
Local lancuage technical literature. 

I 
I 

I 



ts 

vessels, staff training 

samples prograanes, log book 

tection vessels and/or aircraft. 

of larvae for stocking lakes or ponds. 
on of artificial reefs, replanting 

t of fish hatcheries and fish farm services 

constnaction or llOdification of ••••els for 
ter fisheries. 

to local boatbuilders to upgrade the 
efficiency of local craft, to incorporate 

e materials in construction and to manufac
e pumps and hauling equipment. 
fishery centres, co-operative:s, fishery 
services, village water supplies, roads. 

to fuel efficient engines and hulls. and 
t of alteniative fuel motors. 
on of slipways and repair yards. equipped 

engineering machinery and tools. 
f ship repair and installation personnel. 

local workshops to manufacture winches. cap
reels, blocks and derricks. 
nt of aarine hydraulic engineering depots. 

training of local technicians. 

and aanufacture of locally suitable fish 
• Production and supply of insulation 
nstall"grading equipnient on larger boats 
•ixed quantities/sizes of species. 

g extension services. 
age technical literature. 

B:xmmple• of on-going actiYities 

Thailand - Resource sur.ep and stock monitoring. Gulf of Thailand. 
Jtuvait - Fishery Research Station, YeS••ls and ongoing stock monitoring. 
Scmalia - Fridt$•f llansen ( research ship) sune1 of offshore fishing stocb. 

UllDP/lforvay prosr-. 
S. Pacific - Log book s75tea in force for all foreign fishing fleets. 
Unaguay - Fishery s\irvey with FAO research vessel •La Katra•. UllDP 
Malaysia - •ev -rine seas 1AR&ge111eDt regime. trawlers banned froa coastal waters. 

·state licenses recruired for local areas. national licensing of 
c09lllercial vessels. Coastal resources ailocated to user groups. 
Artisanal lishing coimunities prtected. Resettlement schea ffor 
trawler fishermen displacLi through licensing. 

Mexico - Establisheiant of fish balchrries and fish culture. 
Indonesia - btension services for fin fish and prawns. Covernment, bank and 

bilateral projects. 
lforocco - considerable new construction for offshore fleet. Private finance. 
India - Sational plans to replace thousands of existing t.IOOden trawlers. 

Sri Lanka - Several fishing boat building pn>jects. 
Senegal - Improvements to local beach landing boats - FAO. 

·somalia - Establishment of local g.v.p. boat factory. 
lay of Bengal - Local construction of improved beach landing craft. FAO/SIDA. 
Indonesia - Fisheries Extension Project, FAO/UllDP. 
11 Salvador - Integrated small scale fisheries project, FAO/UUDP. 
Benin - Artisanal fishing conminities integrated project. FAO/DAJIIDA. 
caribbean - Safety at sea for fishing vessels. FAO/IMO prograaa.. 
Samoa and Somalia - Improvements to local sailing craft and development of 

new sail-assisted fishing boats. 
Bangladesh - Introduction of mechanical and hydraulic haulers on local fishing 

craft. 
Indonesia - Training of marine·engineers;velders. machinists and 

operators. FAO/UNDP. 
w. Africa - Establislllllent of local service and repair workshops. Local/ 

international sector. 

Peru - Rationalization and conversion of fish plants. Development and 
production of alternative packaging .aterials. 

Indonesia - I11stallation of sea -ter fish tanks on ... u local 
seine vessels"fishing for·sardine for·canneries. 

Philippines - Bureau of Fisheries extensions and training services. U.S. tid, 
Fisheries Universities and InGtitutes. World Bank. 

fbailand - fish culture development and extension service. 

SECTION 2 
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Table r.13. Technical assistance activities and investment requirements (continued) 

CClllpOftents 

Processing 

Ice plants and ice 
- stores 

Traditional fiah 
curing 

Fi~b plant quality 
·control 

Energy-economical plants 
· and processes 

Low-cost packaging 
BJ-<:atch and trash fish 

utilization 

ttar~eting and 
distribution 
Fish landing places and 

-rket premises 

Fish landing and 
loading systems 

Transport and packing 

Cold ~tores and cold 
chains 

Fisheries infrastructure 
Harbours. ports and 

jetties 
Boatyards and slipways 

Karine engin·.ering 
workshops 

Access roads 

Electricitv, f~el and 
water supplies 

rish trade 
Domestic 111&rket:: 

Export -rkets 

•on-food product:: 

Activities 

Improve the quality and avail~bility of ice. Provide 
well insulated storage bins or sheds. Develop passive 
cooling syste!llS to minimize losses. 
Reduce lossea and improve quality of cured fish. 

Train plant managers and personnel in quality control 
and hygiene. Establish standards and inspection 
services. 
Survey energy consumption rates and investigate 
possibilities of economies in operation. 

Investigate substitute canning materials 
Develop surimi and minced fish products. 
Initiate by-catch collection/landing schemes. 

Provide clean water. scrubbers and washing regimes 
for all fish markets and landing places. 

Speed up fish landing. sale and loafing on transport 
in all markets. 

Encourare standardization of fish containers and 
supplies of packing materials. 
Ensure continuity in frozen fish chains. 

Provide and i.lllprove harbours and la~ding places 
for marine.fisheries." Survey coastal sites. 
Enssure aderuate slipping and docking. Facilities 
for the fishing fleet. 
!stablish repair and 111aintenance services in all 
fishing ports. aporopriate to needs. 
Ensure access to landing places for fish trucks. and 
establish distribution network. 
Provide water. fuel and power to isolated fishing 
ports-where .:equired. 

Promote local consumption of fish food, develop nev 
pro~ucts, ilaprove and maintain qu2lity, reduce 
inefficiencies a~d bottlenecks. 
Raise quelity standards to ••et illl'Oorters require11141!nts 
fish for or cultre •"'Portable species. 

Encourage shellcraft cottage industries, utilize 
waste fish or offal for producing meal and oil. 

SECTION 1 

Invesi.-ts 

I 

l 
Small scale econo=ical and efficient I 
Simple beat pumps for cooling stores; 
Insulated stores of local :llOlterials. 
Solar fish driers and solar desinfes 
Tools and facilities for se~ salt p 
Hodernize plants with hybienic facil 
equipment necessary i~r sanit~tion 

Improve insulation. energy ••fficienc 
plants, and install more .efficients 
energy efficient buildings ~nd use 1 
sources. 
Local material m.anufacturin& plants. 
Construct appropriate local by-catch 
and mcdifiy vessles for collection ~ 

Installation of SWS filters (fresh 
pumps and storage tar.ks. Ex~<>nd shad 
handling areas. 
Equip vessels with derricks or have 
piers. standardize fish box~s/contai~ 
weighing machines. 
Kanufacture of standard trur.k size ~ 
proof boxes. 
Refrigeration equipi:ient, f:c·eze::-s. s 
cabinest. Refrigerated tn:c~s. 

I 
l 

Dredging and surveys. Harbour and ~o· 
Jetties and piers for small scale fi~ 
Docking facilities appropriate ~o fi~ 
and fleet size. J 

Training of engineers and m~c~anic~~.I 
workshops in ports and boat)'ards. 
Co111111Unications inf~aslrucutro. roads 
transport vessels. 
Connection of harbours to national 
of water·-supp!ies: ·1nst:iirat.ion-of l 
pumps and storage tank~ whe1·e neces 

Fish inspection servic~s. advertisi 
institutional feP.¢~ng ~rogra11r.1es, r 
display cases. , 
Training of plant operators, rese•~~ 
of processing methods. :redit tor s~ 
elCl'orte.·:::. J 
R1 ct.ens ion and trai n.lng se.vic, 
s::-.. , ,o4uctlon unit.1. j 

I 
j 
; 



ed) 

cale econoGical anj efficient ice plants. 
beat pumps ff)r c.,'()ling stor-!!s. 
ed stor-es of local ~.ater-1~:s. 
ish dr-ier-s and solar ~esinfestaticn units. 

d facilities for =e~ sall ;r-oduction. 
e plants with hygienic facilities and 
~ necPssary f~r sanitation an~ cleanli .. 

insulation. energy ••fficiency by upgrading 
and install more efficier~s units. Construct 

efficient buildings 'lnd .cal 1enevable 

terial manufacturin& p~~ats. 
ct appropriat~ local by-catch pr-ocessing units 
ifiy vessles for- collection ~~ s~a. 

tion of SWS filters <fresh and/Qr- salt water->. 
d storage tanks. Extend ~bade cover over- fish 

derricks c• have thena install~d on 
ish boxes/container-s. Install 

trur.k size insulated leak 

ation equip111ent. frc,ezers. stores and display 
t. Ref~igerated truc~s. 

and sur-veys. ffar-bcur- and por-t construction. 
and piers for small scale fisher-ies. 
facilities appr-opriate to fishing vessels 
t size. 
of engineers and m~chanics. Eqaipping of 

• in ports and boatrards. 
at ion:; int rastrucut1·0. r-oads. blC"idges. f i:oh 
t vessels. 
on of harbours to national grids. extension 
-supp fies; ·instil fat. ion-of genel"at:oi-a-; 

storage t:anks vhe1·e necessary. 

ection services, advelC"tising and pu!llicity. 
ional feeding progr~lll!les. l"et•~l ·~tlets, 
eases. 
of plant operators. reseal"ch and monitoring 

ssing methods. Credit for suppliel"s and 

tension and tl"aining services. co-operatives, 
uction units. 

Kxmlpl•• of on-going actlvitiea 

Indonesia - Rural development project. CTZ. assistance to ice plants. fish 
handling and marketing. 

Dolllinican Republic - Fish salting plant pr-oject. UNDP/TCP. 
Afr-ica ~ Regional tl"aining programmes and cour-ses on fish curing and 

pr-ocessing. FAO.'DAlllDA. 
Bangladesh - Shrimp expor-t quality control pl"ograimte. UllDP. 
Djibouti - Fish marketin~. ice plants and retail outlets pl"oject. U.S.aid 

Peru and Venezuela - Research and development of more energy efficient 
processing equipment and methods. 

Cuyana - Utilization of by-catch from shrimp trawling fleet. Research and 
developa:ent ?ctivities. 

South China Sea Area - Region.al activities to support nationa effo•ts to 
improve fish malC"kets and landing places. FAO/UllDP. 

El Salvador - Integrated fisheries project for- S111all scale sectol". improving 
capture. handling. mar-keting. boats. geare. vatel" supplies.etc. 

Phili~pines · PFKA Navotas fish market project. 
Brazil - Artisanal fisher-ies pl"oject. Belem. CTZ. ice plants. boxes. transport. 
Indonesia - Sumatra and Java fishel"ies development projects, fish handling. 

distr-ibulion and mar-keting. ADB. 

Indonesia - fishery inf rastrucutre project; AD8 and Sumatra fisheries 
project. ·Nev harbours, jetties ·~l"kets and facilities. 

·P.D.R. Yemen - Nev h~rbour project includin~ fishel"y hal"bour and 
facilities. USSR aid. Training of local marine engineers 
and l"efl"igel"ation technicians. FAO/UVDP. 

Koza.~bique - Fishery harboul" Beil"a and facilities. FAO and Italian aid. 
Indonesia and Bangladesh - Val"iou~ fish transpol"t/collection vessel projects. 
Bal"bados - Nev fish mal"ket construction project. ADB. 

Ko~amblque - E:tablishlaent of local quality control and fish inspection 
services. FAO/UNDP. 

Latin Amf!r.ica - Regional Tl"aining coul"ses on frish quality control and 
pl"ocessing, FAOIDAllIDA. ' 

Philippine~ - Local cottage industry projects. Integl"ated Service 
Assoc iatlons. 

SECTION 2 
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SOMMA IRE 

Ce document presente une importante etude portant sur le systeme 
industriel des peches dans les pays en developpement. 

L'etude se fonde sur !'analyse de nombreuses donnees portant sur 64 pays 
en developpement dont ooze fo~t l'objet d'une monographie. L'etude evalue le 
systeme industriel des peches dans 10 groupes de pays ayant chacun leur propre 
modele de developpement. Pour chacun de ces modeles on met en evidence les 
options strategiques, l'investissement et l'assistance techniques requis. Sur 
les resultats de l'etude il est possible d'elaborer des programmes de 
developpement integrant l'ensemble du systeme de l'industrie de la peche en 
s 'aidant des methodes habituelle111E11t utilisees p.:ir l 'O~DI telle que MEPS 
(Methode d'Evaluation et de Programmation des Syst~~P.S de Production el de 
Consoawna ti.on) • 

E.XTRACTO 

Este documento presenta un estudio mayor preparado sobre el desarrollo de 
estratcgias para los sistemas industriales de las industrias pesqueras en 
paises en vias de desarrollo. 

El estudio esta basado en un analisis de una gran cantidad de informacion 
sabre 64 paises en vias de desarrollo, incluyendo estudios individuates sobre 
11 paises. Evalua el sistema pesquero industrial en 10 grupos de paises segun 
sus sistemas especificus de dcsarrollo. Para cada sistema de desarrollo se 
presentan opciones para formular estrategias y se describen los requerimientos 
para inversiones y asistencia tecnica. Sohre la base de los resultados del 
estudio se pueden elaborar programas para el desarrollo integral del sistema 
pesquero industrial utilizando las :netodologias standard de la ONUDI, como ser 
ME.PS (Metodologia de Evalu~cion y Programacion de Sistemas de Produccion y 
Consurno). 
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For the guidance of our publications prograDllle in order to assist in our 
publication activities, we would appreciate your completing the questionnaire 
below and returning it to UNIDO, Sectoral Studies Branch, D-2073, P.O. Box 300, 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 

Q U E 5 T I 0 N N A I R ~ 

Industrial dev~lopment strategies for fishery systems in developing countries 

(please check appropriate box) 
yes no 

(l) Were the data contained in the study useful? LI 
I I 

I I 

(2) Was the analysis sound? 

(3) Was the information pro,·ided new? 

(4) Did you agree with the conclusion? 

(5) Did you find the reco1.wnendations sound? 

(6) Were the format and style easy to read? 

(7) Do you wish to be put on our documents 
mailing list? 

(8) Do you wish to receive the latest list 
of documents prepared by the Sectoral 
Studies Branch? 

(9) Any other conunents? 

Name: 
(in capitals) 

Institution: 
(please give full address) 

Date: 

I I 

LI 
I I 

I I 

LI 

I I 

LI 

LI 

LI 
I I 

I I 

If yes, please specify 
subjects of inter~st 

LJ LI 




